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The e-retail sector in South Africa has a significant opportunity to capture a large portion of the
country’s retail industry. Central to seizing this opportunity is leveraging the advantages that
the online setting affords. In particular, the e-retailer can offer an extremely large catalogue
of products; far beyond what a traditional retailer is capable of supporting. However, as the
catalogue grows, it becomes increasingly difficult for a customer to efficiently discover desirable
products. As a consequence, it is important for the e-retailer to develop tools that automatically
explore the catalogue for the customer. In this dissertation, we develop a recommender system
(RS), whose purpose is to provide suggestions for products that are most likely of interest to a
particular customer.
There are two primary contributions of this dissertation. First, we describe a set of six char-
acteristics that all effective RS’s should possess, namely; accuracy, responsiveness, durability,
scalability, model management, and extensibility. Second, we develop an RS that is capable of
serving recommendations in an actual e-retail environment. The design of the RS is an attempt
to embody the characteristics mentioned above.
In addition, to show how the RS supports model selection, we present a proof-of-concept
experiment comparing two popular methods for generating recommendations that we implement
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Over the last decade, online shopping, also known as e-retail, has expanded rapidly around
the globe. The South African e-retail market is small by international standards, but has
an opportunity to quickly capture a significant portion of an retail sector dominated by large
incumbents. Key to seizing this opportunity is leveraging advantages which are out of reach for
traditional retailers. In particular, the e-retailer is able to offer an extremely large catalogue of
products, far beyond what a traditional retailer can support.
Broadly defined, the retail trade sector in South Africa (SA) is the composition of retail
outlets that sell goods and products to the general public for household use (Statistics South
Africa, 2015a). It is a significant contributor to the South African economy, and has grown con-
sistently in recent years. A handful of major firms with similar operational strategies dominate
the industry, including Shoprite, Pick n Pay and Massmart.
The e-retail industry is contained within the overall retail trade industry. It consists of two
main groups of retailers. The first group is those retailers that primarily offer their products to
customers in physical stores, but also offer a secondary catalogue of products over the internet.
The second group consists of those retailers who offer their products exclusively online through
a website, mobile application, or both. These companies are known as “pure-play” e-retailers
(Chiles and Dau, 2005). In this dissertation, our focus is on the pure-play environment.
Pure-play e-retail companies generally operate with one of two business models, namely,
a first-party marketplace or a third-party marketplace. In the first-party model,the e-retailer
owns the inventory it sells to customers. This is similar to the traditional retail model, where
retailers have purchasing agreements with a range of suppliers, who deliver stock to stores, and
this stock is sold to customers through the store-front. In the third-party marketplace model,
the e-retailer effectively sells their brand and fulfilment network to other enterprises as a service.
Here, the e-retailer acts as a central online hub on which a wide range of businesses can sell their
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merchandise. This enables businesses to tap huge aggregated traffic flow that the e-retailer has
already built (Devitt et al., 2013). A few international e-retailers have captured the imagination
when thinking about these models. Amazon in the United States (US) comes to mind as a top
e-retailer that operates with a mix of the two models, while eBay from the US and Alibaba
from China dominate the global third-party marketplace.
The South African (SA) e-retail industry is small by international standards, and as a result,
there is significant opportunity for growth. This opportunity has not gone unnoticed; there are
a growing number of e-retail companies vying for the attention of SA internet users, including,
Takealot, Zando, Loot, Superbalist and Spree.
There are a number of opportunities provided by the e-retail environment which have lead to
the success of e-retail globally. First, e-retail offers greater convenience. Online shopping is not
constrained to a physical store, therefore, as long a customer has access to the internet, they can
shop. Second, e-retailers can potentially offer lower prices; in 2012, Amazon offered 5 % to 13 %
lower prices on average compared to the top-five brick-and-mortar retailers in the US. Finally,
e-retailers can offer a much wider selection of products. Since the e-retail catalogue is virtual,
a product does not have to be in stock to be on display. With the addition of a third-party
marketplace, the online catalogue could potentially be extended to tens, or hundreds of millions
of products (Aufreiter et al., 2012).
Yet, with these opportunities come significant challenges for an e-retailer. For example, to
realise the convenience of online shopping, an e-retailer must build accessible mobile platforms
and efficient delivery infrastructure. Lower prices also come at a cost; in 2012, Amazon had
invested three times more than offline competitors in technology research and development
(R&D) to improve the efficiency of their supply chain. Even a large catalogue of products is no
panacea for an e-retailer. As the catalogue grows, it becomes increasingly difficult for a customer
to effectively discover desirable products. As a consequence, it is important to develop tools
that intelligently explore the catalogue for the customer; surfacing relevant products based on
observed behaviour.
In this dissertation, we develop a system that fulfils this requirement. Widely known as a
recommender system (RS), our system is a set of “software tools and techniques that provide
suggestions for items that are most likely of interest to a particular user” (Ricci et al., 2015). In
the context of e-retail, items are generally products, and users are generally potential customers.
Here, the primary role of a RS is to generate personalised rankings of products for customers. As
a customer interacts with the e-retail platform, they are provided suggestions from this ranking.
From the perspective of the e-retailer, the hope is that these suggestions meet the needs of the
customer, generating a purchase. From the perspective of the customer, the recommendations
should make their shopping experience more efficient by providing a personalised exploration of
the product catalogue.
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There are a number of steps involved in generating personalised recommendations. First, we
must acquire the data necessary for building recommendations. This is important because it de-
termines the recommendation techniques that should be supported by the RS. More specifically,
some recommendation techniques require more “knowledge” than others. For example, some
techniques need only know a unique identifier of a product with which a customer interacted,
while others require detailed product descriptions and taxonomy information. Furthermore,
some techniques require data that indicates customers’ explicit preference for products, while
others need only interaction data that implicitly indicates product preferences.
Next we need to actually generate recommendations. The literature on this subject has
exploded in the last decade, due, in part, to the advent of the Netflix Prize (Barbieri et al.,
2014). In 2006, Netflix, a leader in the film rental market promoted a competition with the
goal of improving the prediction accuracy of their recommendation algorithm by 10 %. The
competition lasted three years and involved research groups from across the globe, and inspired
continuous and fruitful research. During this period, a huge number of recommendation ap-
proaches were proposed, substantially advancing the literature. Many of these approaches are
in the subclass of recommendation techniques called collaborative filtering (CF), which tries
to find similar customers, and recommends products they have bought. Earlier research on
recommendation techniques focuses on content based filtering (CBF), which recommends to a
customer products which contain similar attributes to products they have bought before. Since
the Netflix prize, researchers have seen much success in combining CF and CBF using powerful
hybrid recommendation techniques.
Finally, we need some way of evaluating recommendations. The adoption of a recommen-
dation algorithm requires some evaluation of its ability to provide benefit to the customer or
e-retailer. This is a challenging task, and according to (Barbieri et al., 2014) is one of “the biggest
unsolved problems in RS.” There are two main approaches for tackling this issue, namely, offline
and online evaluation. In online evaluation, a small percentage of customers are directed to rec-
ommendations generated by the algorithm, and their interaction with the system is recorded.
Their level of interaction is then compared to a baseline to determine the material impact of the
recommendations. This gives a strong indication of the effectiveness of the recommendations,
but carries significant risk; should system serve poor recommendations, there is a chance that
customers become despondent and leave the platform without making a purchase. To mitigate
this risk, an offline evaluation can be carried out beforehand to determine a candidate set of
effective algorithms (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011). An offline evaluation involves evaluating
the performance of the algorithm on a historical dataset. Typically, the procedure is to train the
recommendation model on a portion of the dataset, then to check whether the model predicted
interactions that occurred in the remainder of the dataset.
Thus, in building an RS, there are a series of diverse challenges about which the researcher
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must reason. As a consequence, this research is situated at the intersection of multiple fields -
statistics, machine learning, information retrieval, computer science and software engineering.
The challenge is to pull together research in all these fields to build a system capable of serving
effective recommendations, beyond the laboratory. This process is referred to as Data Science
– converting large amounts of data into usable “data products” (Crankshaw et al., 2014).
1.1 Research Objectives
The focus of this dissertation has been to develop a prototype RS for use in an e-retail environ-
ment. In particular, the goals of this thesis are to;
1. develop set of characteristics with which we can evaluate the effectiveness of a RS, and,
2. using this framework, build a prototype RS for the South African e-retailer Takealot.
1.2 Research Approach and Chapter Overview
Including this chapter, the dissertation consists of five chapters. The purpose of chapter 2 is to
perform an extensive review of the existing RS literature and extract the characteristics of a RS
which generates effective recommendations, in the e-retail context. Toward that end, we first
contextualise the role of a RS in e-retail, then develop our characteristics by stepping through
the various aspects of a RS, including, data sources, recommendation techniques, and methods
for evaluating recommendations. In chapter 3, we detail the design and implementation of the
RS. We attempt to justify the design of each component by showing that it realises one of the
characteristics which we have developed in chapter 2. Chapter 4 details the deployment of the
RS, and evaluates the system against the characteristics we developed in chapter 2. Finally,





There are two main goals for this literature review. First, we aim to contextualise the role of a
recommender system (RS) within the South African e-retailer, and second, we want to develop
the characteristics of an effective RS.
In section 2.1 we start with an overview of the South African retail industry at large. We
look at key segments of the industry, and examine some of the firms that dominate the market.
In section 2.2 we begin our exploration of the e-retail industry with a description of the
various business models that have emerged in e-retail over the years, and give examples of the
international firms who have used e-retail to gain a significant share of the broader retail market
in countries like the United States (US) and China. Until now, this has been in stark contrast to
the South African context, where e-retail has yet to make a significant impact. The remainder
of section 2.2 introduces some of the key players in the South African e-retail industry and
unpacks the issues that are preventing South Africans from converting to “e-shoppers”. We
also propose a series of potential solutions to these problems.
The success of e-retail abroad has largely been the result of realising customer conveniences
which are not available to offline retailers. In section 2.3, we describe these conveniences and
show how the South African e-retailers introduced in section 2.2 are working towards realising
them as well. Customer convenience is only one side of the coin, though. Operationally, e-
retailers have a much broader set of tools at their disposal than those available to brick-and-
mortar retailers, largely as a result of the data-rich environment in which they operate. If South
African e-retailers are to see the same success as the large American and Chinese firms, they
must implement systems that take advantage of this environment as well. The remainder of
section 2.3 is concerned with describing some of these systems.
In section 2.4 we begin to shift focus toward the second goal of this chapter, namely devel-
oping the characteristics of an effective RS. The primary role of a RS in e-retail is to provide
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customers with a personalised exploration of an otherwise overwhelming catalogue of choices.
However, it is not the only possible function. In this section, we explore the various roles of a RS
in the e-retailer, which give rise to three important RS characteristics; (1) an RS should serve
accurate recommendations, (2) requests for recommendations should be responded to within
the window of interactivity, and (3) recommendations should always be available.
In section 2.5, we move on to the various sources of data that a RS might use to generate
recommendations in the context of e-retail. This discussion gives rise to another of the key
characteristics of an effective RS, namely, scalability in the variety and amount of input data.
Using these data sources, data scientists generate recommendations with a multitude of
techniques. Thus, one of the important features of a RS is support for a few effective techniques
and an extensible software interface with which new techniques can be implement new tech-
niques. In section 2.6 we develop a framework for describing recommendation techniques, and
in section 2.7 we survey the landscape of recommendation algorithms.
Once we have established a set of techniques for generating recommendations, how do we
confirm that they are accurate? In section 2.8 we describe how a RS can effectively answer
this question. A RS should have at its disposal a variety of metrics that can be used within an
offline evaluation to ensure the recommendations remain effective as time passes.
Finally, in section 2.9, we present the architecture of three RS’s, namely, Oryx, Velox, and
TencentRec. We analyse to what extent these systems support our characteristics.
2.1 Retail in South Africa
Broadly defined, the retail trade sector is comprised of outlets that sell goods and products to the
general public for household use (Statistics South Africa, 2015a). It is a significant contributor
to the South African (SA) economy, and has grown consistently in recent years. A handful of
major firms with similar operational strategies dominate the industry. In this section, we give
a breakdown of the major segments of the retail industry and examine the structure of three of
the largest retail companies, namely Shoprite, Pick n Pay and Massmart.
2.1.1 Retail Industry Definition
In South Africa, the retail industry forms a major part of the trade division, the components of
which are: wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motor cycles, and hotels and
restaurants (Provincial Treasury - Gauteng Province, 2012). The major source of information
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about the retail industry for this dissertation has been the reports generated by Statistics South
Africa1 (Stats SA). They divide the statistics about the retail industry into seven clusters:
General Dealers Non-specialised trade across all segments, but predominantly in food.
Food Specialised trade in fresh fruit and vegetables, meat and meat products, bakery products,
beverages, tobacco, and in other food in specialised stores.
Personal Care Specialised trade in pharmaceutical and medical goods, cosmetics and toi-
letries.
Fashion Specialised trade in textiles, clothing, footwear and leather goods.
Household Specialised trade in furniture, appliances and equipment.
Hardware Specialised trade in hardware, paint and glass.
Other Specialised trade in reading matter and stationery; jewellery, watches and clocks; sports
goods; entertainment equipment; and second-hand goods. This includes repair of all
personal and household goods, as well as all informal trade not in stores.
In the following section, we give an overview of the retail industry in terms of recent sales
and historical growth. The overview includes a breakdown of sales and growth according the
seven clusters above.
2.1.2 Overview of the Retail Industry
According to Stats SA, retail trade accounts for approximately 6 % of SA’s Gross Domestic
Product (GDP), with total sales of R868 billion in 2015 (Statistics South Africa, 2015b,a).
By the end of 2014, the retail industry had more than 1.8 million employees. This represents
approximately 20 % of the SA workforce2 (Statistics South Africa, 2014). Thus, the retail
industry is very important to the SA economy.
Figure 2.1 shows the breakdown of retail sales by cluster. With R351 billion in revenue,
general dealers account for approximately 40 % of retail trade revenue. Next are fashion specialty
stores with R177 billion in sales, which account for around 20 % of revenue. Together, general
dealers and fashion retailers account for 60 % (over R520 billion) of sales.
Despite difficult broader economic circumstances, retail trade is one of the few industries in
SA to have experienced persistent positive growth over the previous decade3 (Statistics South
1http://www.statssa.gov.za/
2Not including the agricultural sector.
3Retail trade has grown every year since 2005, apart from 2009, in which all industries experienced the
aftermath of the global financial crisis of 2008.
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Figure 2.1: Breakdown of sales in 2015 by cluster (in Rm).
Africa, 2015b). Figure 2.2 gives a breakdown of the growth in retail sales over the period from
2011 to 2015. Total growth slowed from 2011 to 2013, from which point it picked up, reaching
just above 7.5 % in 2015.
Figure 2.2: Breakdown of growth by cluster for the period 2011 to 2015 (source: Statistics South
Africa (2015b)).
Overall growth in the retail industry can be attributed largely to general dealers and fashion
retailers. General dealers, consistently account for the largest proportion of growth. Fashion
retailers also account for a significant portion. Household specialty stores have struggled in this
period; their revenue has shrunk in two of the five years, namely 2013 and 2015.
While general dealers account for the largest share of the retail market by revenue and
growth, the segment itself is dominated by a few key firms. In the following section, we examine
the structure of three of these firms.
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2.1.3 Top 3 Retail Companies
The top three SA retail companies are determined by their revenue in 2015 according to their
various financial results. These companies – Shoprite, Massmart and Pick n Pay – posted
combined sales of R239 billion in 2015, approximately 28 % of the entire industry (Shoprite
Holdings, Ltd., 2015; Massmart, 2015; Pick n Pay, 2015). Shoprite is the largest retailer in SA,
with R88 billion in revenue. Massmart and Pick n Pay generated R84 billion and R67 billion,
respectively.
Shoprite
Shoprite consists of three supermarket chains, namely, Shoprite, Usave and Checkers. Shoprite
is the flagship brand of the group with 419 stores in SA as of 2015. Its core focus is to be the
low-cost leader for all of its products, which include groceries and household items. Its target
market is the middle income market of SA, and as a result it is concerned mainly with keeping
low prices on basic commodities such as as maize meal, rice, sugar, oil, etc (Shoprite Holdings,
Ltd., 2015).
Usave is a “no-frills” basic commodity discounter. It operates 272 stores in SA, mainly in
rural areas of the country. Usave targets lower income consumers with discount prices on basic
commodities (Shoprite Holdings, Ltd., 2015).
Checkers operates 191 stores in SA, focusing on higher income consumers. Checkers offers
a wide range of groceries and household items, and tries to differentiate itself through specialty
ranges of meats, cheeses, wines and coffee (Shoprite Holdings, Ltd., 2015).
Pick n Pay
Pick n Pay operate a similar set of stores to Shoprite. Its major supermarket chains are Pick n
Pay and Boxer. As of 2015, there were 510 Pick n Pay supermarkets throughout South Africa.
In contrast to Shoprite which offers different brands to middle and upper income markets, Pick
n Pay tries to suit the needs of both market segments. Pick n Pay specialise in groceries and
household items. As a result it competes directly with Shoprite and Checkers. In order to
differentiate, they have introduced additional product lines in the form of basic apparel. In
addition, Pick n Pay is a leader in hypermarkets, which are warehouse-like retail outlets that
sell groceries, household items, and apparel under a single roof (Pick n Pay, 2015). The idea
behind hypermarkets is that consumers benefit from a “one stop shopping” experience (Chiles
and Dau, 2005).
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Boxer stores are Pick n Pay’s offer to lower income shoppers. Boxer operate 189 stores
mainly in rural SA. The stores sell groceries, specialising in basic commodities, and general
household items. It competes directly with Usave, and in order to differentiate, it offers liquor
stores at many of their locations. In addition, Boxer has opened a number of discount hardware
stores, called Boxer Build. These stores attempt to fill the need for a low cost building and
hardware supplier (Pick n Pay, 2015).
Massmart
Compared to Pick n Pay and Shoprite, Massmart operates a more diverse portfolio of retailers.
It consists of four divisions, each focused on high-volume, low-margin distribution of consumer
goods. As of 2015, the divisions were made up of “Massdiscounters”, “Masswarehouse”, “Mass-
cash” and “Massbuild” (Massmart, 2015).
Massdiscounters is comprised of Game and DionWired. Game operates 137 stores in the
urban centres of SA. It is known for selling general household items aimed at the middle-
income market. Recently, it has started selling groceries, which puts it in direct competition
with Shoprite and Pick n Pay. DionWired is a much smaller operation with 24 stores across
SA. It specialises in appliances and hi-tech electronics such as cameras, laptops, tablets and
mobile phones. In 2015, these two chains made up just over R19.5 billion, or 23 % of Massmart’s
revenue (Massmart, 2015).
The Masswarehouse division of Massmart comprises primarily of Makro, the largest warehouse-
club trading chain in South Africa. In this model, a small number of large warehouses serve
as store-fronts for selling groceries, general household items, hardware and liquor, often in bulk
at discount prices. Makro has 19 warehouses across SA. Although this number is small in
comparison to the number of Game outlets, these warehouses accounted for over R23 billion,
or 27.9 % of Massmart’s revenue in 2015. The warehouses also act as distribution centres from
which Makro operates a relatively small, but growing online business, which accounted for 2 %
of revenue in those categories that are listed online (Massmart, 2015).
Masscash consists of a retail division and a wholesale division, each operating a number
of brands. The Masscash brands target lower income markets. Its primary retail brand, Cam-
bridge Foods, competes directly with Boxer and Usave, selling groceries and specialising in basic
commodities. The retail division consists of 47 outlets throughout SA. The wholesale division
consists of 75 stores under the brands CBW, Jumbo Cash and Carry, Trident, and Shield. These
brands sell bulk groceries, liquor and personal care items to individuals, or other independent
dealers at discount prices. They generally operate in the rural areas of SA. In 2015, the Mass-
cash division accounted for R29.5 billion, or 35 % of Massmart’s revenue. Although Masscash
accounts for the largest proportion of revenue of the Massmart divisions, its proportion of profit
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is the smallest due to their low margin structure (Massmart, 2015).
Massbuild consists of the Builders brand, which is further segmented into four complemen-
tary brands: Builders Warehouse, Builders Express, Builders Superstore, and Builders Trade
Depot. Builders Warehouse is the equivalent of Makro for Do it Yourself (DIY) enthusiasts, or
building and maintenance contractors. It operates 34 warehouses in major urban centres, offer-
ing a comprehensive range of home and garden improvement products, as well as building and
maintenance supplies. Builders Express operates smaller home and garden improvement stores
in higher income suburban environments. There are 36 Builders Express stores in SA. Builders
Superstore is the equivalent offering for the rural market. It has been designed to complement
the sites of Masscash with a home improvement offering. This puts it in direct competition
with Boxer Build. Finally, Builders Trade Depot is a chain of 20 building contractor outlets in
industrial sites in outlying urban areas. In 2015, the Builders brand accounted for R12 billion,
or 15 % of Massmart’s revenue (Massmart, 2015).
The traditional retailers in SA have a similar operating model. Apart from the warehouse-
like outlets, retail chains have large footprints throughout the country, with tens or hundreds of
physical stores. There are often different brands for higher, middle, and lower income markets.
All three retailers focus on food and household items, with only Massmart branching out in a
meaningful way. In the next section, we examine the operating models available to e-retailers
and discuss international firms which exemplify these models.
2.2 Overview of e-Retail
There are two main models of operation followed by e-retailers, namely first-party models and
third-party models. In addition, an e-retailer may choose to operate with a combination of the
two models. In the first part of this section, we discuss these models in more detail. Next, we look
at the strength of e-retail globally, which has been driven by three of the largest international
e-retailers, namely Amazon and eBay from the US, and Alibaba from China. However, the
situation in South Africa is somewhat different, the reasons for which we discuss in the fourth
part of this section. Finally, we give an overview of the key players in the South African e-retail
industry.
The e-retail industry is contained within the overall retail trade industry. It consists of two
main groups of retailers. The first group is those retailers that primarily offer their products to
customers in physical stores, but also offer a secondary catalogue of products over the internet.
Makro is an example of an SA retailer who operates in this manner. These retailers are often
referred to as “click-and-mortar” retailers. The second group consists of those retailers who
offer their products exclusively online through a website, mobile application, or both. These
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companies are known as “pure-play” e-retailers (Chiles and Dau, 2005).
2.2.1 e-Retail Business Model
e-Retail properties generally follow one of two business models; namely, first-party marketplace,
and third-party marketplace (Dobbs et al., 2013). In the first-party model, the e-retailer owns
the inventory it sells to customers. This is similar to the traditional retail model, where retailers
have purchasing agreements with a range of suppliers, who deliver stock to stores, and this stock
is sold to customers through the store-front. The difference in e-retail is that the products are
listed on a virtual storefront, and customers use a website or mobile application to browse the
catalogue. To complete the purchase, the customer provides credit card details or electronic fund
transfer (EFT) information to the e-retailer during a virtual checkout process. The transaction
value is then deducted from the customer’s account. Fulfilment is achieved through a number of
channels. Primarily, e-retailers use delivery services to bring purchased products to the location
of the customer. Alternatively, the e-retailer could make provisions for the customer to pick up
the purchase. Typically, this would be from a centralised fulfilment centre, but could also be
from a distributed network of pick up locations (Bensinger, 2012).
In the third-party marketplace model, the e-retailer effectively sells their brand and fulfilment
network to other enterprises as a service. The e-retailer acts as a central online hub on which
a wide range of businesses can sell their merchandise. This enables businesses to tap huge
aggregated traffic flow that the e-retailer has already built. In addition, the e-retailer provides
tools which businesses can use to launch quickly with minimal startup overhead. In particular,
these merchants can use the existing storefront, payment collection, warehousing, and shipping
infrastructure of the e-retailer (Devitt et al., 2013). The e-retailer then charges a fixed fee for
each of these services.
Combining both models of business offers additional opportunities to the e-retailer. While
it might seem counterintuitive for an e-retailer to allow third-party sellers to sell in direct
competition with their own products, there are some important advantages. For example,
increased competition leads to lower prices on those produces sold by multiple third-parties,
which increases customer adoption of the platform as a whole. Increased sales from greater
customer adoption outweighs the potential loss in profits due to lower prices (Devitt et al.,
2013). In addition, a third-party marketplace significantly extends selection on the the e-retail
platform. The marketplace backfills products that are inefficient to sell through an e-retailer’s
first-party channels, as well as products that are temporarily out of stock. This increases
“stickiness” of the platform, as customers are likely to find the products that they need at any
time.
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2.2.2 Market Leaders in e-Retail
Over the last decade e-retail has expanded rapidly in many countries and is expected to maintain
this high growth rate for the foreseeable future (Devitt et al., 2013; Dobbs et al., 2013; Manyika
et al., 2013). For instance, in the US, e-retail accounts for 7 % of all retail sales and is growing
at about 15 % per annum (U.S. Census Bureau, 2015).
In Europe, e-retail accounts for approximately 7.2 % of the total retail market. It is also the
fastest growing sector of the retail market, reaching about 18 % per annum, while traditional
off-line sales have declined by 1.4 % (Centre for Retail Research, 2015).
In Asia, and particularly China, e-retailing has achieved astounding growth. Until 2011, the
Chinese e-retail market had seen 120 % compound annual growth for nine years, reaching 5 %
to 6 % of total retail sales in 2012 (Dobbs et al., 2013). South Korea has the highest level of
e-retail penetration globally, accounting for approximately 15 % of retail trade in 2012 (Devitt
et al., 2013).
Examples of global e-retail companies include Amazon and eBay from the US, and Alibaba
from China. Amazon is the flagship example of an e-retailer operating with a combination of
the first-party and third-party models. It sells from an expansive catalogue of products that
includes books and media, electronics, household items, consumables, and apparel. Amazon
has not traditionally not been in direct competition with supermarkets in the US as it has
been unable to support the storage and delivery of fresh produce. However, it has recently
developed a successful on-demand grocery service called Amazon Fresh, which it operates in
a few cities around the US. With the addition of Amazon’s third-party sellers, its catalogue
is tens of millions of products in size, far beyond what could be maintained by a traditional
retailer. Quality of service is guaranteed by providing third-parties with access to the advanced
fulfilment infrastructure.
eBay is one of the largest third-party marketplace operators in the world. Its operations
are primarily based in the US and Europe, but it also has a number of Asian operations. The
business model is one where sellers pay a “seller fee” for the services provided by eBay, which
include a virtual storefront and payment collection services (Devitt et al., 2013). Fulfilment ser-
vices are the responsibility of the seller. In addition, seller registration is completely unfettered.
These two factors mean that eBay has a challenging task in ensuring that buyers receive quality
service. One effective mechanism is to promote sellers who consistently provide good service
to buyers. Toward this end, eBay has developed a detailed seller ratings system. The system
allows buyers to rate sellers on four aspects of their transactions, including; item description
accuracy, level of communication, shipping time and shipping charges. If a seller manages to
maintain a high seller rating, they are awarded certain advantages over other sellers, such as
lower seller fees and a higher level of discovery on eBay’s search engine.
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Alibaba is the largest third-party marketplace operator in China. Two of its brands dominate
the online shopping industry, namely; Taobao and Tmall (Dobbs et al., 2013). Like eBay, Taobao
is a consumer-to-consumer e-retail platform that allows individual sellers to provide merchandise
to buyers. One difference is that Taobao is built on an advertising revenue model and does not
require sellers to pay fees to join the platform. Tmall takes a slightly different approach. It is
exclusively a business-to-consumer platform that allows businesses to list catalogues of products
on virtual storefronts.
2.2.3 State of e-Retail in SA
Compared to the global e-retail market, the scenario in SA is somewhat different. Consumers
have been relatively slow to adopt e-retail. For example, in 2012, estimates by Manyika et al.
(2013) assigned 0.5 % of retail trade to online commerce, compared to 5 % to 6 % in China. The
reasons for this disparity appear to include both systemic and perception-based factors, with
the critical systemic issue being the low rate of broadband internet penetration, and the critical
perception-based issues being security and reliability.
The main systemic issue for e-retail in SA has been the low rate of broadband internet
penetration. By 2013, only 3 % of the SA population had access to fixed-line broadband internet,
compared to 14 % and 26 % for China and the US, respectively (Broadband Commision, 2014).
The solution to this problem appears to lie with mobile internet access. While fixed-line internet
penetration was extremely low in 2013, mobile internet access had proliferated much more
widely, with 31 % of SA households accessing the internet through mobile devices (Statistics
South Africa, 2013). This is not a trend limited to SA; for many in the developing world, a
mobile device is their first and only internet-connected device (Fletcher and Crawford, 2013).
Thus, in order to access the whole population, SA e-retailers need to provide comprehensive
mobile experiences. Then, as more potential customers connect to the internet through their
mobile devices, e-retailers will be ready to meet their needs.
The main perception-based issues are security and reliable service delivery. Market research
has shown that South Africans perceive purchasing goods online to be unsecure (Manyika et al.,
2013), and as a result they are reluctant to give credit card information to e-retailers. This is
largely due to people’s general mistrust for new technologies. There is no immediate solution to
this problem, but the growth of e-retail globally shows that as people are increasingly exposed to
the online environment, they overcome their fears. As a result, the strategy from SA e-retailers
in this regard should be to promote awareness around security features and their relationships
with reputable payment providers.
Concerns around reliable service delivery include doubts about the return path for unwanted
products, high shipping costs (World Wide Worx, 2014), and extended delivery times (Devitt
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et al., 2013). There are a number of strategies that SA e-retailers could use to ease these
doubts. First, they could provide a simple and clear returns policy. Second, a range of shipping
options could be provided, allowing a customer to make the trade off between cost and time
that suits their situation. For example, the e-retailer could provide the option to pay more for
immediate shipment. In addition, there could be a free shipping option for orders that meet
certain requirements, such as exceeding some purchase value. Another possible strategy is to
leave shipping out of the equation and allow customers to collect their orders for no charge
(Devitt et al., 2013).
The challenges faced by the SA e-retail industry are not insurmountable. The global success
of e-retail, especially in developing markets such as China, is testament to this. Some issues will
take years to disappear, but when they do, SA e-retailers need to be ready to serve the needs
of the entire population. In the following section, we introduce some key SA e-retail firms.
2.2.4 Top 5 SA e-Retail Companies
The top five SA pure-play e-retail companies are determined through an estimate of the number
of visitors to their websites for the month of February 2016. Since these companies are relatively
small, and often privately held, their financial results are not available to the public. An
alternative heuristic measure of size is website traffic. The estimates summarised in table 2.1
have been obtained from SimilarWeb4. By this measure, Takealot, Zando, Loot, Superbalist
and Spree are the top-five e-retailers in SA. Note that the estimates could change from month-
to-month, thus in another month we could have a different set of companies, especially in the
lower places where the difference between visits is small. However, the objective is to give
some insight into the services and products available to SA e-shoppers, and we believe that the







Table 2.1: Estimated visits in February 2016 for the top-five e-retail websites in South Africa.
We start with Takealot, since it is the largest e-retailer according to our heuristic measure.
Takealot has a similar operating model to Amazon. It sells from an extensive range of general
merchandise sourced through agreements with various suppliers. In addition, Takealot operates
4https://www.similarweb.com/
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a third-party marketplace, which allows sellers to make use of its fulfilment infrastructure for a
fee. Its catalogue includes books, household items, consumables, electronics, and clothing.
Loot is the other general merchandiser in table 2.1. It is smaller than Takealot in terms
of absolute visitor count, with just below one million visitors for February 2016. In contrast
to Takealot, its business model is first-party only. As a result, Loot does not have the same
category depth as Takealot, which could partly explain their significantly lower traffic.
The remaining e-retailers in table 2.1 are fashion merchandisers. Superbalist and Spree offer
a magazine-styled shopping experience. This means that in addition to a traditional e-retail
shopping experience, they offer “fashion stories” where content creators weave “shoppable”
fashion journalism, style advice and curated collections in a magazine-like interface. This is a
more targeted experience compared to the more general strategy of Takealot and Loot, hence
their relatively smaller estimated visitor counts.
Zando offers a more traditional e-retail shopping experience for fashion, with a deep catalogue
of women’s and men’s clothing at discount prices. As as result, Zando has been successful in
appealing to a wide-range of South Africans, making it the second largest pure-play e-retailer
in SA, according to our heuristic measure.
Not listed in table 2.1, but also popular according to the same estimate of website traffic
are the SA “click-and-mortar” retailers. Of these, Makro is the largest with an estimated
1.7 million visitors in February 2016. This is in-line with results reported by Massmart (2015),
where e-retail accounted for 2 % of sales in 2015 for categories that have been listed online.
While Takealot dominates in our heuristic measure, it is orders of magnitude smaller than the
large international e-retailers. For example, SimilarWeb estimates that Amazon had 2.1 billion
visits in February 2016. This staggering difference is a symptom of the barriers faced by SA
e-retailers in driving adoption of online shopping.
2.3 Advantages of e-Retail
Global popularity of e-retail is a result of the three-fold advantage e-retail holds over offline
avenues: first, consumers experience a greater level of convenience online than offline; second,
e-retailers potentially offer lower prices to their customers; and third, e-retailers potentially
offer a much broader catalogue of products than what is typically available in brick-and-mortar
retailers. These advantages have been realised by successful international e-retailers through
higher-than-average investment in technology research and development (R&D). In this section,
we provide more detail about each of these advantages. We examine the efforts of SA e-retailers
to achieve them, and explore how successful e-retailers abroad have achieved them.
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2.3.1 Greater Convenience
e-Retail succeeds when the overall level of convenience becomes higher than offline channels
(Devitt et al., 2013). Shopping in-store has benefits for the customer, including; the ability to
physically interact with products; the instant availability of assistance should it be required, and
the instant gratification received by taking ownership of a product immediately after purchase.
In addition, the customer is well-aware of the return path for defective or unwanted products,
should it come to that. On the other hand, the convenience of online shopping is driven largely
by the fact that it is not constrained by a physical store – as long as a customer has access
to the internet, they can shop. As discussed in section 2.2.3, to realise this advantage, the e-
retailer should implement a number of measures, including a comprehensive mobile experience,
excellent customer support, an accelerated and affordable delivery program, and a hassle-free
return path.
SA firms are working to improve the convenience of shopping on their platforms by addressing
issues around accessibility of their service, affordability of delivery, extended delivery times and
returns, as the following factors indicate:
• Makro is the only e-retailer discussed in section 2.2.4 that does not offer a mobile expe-
rience. Takealot, Zando and Spree offer native Android and iOS applications, while Loot
offers a mobile-friendly website.
• Makro is also the only e-retailer that does not offer some sort of free delivery option. The
other e-retailers offer an option for free delivery on orders over a certain value. On average,
these companies promise to deliver to customers in urban areas within three days, and
customers in outlying areas within five days.
• Takealot, Zando and Superbalist offer an expedited delivery option, where for a fee, cus-
tomers can request that packages be delivered on the same day of purchase. After hours
and weekend delivery is also available for a fee.
• Takealot, Zando, Makro and Loot offer a “click-and-collect” option where a customer can
collect their order from a centralised location with no charge. For example, in the case of
Takealot, customers can collect their orders from the Takealot warehouse. In the case of
Makro, collection can be arranged from the store most convenient for the customer. In
addition, Makro has been testing pick up lockers, where an order is delivered to a secure
locker from which the customer can retrieve their order at any time that is convenient for
them.
• Takealot, Zando, Spree and Superbalist include in their returns policy a free pick up
service. This means that unwanted merchandise is collected from a customer, instead of
the customer having to return a product themselves.
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Although the efforts of the e-retailers to make online shopping more accessible and convenient
are necessary, they are not sufficient to ensure the success of the industry. In the following
sections, we detail some of the additional measures international e-retailers have implemented
to ensure success.
2.3.2 Lower Prices
By leveraging the data-rich environment in which an e-retailer operates, it can achieve a lower
cost structure than offline peers. These cost savings can be passed on to customers in the
form of lower prices. For example, in 2012, Amazon was able to offer 5 % to 13 % lower prices
on average (including shipping) compared to the top-five brick-and-mortar retailers in the US
(Aufreiter et al., 2012). This was the result of aggressive investment in technology R&D.
Amazon had invested three times more in R&D compared to the other top retailers, all the while
operating in an environment which allows detailed tracking of customer actions. This investment
resulted in systems capable of leveraging customer behaviour data to automatically perform
many of the tasks necessary to operate efficiently. For example, in supply chain management,
customer browsing, searching and purchase behaviour can be used for accurate product demand
estimation. This reduces the need to hold stock for extended periods, giving Amazon superior
working capital management, and resulting in significant cost saving.
2.3.3 Wider Selection
An e-retailer truly becomes a “one-stop” shopping destination when it offers a range of products
not available in any single offline store. In 2012, Amazon offered seven times more choice across
product categories than offline competitors, made possible by two important features. First, a
product does not have to be in stock to be on display in the online environment. Second, their
third-party marketplace enabled Amazon to significantly extend the reach of their catalogue; by
2012, the marketplace accounted for 30 million products stocked by two million sellers (Devitt
et al., 2013).
The advantage of a massive catalogue is potentially outweighed by the problem of product
discovery. Without mechanisms to effectively explore the catalogue, a customer quickly becomes
overwhelmed and leave the site. Broadly, products are discovered through two forms of queries;
explicit queries, and implicit queries. In the explicit case, a customer arrives the desire to
buy a specific product, or set of products. If the customer cannot find that product, they leave
without making a purchase. In the implicit case, a customer comes to the site with the intention
of browsing, without a specific product in mind. If the customer is presented with products that
appeal to their tastes, they are likely to make a purchase. An e-retailer that effectively deals
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with the problem of product discovery minimises the number of sales lost in the first case, and
maximises the number of sales gained in the second case.
Two mechanisms are generally provided by e-retailers to tackle the problem of product
discovery. In the explicit case, the customer is provided with a product search engine, which
functions as follows; a customer inputs the name or description of a product they have in mind,
they are then presented with a candidate list of products. In the ideal case, their desired product
is near the top of the candidate list and the customer makes a purchase. This is effectively a
problem of information retrieval (IR), which has a long history in literature (Barbieri et al.,
2014). A newer research area has emerged to tackle the implicit case; that of the RS.
In the following section we introduce the role of the RS in e-retail.
2.4 Recommender Systems in e-Retail
The aim of this section is to highlight the prominence of RS’s in e-retail, to justify the importance
of RS’s in e-retail, and finally to analyse the implications of this importance for the designer of
a RS.
Ricci et al. (2015) define a RS to be a set of “software tools and techniques that provide
suggestions for items that are most likely of interest to a particular user.” In the context of
e-retail, items are generally products, and users are generally potential customers.
There are many scenarios in which customers might be presented with a list of products
generated by a RS. For example, when a customer arrives at the home screen of an e-retail site
or mobile app, they might be presented with recommendations that relate to their tastes, which
have been inferred by the system through their behaviour on the platform. Customers might
also be sent recommendations via email to entice them back to the e-retail platform after an
extended period of absence. In both cases, the assumption is that customers generate implicit
queries through their behaviour on the platform, and it is the responsibility of the e-retailer to
surface products relevant to these queries through the use of a RS.
RS’s play an important role in many of the largest e-retail organisations around the globe.
Figure 2.3 gives an example of recommendations shown to customers who are logged in to the
Amazon home page. These recommendations have clearly been personalised to the tastes of the
customer. The top strip of products reads “Inspired by your browsing history,” i.e. personalised
by the browsing behaviour of the customer. The bottom strip of recommendations encourages
the customer to explore the catalogue with the statement “Additional items to explore”.
Over the last decade, Amazon has invested heavily in its RS. In 2006, Amazon CEO, Jeff
Bezos stated, “If I have 3 million customers on the Web, I should have 3 million stores on the
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Figure 2.3: Recommendations on the Amazon home page.
Web,” implying that the experience of the site should be completely personalised to the needs
of individual customers (Barbieri et al., 2014). In the same year, Amazon attributed 35 % of its
sales to recommendations (Aufreiter et al., 2012).
Netflix is another company to have invested heavily in recommendations over the last decade.
Netflix owns a large catalogue of films and television series, to which it gives streaming access
for a monthly subscription fee. While technically not an e-retail company, we include Netflix
here because of its tremendous impact on RS research. In 2006, Netflix launched the now
famous Netflix Prize Competition (Bennet and Lanning, 2007). It offered one million US dollars
to the research team that could first improve their rating prediction algorithm above some
predetermined threshold. The competition was successfully concluded in 2009, when the leading
team achieved the specified improvement. It spurred a flurry of research in RS’s, and is widely
considered to have catalysed the high level of interest we see in the field today (Barbieri et al.,
2014).
Figure 2.4 shows an example of recommendations shown to customers on the home screen
of the Netflix iOS application. The experience is very similar to the Amazon home page. The
top and bottom recommendation strips read, “Because you watched . . . ”, which implies that
recommendations have been inspired by viewing behaviour of the customer. In addition, the
recommendations completely dominate the application, filling almost the entire home screen.
One difference to figure 2.3 is that fewer recommendations can be seen by the customer at any
given time.
Amazon and Netflix are not the only companies who rely on RS’s for a portion of their
business functions. Yahoo has been heavily involved in RS research. In fact, a team involving
researchers from Yahoo won the Netflix competition (Koren, 2009). Yahoo uses RS’s extensively
for e-retail, news and content recommendation. YouTube has a RS for personalised video
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Inspired by your browsing history See more 
Additional items to explore see more 
Figure 2.4: Recommendations on Netflix iOS application home screen.
recommendations. Spotify uses a RS for recommending music (Johnson, 2014). Facebook and
LinkedIn make use of RS’s for suggesting social and professional connections (Ricci et al., 2015).
Some companies have made RS’s their core business. These companies effectively run RS’s
“as a service”. This allows e-retail startup companies to implement the functionality of a
RS without the prohibitive capital expenditure and expertise required to build a RS in-house.
Companies who provide a RS as a service include Smart Focus5, RichRelevence6, and Salesforce,
with their Marketing cloud7 product.
Ricci et al. (2015) have compiled a fairly comprehensive handbook covering the various
aspects of a RS. They reference a number of factors which may contribute to interest in a RS
from a general service provider. These are largely consistent with observations made in our
own research, so we have adapted them for the more specific context of e-retail. These factors
include; selling more products, selling more diverse products, increasing customer satisfaction,
and better understanding their customers.
Selling more products is arguably the most important factor in considering the utility of a
RS to the e-retailer. Effective personalised recommendations achieve this goal because products
it recommends are likely to be of interest to the customer. As a result, the customer is more
likely to make a purchase than if the RS were not present.





be difficult to find without a precise recommendation. For example, an e-retailer with a third-
party marketplace needs to ensure that infrequent items from third-party sellers receive their
fair-share of attention. This could be challenging without a RS since the e-retailer cannot
afford to degrade customer experience by exposing customers to products in which they have no
interest. An effective RS recommends infrequent products to the correct customers to ensure
that sellers get their fair-share of exposure.
A well designed RS is likely to increase customer satisfaction with the experience of shopping.
It is plausible that customers find effective recommendations relevant and interesting, and in
combination with a well designed user interface (UI), they are likely to enjoy engaging with the
system. As a result, their level of interaction with the system will increase, and with it the
likelihood that they make a purchase.
Finally, RS’s provide opportunities for insight into customer behaviour beyond recommen-
dations. For example, preferences modelled by the RS might serve as the basis for clustering
customers based on similar preferences. These clusters could then be analysed according to a
variety business metrics, such as average transaction value. Marketing efforts could then be
directed at clusters whose average purchase value is low. This provides a more targeted means
for improving customer lifetime value.
The utility of a RS to the e-retailer holds under the assumption that recommendations are
accurate. Accuracy can be evaluated along several axes, and this issue is deconstructed in detail
in section 2.8. It essentially boils down to the property that products recommended by a RS
should be of interest to customers. This is a difficult task. In figure 2.3, The Amazon RS
has a dozen chances to recommend relevant products from a catalogue of tens of millions. To
recommend for the mobile context is even more challenging. As we have mentioned, in figure 2.4
Netflix has even fewer chances to recommend effectively. Thus, accurate recommendations
becomes our first characteristic of an effective RS.
Two technical characteristics of an effective RS also arise from this discussion, namely low
latency and durability. We have illustrated the central role of a RS in the websites and appli-
cations of an e-retailer. The RS is one of the first systems that customers interact with when
entering the platform. It is therefore essential that they respond within the window of interac-
tivity. Recommendations are useless if they arrive after a customer has left the application. To
prevent this scenario, recommendations should be served in a matter of milliseconds.
An even worse scenario than the one outlined above is where recommendations never appear.
In this case, we can be sure that the customer closes the application without further interaction.
As a result, should the RS fail totally, the usability of the entire e-retail platform is put in
jeopardy. Thus, the design of a RS should preclude total failure. The RS should always be able
to at least serve recommendations, even under degraded operating conditions.
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In the following section, we introduce the various data sources that the RS might use for
generating recommendations.
2.5 Data Sources
Data sources used for generating recommendations can be diverse and of large scale (Crankshaw
et al., 2014). Whether this data can be exploited for generating recommendations is largely
dependent on the techniques supported by a RS. Ricci et al. (2015) describe recommendation
techniques as either “knowledge poor” or “knowledge dependent”. Knowledge poor techniques
employ algorithms that do not require much information about the entities described in the
data sources. For example, some techniques only need to know a unique identifier of a product
or customer, and infer preferences through relationships between these identifiers discovered in
the transaction data (Hu et al., 2008; Rendle et al., 2009). Knowledge dependent techniques
require much more knowledge about the entities described in the data sources. For example,
some techniques require descriptions of products, or information about the category tree (Zhang
et al., 2014; Kanagal et al., 2012; Ahmed et al., 2013). We give a detailed overview of various
knowledge poor and knowledge dependent recommendation techniques in section 2.7. In general,
RS data sources in e-retail describe products, customers, and interactions between customers
and products.
Products are comprised of a wide range of attributes, any of which may contribute to the
interest of a customer in a product. When dealing with a large and diverse catalogue of products,
attributes are largely dependent on the type of product. For example, a film DVD could be
described by the director and actors, while a T-shirt could be described by brand or style.
Some attributes are shared across products, for example, all products have a unique identifier,
a description and a price.
In order to personalise recommendations for a specific customer, a RS can model the cus-
tomer along a number of axes. Some RS’s model customers as a function of their interactions
with products (Hu et al., 2008). In other cases, sociodemographic information such as age,
gender, location, and profession may be used (Ricci et al., 2015). Customer data might also
include information about trust relationships between customers. In this case, the RS might
utilise this information to recommend products that are preferred by friends.
Customer interactions with a catalogue of products can be placed in one of two categories;
explicit feedback and implicit feedback. Explicit feedback includes direct indications from cus-
tomers regarding their preference for products. For example, a RS might collect ratings by
asking customers to rate the products they have bought. These ratings can take various forms,
including (Schafer et al., 2007):
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• Numeric ratings, which might be on a scale of one to five. Amazon and Netflix are
examples of companies that use this strategy.
• Binary ratings, where a customer is asked to indicate whether they “like” or “dislike” a
product. YouTube’s rating system is an example of this scheme.
Explicit feedback might also include extra customer-generated metadata about their interactions
with a product (Lops et al., 2011). For example, Amazon’s rating system includes the ability
to add comments and pictures relating to their experience with a product.
More abundant though is implicit feedback, which indirectly reflects customer opinion
through behaviour (Hu et al., 2008). Ricci et al. (2015) provide the example of a customer
searching for a book on Amazon. When a customer searches for a product, they are provided
with a list of candidates. If the customer clicks on a candidate product, we might assume that
the customer is somewhat interested in that product. A stronger indication of customer interest
arises when a customer purchases one of the products. As a result, transaction data is a widely
used form of implicit feedback (Rendle et al., 2009; Kanagal et al., 2012; Ahmed et al., 2013;
Zhang et al., 2014).
Much of the earlier research on recommendation techniques focuses on scenarios where cus-
tomers provide explicit feedback. This is probably due to the convenience of the data; we know
that a customer dislikes some products and approves of others based on the opinions which they
have explicitly expressed. On the other hand, there exists a fundamental asymmetry in the
implicit case – there is only positive feedback (Hu et al., 2008). We can only infer which prod-
ucts a customer probably favours by observing their consumption patterns. The non-observed
products are a mixture of real negative feedback (a lack of interest on the part of the customer)
and missing data (the customer may want to consume the product in the future) (Rendle et al.,
2009). Even then, our inference is noisy because we cannot be sure of the true motive and
preference behind a behaviour. Consider, for example, the case where a customer purchases an
product as a gift. Consequently, modelling with explicit data has fewer challenges.
In many cases however, the recommender system needs to be centred on implicit feedback.
This could be due to the reluctance of customers to rate products, or limitations of the e-retail
platform that prevent efficient collection of explicit feedback.
We have already seen that the data sources which a RS might utilised are diverse. They also
quickly become extremely large. Consider an example where a RS models customers based on
their interaction with the site. In this case, a RS might collect all of the product views, searches,
purchases and clicks. Aggregated over hundreds of thousands or millions of customers, this
dataset quickly becomes extremely large. This has implications for both storage and processing
capabilities of a RS. More specifically, a RS should use scalable storage solutions, and the
techniques with which the recommendation models are built should also scale gracefully.
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In the next section, we present a theoretical framework against which recommendation
algorithms can be developed. Before we move on, however, we must consider the specific context
for which our prototype has been built. When our research commenced, the Takealot platform
had limited support for collection of explicit feedback data. As a result, we have limited the
scope of our prototype to utilising implicit feedback data. Thus, our theoretical framework and
the techniques we describe subsequently focus on modelling implicit feedback data.
2.6 Theoretical Framework
This section generally follows the notation of Rendle and Freudenthaler (2014). Let,
U = {u1, . . . , uM}
be a set of M customers and,
I = {i1, . . . , iN}
a set of N products. We reserve special indexing letters for distinguishing customers from
products: for customers u, v and for items i, j.
Then,
S ⊆ U × I
is the set of observed customer actions, which could, for example, represent purchases of products
by customers. Also, let us denote all the unobserved customer-product pairs as:
P = (U × I) \ S.
The objective of an effective RS is to find a ranking r̂u of all products in I for each customer
u in U . This can be formulated as a bijective function:
r̂u : I → {1, 2, . . . , |I|}∀u ∈ U.
Now, r̂u(i) is the rank of product i for a customer u. The ranking function is generally modelled
through some scoring function ŷu(i), where ranking for each u is performed by computing scores
for all i and sorting by scores. The formal link between r̂ and ŷ can be defined as:
r̂u(i) := |{j : ŷu(j) ≥ ŷu(i)}|. (2.1)
Equation (2.1) can be explained using the rank one product as an example; there is only one
item (itself) that is as large or larger.
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Finally, ŷ is parametrised by a set of model parameters ~Θ, which in turn uniquely define the
ranking r̂. Thus, the goal of a recommendation algorithm is to find the ~Θ that give us a set of
rankings that are closest to customers’ actual preferences. The following section details some of
the models that attempt to achieve this goal.
2.7 Recommendation Techniques
Two main paradigms for generating recommendations have emerged from the research on RS’s,
namely, content-based filtering (CBF) algorithms and collaborative filtering (CF) algorithms
(Lops et al., 2011). CBF techniques try to recommend products similar to those with which a
customer has interacted in the past. CF algorithms attempt to match similar customers and
cross-recommend products with which they have interacted. A third strategy is to combine
these techniques with powerful hybrid methods. The existence of diverse recommendation tech-
niques suggests that the effective RS provides extensible software interfaces with which the data
scientist can easily implement new algorithms.
2.7.1 Content-Based Filtering
CBF algorithms typically build a model, or profile, of a customer based on attributes of the
products with which the customer has interacted. Then, recommendations are generated by
matching the profile with products which have a similar profile. This process can be decon-
structed into three steps (Lops et al., 2011). First, the attributes of products are organised to
form some structured representation. Next, the customer profile is constructed by aggregating
profiles of the products with which they have interacted. Finally, relevant products are matched
to aggregated customer profiles to generate recommendations.
The structure of product profiles is largely dependent on attributes already available to the
system. In section 2.5 we discussed some of the possible product attributes. Many of these
attributes already possess structure, for example “price” is a structured attribute because it
represents a clearly defined idea and has a known type. Structured attributes can be included
“as is” in the product profile. On the other hand, when attributes have no structure, a pre-
processing step is required to extract structured concepts. For example, descriptions of products
are unstructured “blobs” of text. However, these descriptions may share common themes and
ideas, which could be extracted into structured sets of attributes. One simple way of structuring
product descriptions is to use Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) analyses
(Lops et al., 2011). More advanced techniques include Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Hu
et al., 2014), and Neural Network-based approaches like Word2Vec (Musto et al., 2015).
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Customer profiles are generated through a process known as “profile learning” (Lops et al.,
2011). The idea is to create a representative profile of the customer by combining profiles
of products with which the customer has interacted. One strategy for “learning” a customer
profile is to train a supervised model to predict the customer’s preference, given a product
profile. Then, to generate recommendations for a customer, preference predictions are made
for each product in the catalogue, and products with the highest preference are returned to the
customer.
CBF has an important drawback. There is a limit to the number and types of features that
can be associated with products. As a result, the RS cannot make suitable recommendations if
the product attributes do not fully discriminate products that a customer prefers from the ones
they dislike (Lops et al., 2011). For example, a customer might be interested in films starring a
certain actor. Should the product attributes not include a field relating to actors, the RS could
not recognise the customer’s interest in that actor. As a result, films starring that actor would
most likely not be recommended.
2.7.2 Collaborative Filtering
CF offers a more flexible approach. CF methods produce recommendations based on patterns of
customer behaviour without the need for collecting specific information about either products or
customers. There are two main approaches to CF, namely neighbourhood methods and latent
factor (LF) models (Koren et al., 2009).
Neighbourhood Methods
Neighbourhood methods focus on the relationships between products or between customers.
Customer-oriented approaches estimate unknown customer preferences based on known prefer-
ences of like-minded customers. In product-oriented approaches preferences are estimated using
known preferences of the same customer for similar products. Product-oriented approaches have
a number of advantages over the customer-oriented approaches. First, they are more suited to
explain how certain predictions are made, a desirable attribute for any recommendation system
(Ricci et al., 2015). The reason for this is that customers are familiar with products with which
they have previously interacted, but are unlikely to know like-minded customers. In many cases,
product-oriented approaches are also more efficient than customer-oriented approaches. This is
because, typically, the number of products in a data set is much smaller than the number of
customers, which allows precomputation of all product similarities for retrieval as needed (Bell
and Koren, 2007).
Central to many product-oriented approaches is a similarity function specifying the degree
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of similarity between products. For this discussion, we denote the similarity between products
pairs i and j as tij . Most approaches consider the explicit feedback case where customers have
assigned ratings, sui, to all pairs in S, but no ratings to pairs in P . Thus the goal is to predict
the rating that u would assign to j. The inference proceeds as follows; first we identify the
k products rated by u which are most similar to j, denoted by T ku (j). The prediction is then







The tij have a central role to play in this scheme as they are used for both selected the k-nearest
neighbours and for weighting the above average.
Frequently, these similarities are based on the Pearson correlation coefficient, ρij , which
measures the tendency of customers to rate products similarly. To define the Pearson correlation
coefficient, let us introduce U ij to denote the set of customers that have purchased products i
and j:
U ij := {u ∈ U : (u, i) ∈ S ∧ (u, j) ∈ S} .




(sui − µi) (suj − µj)
σiσj
, (2.2)
where µi, µj , and σi, σj are the empircal means and empirical standard deviations, respec-
tively, of the ratings for products i and j. Since the interaction of customers with products is
sparse, it is expected that some products only share a few common customers. Computation
of equation (2.2) is based only on common customer support. Thus, similarities based on a
greater customer support can be considered more reliable. To incorporate this idea, Koren
(2008) propose a “shrunk” correlation coefficient as the similarity metric:
sui =
|U ij |
|U ij |+ λ
ρij .
According to Koren (2008), a typical value for λ is 100.
Enhancements to this approach include correcting for biases in the average ratings of different
customers and products. For example, some customers tend to rate products higher than
others (Koren, 2008). However, modifications of this type are less relevant to implicit feedback.
When working with implicit feedback data, ratings are replaced by the frequencies with which
products are consumed by the same customer, such as the number of times a product has been
bought. Frequencies for customers might have a very different scale depending on their level of
activity, and thus it is less clear how to calculate similarities. A deeper flaw is that traditional
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neighbourhood methods do not allow us to express the level of confidence we have in observed
customer preference (Hu et al., 2008). In order to address this specific issue, Hu et al. (2008)
have introduced LF models for dealing with implicit data.
Implicit Matrix Factorisation
LF models comprise an alternative approach to CF. The key insight of LF models is that a
vectorised representation of customers and products can be transformed to the same latent space,
inferred only from observed preference data (Barbieri et al., 2014). Models of this type played
a central role in the winning entry of the Netflix Prize Competition. Particularly successful was
the subclass of LF models, named matrix factorisation models (MF), induced by the Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) of the matrix made up of the ratings assigned to customer-product
pairs in S (Koren and Bell, 2011). Consequently, Hu et al. (2008) develop their method, called
implicit matrix factorisation (IMF), from this perspective, with the goal of solving some of the
issues facing implicit feedback data.
Hu et al. (2008) tackle the case of recommending television shows. Pairs in S are assigned
values sui based on the number of times u fully watched show i. For example, if u watches 70 %
of show i, sui is set to 0.7, and if u watches the show twice, sui is set to 2. For the setting of
e-retail, Hu et al. (2008) suggest that sui indicate the number of times u purchases i, but it
could also indicate the number of times u viewed i.
Two sets of variables, qui and cui, are introduced to formalise the notion of confidence that
we have in the preferences that sui measure. The qui are introduced to indicate that we believe
u to have a preference for i, and are derived by binarising the sets S and P :
qui =
1 if (u, i) ∈ S,0 if (u, i) ∈ P.
In other words, if a customer interacts with a product, we believe that there is some preference
for that product, whereas if a customer does not consume a product, we assume no preference
for that product.
However, there are greatly varying levels of confidence in our belief of a customer’s preference
for a product. Beyond not liking the product, there might be multiple reasons the customer
does not interact with it. For example, they might not know that the product exists. Thus,
inherent in our belief that qui = 0 is a low level of confidence. On the other hand, there is a high
level of confidence that the customer has preference for the product if they regularly interact
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with it. The set of variables cui are designed to capture this notion:
cui =
1 + αsui if (u, i) ∈ S,1 if (u, i) ∈ P.
Thus, there is some minimal confidence in our belief that qui = 0. As we observe more interaction
between u and i, our confidence that qui = 1 increases. The rate at which our confidence
increases is controlled by the hyperparameter α.
The goal of IMF is to find customer factors and product factors that “factor” the user
preferences while simultaneously accounting for varying confidence levels in those preferences.
More specifically, we wish to find customer factors, ~xu ∈ Rf and product factors, ~wi ∈ Rf such
that qui is as close to ~xu
T ~wi as possible, and the contribution of factors to the loss function is
weighted by our confidence, cui. Therefore, factors are computed by minimising the following



















The second term in equation (2.3) is necessary for regularising the model to prevent overfitting.
The level of regularisation is controlled by the hyperparameter λ.
An alternating least squares (ALS) procedure is used as an efficient optimisation process.
It is derived by observing that when customer factors or product factors are fixed, the cost
function in equation (2.3) becomes quadratic, so its global minimum is readily computed by
differentiation. First, we fix the user factors ~xu and find the derivative of CIMF with respect to
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−2cuiqui ~xu + 2cui ~xu ~xuT ~wi + 2λ ~wi
= −2
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= −2XTCi~qi + 2XTCiX ~wi + 2λ ~wi.
Now, setting ∂CIMF∂ ~wi = 0 and solving for ~wi we get:












To minimise CIMF with respect to each ~xu, we fix the product factors ~wi and follow the
same argument as above:
~xu =
(
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The factors will stabilise after a few “sweeps” of fixing customer factors and updating each
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product factor, then fixing product factors and updating each customer factor.
The computational bottleneck during each sweep is computing the matrix product XTCiX
when updating product factors, and W TCuW when updating the customer factors. The naive
calculation of these products is O(f2M) and O(f2N) (for each of the N products and M
customers), respectively. If we assume the matrix inversion is O(f3), a complete update of
product vectors is O(f2NM+f3N), while a complete update of customer factors is O(f2NM+
f3M). This has poor scaling properties. Ideally, we would like the algorithm to scale linearly
with the size of the preference data, S, but this algorithm is polynomial in N and M .
By exploiting the structure of the variables, Hu et al. (2008) reduce the complexity of the
update to O(f2|S|+ f3N) for product factors and O(f2|S|+ f3M) for customer factors. In the
context of an update of the customer factors, the argument is as follows; we can improve the
computational bottleneck mentioned above by observing that,
W TCuW = W TW −W TW +W TCuW = W TW +W T (Cu − I)W.
Here, W TW is independent of u, so we can compute this product with O(f2N) before updating
each of the customer factors. Note also that Cu − I has only |Iu| non-zero entries, where Iu is
the set of products bought by u, which is typically much smaller than I:
Iu := {i ∈ I : (i, u) ∈ S}. (2.4)
This means that the computation of W TW + W T (Cu − I)W can be O(f2|Iu|). If we again
assume O(f3) for the matrix inversion, a single xu can be computed in O(f
2|Iu|+f3), including
computing W TCu ~qu in O(f |Iu|). This is repeated for all M customers to get the total of
O(f2|S|+f3M). We can use the same technique for the product factors to update them in time
O(f2|S|+ f3N). Importantly, this algorithm is linear in the size of the input data, S. The full
algorithm as presented in Hu et al. (2008) is shown in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 ALS procedure from Hu, et al.
Input: Initial estimates of ~xu and ~wi.
Output: Stable estimates of ~xu and ~wi.
1: for 1,. . . ,nsweeps do
2: Z ← XTX
3: for i in I do
4: wi ← [Z +XT (Ci − I)X + λI]−1XTCi~qi
5: end for
6: H ←W TW
7: for u in U do




Recall that in order to find the ranking r̂u, we need a function which will score the products
for each customer (see equation (2.1)). In the case of IMF, the scoring function is defined as:
ŷu(i) = ~xu
T ~wi.
A major drawback of this method is that all elements (in P ) that the model is required to
rank in the future are presented to the learning algorithm as negative feedback during training.
Specifically, the model is optimised to predict a value of one for elements in S and zero for
elements in P . Thus, a model that has the ability to fit the training data exactly cannot rank
at all as it predicts only zeros. The only reason the model has any ranking ability is that it uses
regularisation to prevent overfitting (Rendle et al., 2009). To alleviate this issue, Rendle et al.
(2009) introduce Bayesian personalised ranking (BPR), which we described in the next section.
Bayesian Personalised Ranking
BPR is a more natural interpretation of the recommendation problem. While Hu et al. (2008)
focus on scoring individual products, then ranking, BPR optimises directly for correctly ranking
pairs of products. The idea for each customer is to discriminate between products that have
been selected and those products that have not yet been selected (Ahmed et al., 2013).
To derive their optimisation criterion, Rendle et al. (2009) formalise the task of a RS. They
argue that the task of a RS is is to provide a customer with a personalised total order >u⊂ I×I.
The following statements hold for >u:
1. antisymmetry, if i >u j and j >u i then i = j;
2. transitivity, if i >u j and j >u k then i >u k; and
3. totality, i >u j or j >u i.
Rendle et al. (2009) further argue that we can reconstruct parts of >u from the observations in
S. This is done by enforcing the assumption that a product i is preferred by a customer u over
another product j if i, but not j has been selected by u, i.e. i >u j. A dataset, DS , can then
be constructed that is an observed subset of >u:
DS := {(u, i, j) : i ∈ Iu ∧ j ∈ I \ Iu} , (2.5)
where Iu has been defined in equation (2.4).
The Bayesian treatment of finding the correct personalised ranking over all products is to
maximise the following posterior probability with respect to the parameter vector ~Θ (all ~xu and
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Figure 2.5: Logistic sigmoid loss function, σ (x) = 11+exp(−x) . Very positive values of x result in
σ (x) being closer to one, while very negative values of x result in σ (x) being closer to zero. At
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σ (ŷu (i)− ŷu (j)) , (2.6)
where σ(x) is the logistic sigmoid (see figure 2.5):
σ (x) =
1
1 + exp (−x)
. (2.7)
In addition, we know from section 2.6 that ŷu (i) is the function which scores product i for u,
parametrised by ~Θ. Implicit in equation (2.6) is that customers act independently, and the
ordering of any pair of items for a specific customer is independent of the ordering of any other
pair.
With equation (2.6), Rendle et al. (2009) have defined the probability that a u actually
prefers i to j as σ (ŷu (i)− ŷu (j)). This definition of probability makes sense. Consider the
case when i actually ranks above j in the preference raking of u; the model should assign to i a
higher score than j, and hence ŷu(i)− ŷu(j) would be positive. The shape of the logistic sigmoid
in figure 2.5 tells us that a positive difference results in a probability of correctly deducing u’s
preference that is greater than 0.5, which is what we would expect. Furthermore, the larger the
difference, the higher the probability that we correctly deduce u’s relationship with i and j.
Moving on to the prior probability, we assume that every entry in ~Θ ∈ Rk is independently
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The parameters in ~Θ are found by maximising equation (2.8) with respect to ~Θ. In practice,
it is easier to minimise the negative log-posterior, so our cost function, CBPR, becomes:















Note that the hyperparameter λ is arbitrary, so we drop the multiplicative constant of 12 in all
further discussions involving CBPR.
Given that CBPR is differentiable with respect to ~Θ, gradient descent based algorithms are
a natural choice. There are two popular flavours of gradient descent: full gradient descent or
stochastic gradient descent. In the first case, the entire data set is processed to compute a




Rendle et al. (2009) note that in practice full gradient descent is not feasible as the training
data contains O(|S||I|) triples. Thus, a stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm is proposed.
In this scheme, we uniformly sample a random triple (u, i, j) ∈ DS , and take a step in the
direction of the minimum of the negative log-posterior. The idea is that after many such
updates, the parameters of the model will converge to stable estimates. We derive the update
step by differentiating a point-wise error function, cBPR, with respect to ~Θ:
cBPR ∝ − log σ (ŷu (i)− ŷu (j)) + λ~ΘT ~Θ
∂cBPR
∂~Θ
∝ − [1− σ (ŷu (i)− ŷu (j))] ·
∂
∂~Θ
(ŷu (i)− ŷu (j)) + λ~Θ.
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BPR is a generic optimisation criteria in that it can be applied to a range of model classes.
Rendle et al. (2009) apply it to neighbourhood models and LF models. As LF models are of
particular interest to us, we continue our discussion of BPR using this model as a concrete
example.
As in IMF, our scoring function, ŷu (i), is defined as:
ŷu (i) = ~xu
T ~wi.
The parameters of the model, ~Θ, become the ~xu’s, ~wi’s and the ~wj ’s. Thus, the update step
from equation (2.9) becomes:
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)]
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.
One extension suggested by Zhang and Jordan (2015) is that each variable has its own learning
rate, ηu, ηi and ηj . We adopt this methodology going forward. The full BPR algorithm is shown
in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 BPR procedure from Rendle et al. (2009)
Input: Initial estimates of {X,W}
Output: Stable estimates of {X,W}
1: repeat
2: draw (u, i, j) from DS
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Rendle et al. (2009) evaluate their BPR MF model on two data sets; an e-retail dataset and
the Netflix dataset. For both datasets, BPR results in better performance compared to IMF
on the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC), which we describe in
detail in section 2.8.1.
While BPR improves on IMF, it does not address the “cold start” problem common to basic
CF models. Cold start refers to the ability of a model to recommend products that have not
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yet been purchased and recommend to customers that have not yet made a purchase. CBF
models can recommend new products since they rely only on the attributes of the product.
CF models rely completely on interaction data to build their recommendations. As a result,
if no interactions are available for a given customer or product, the model cannot generate
recommendations for the customer, and cannot recommend the product. In an effort to address
the cold problem, amongst others, researchers have developed hybrid methods that combine
CBF and CF models to incorporate the advantages of both models. In the following section,
we an example of a hybrid method that incorporates the taxonomy of a catalogue of products.
2.7.3 Hybrid Methods
Hybrid methods for generating recommendations have, in recent years, consistently outper-
formed pure CF models (Kanagal et al., 2012; Ahmed et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014; Agarwal
and Chen, 2009). In the development of our prototype, we have focused on first supporting a
number of simple models, namely IMF and BPR. However, we remain mindful of more complex
models which the system should support in the future. As a result, in this section, we give an
example in the form of the Taxonomy-Aware Latent Factor Model (TF).
Taxonomy-Aware Latent Factor Model
TF tries to directly address two challenges facing LF models; namely, sparsity and cold start.
The sparsity problem often manifests in e-retail, where the number of products is very large
and each customer purchases a only a few of them. This prevents a simple model, for example
IMF, from learning the features that are requisite for effective recommendation (Kanagal et al.,
2012). The cold start problem is also a feature of the e-retail setting, where new items are
continuously released.
Kanagal et al. (2012) attempt to resolve the sparsity and cold-start problems by including
the existing taxonomy of products in their model. Typically, products in an e-retail catalogue
are organised in a category tree, or taxonomy. Take, for example, an iPhone; the parent category
of an iPhone could be “Smart Phones”, above that “Phones”, and above that “Electronics”,
which might be a child of the root category.
TF exploits the taxonomy by introducing factors for every node, in addition to the usual
product and customer factors. The algorithm learns product factors such that sibling products
have similar factors to their parent. This allows products with very few customer interactions
to benefit from siblings with larger numbers of interactions.
In order to model taxonomy, Kanagal et al. (2012) introduce a constraint on the product
factors. Namely, a product factor is effectively the sum of itself, and all of the nodes above it
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in the taxonomy. To formalise this notion, we introduce some additional notation;
• ~gi is the effective latent factor corresponding to product i,
• D is the number of levels in the taxonomy, and
• pm (i) is the mth node above i in the taxonomy. For example, p0 (i) = i.









TF uses the BPR criterion for optimisation. The update equation defined in equation (2.9)
expands to:
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Algorithm 3 shows the full algorithm for TF. Note the similarity between this algorithm and
algorithm 2. One notable difference is that for every (u, i, j) tripled sampled, we iterate through
the ancestors of i and j, updating each of their factors. As a result, the training process for TF
is computationally more onerous than BPR.
Algorithm 3 TF procedure from Kanagal et al. (2012)
Input: Initial estimate of {X,W}
Output: Stable estimate of {X,W}
1: repeat
2: draw (u, i, j) from DS
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)
4: for m in 0 . . . D do






















Enforcing consistency over the taxonomy ameliorates the cold-start problem. New products
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are initially assigned the factors of their immediate parents. As a result, they are available for
recommendations, even though they have not yet been purchased by any customers.
Kanagal et al. (2012) find that TF outperforms BPR on an e-retail dataset. TF results in a
better AUC than BPR.
A few extensions have been proposed for TF. In addition to modelling product factors over
the taxonomy, (Ahmed et al., 2013) model customer preferences for additional product attributes
over the taxonomy, including price and brand, using a hierarchical Bayesian approach. (Zhang
et al., 2014) take it a step further by learning the category tree itself through a nested Chinese
Restaurant Process (nCRP) (Blei et al., 2010).
There are two considerations for the design of a RS that arise from our discussion in this
section. Firstly, the diversity of the available approaches dictates that the effective RS provides
extensible software interfaces for implementing new methods.
Secondly, we must carefully consider the impact of advanced models on the model serving
process. In this section, we have described models that learn factor representations on the level
of individual customers and products. As a result, the parameter space of these models is large.
In fact, on platforms that service many customers with catalogue sizes in the tens of millions of
products, the parameters of these models are unlikely to fit into the memory of a single machine.
In addition, calculating a ranking for a customer involves a multiplication of a large matrix of
product factors with the customer factor. This is a computationally daunting task. As a result,
for scalable serving of recommendations, RS’s need to leverage distributed computational and
data storage resources.
In the next section, we describe the methods available to the RS for evaluating recommen-
dations.
2.8 Evaluating Recommendations
We have shown above that there are a number of techniques for generating recommendations
available to the designer of the RS. How, then, do we choose one technique over another? In
this section, we attempt to answer that question. Specifically, we look at two approaches that
have been proposed in the literature for solving this problem. The first is offline evaluation. In
this method, a number of models are compared in a process using a set of evaluation metrics in
an offline setting. The second is online evaluation. In this setting, groups of actual customers
are exposed to recommendations generated from different methods. In the context of e-retail,
customer experiments measure how different recommendation models influence customer pur-
chasing behaviour (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011). For example, if customers presented with
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recommendations from one model buy more products than customers presented with recom-
mendations from another model, then we can conclude that one model is better than another,
all else being equal. Thus, the online experiment typically provides a stronger indication of true
effectiveness of recommendations than an offline evaluation (Picault et al., 2011).
2.8.1 Offline Experiments
We argue that there are two scenarios in which offline experiments are useful. First, during the
search for a good set of parameters for a model, and second in filtering out inappropriate models.
In the first case, the goal is to find a set of set of parameters that provide reasonable performance
for a model. This process is known in the literature model cross-validation (Demšar, 2006).
In the second case, the goal is to find a small set of candidate algorithms which are “good
enough” to test online. As an example, consider the scenario where a new recommendation
algorithm is developed and needs to be compared to an existing “state-of-the-art” algorithm.
The first step is to run an extensive offline comparison of the state-of-the-art algorithm to
the new model. If the new model performs considerably worse than the state-of-the-art, it is
probably not worth pursuing with an online experiment (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011).
Data Splitting
Shani and Gunawardana (2011) have given a comprehensive review of the offline evaluation
process of recommendation algorithms. We start with a log of transactions, which might be of
the format described in section 2.5. This data is then split into three distinct sets, namely, a
“training” dataset, a “validation” dataset and a “test” dataset.
The training dataset is used to build the recommendations according to whatever model is
under test. We have described various training algorithms in section 2.7.
The validation dataset is used to find a good set of hyperparameters for the model using
cross-validation. There are a few methods for performing cross-validation. We describe the
method we have implemented for our prototype. For every candidate set of parameters that the
data scientist wants to test, a model is trained. Each of these models are then measured against
the validation dataset. For every customer in the validation set, we generate the ranking r̂u
using the model, and compare that ranking to the actual customer interactions in the validation
set. The model that generates the most optimal ranking is selected to move forward to the next
stage.
The purpose of the test set is to measure how well models that performed optimally in the
cross-validation stage generalise. For example, consider the situation where we have tuned the
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parameters of a BPR and an IMF model, and we would like to reason about which of these
models is better. Evaluating a model with a validation or test dataset (also known as a hold-
out dataset) gives us an estimate of the actual predictive power of the model. When reporting
estimates, however, we cannot claim that the model with the lowest error on a validation set
is the optimal model. Since we have selected the models that perform most optimally on the
validation set, we have in a sense “fit” the model to the validation set. Thus, these results tend
to overestimate the actual performance of the model. As a result, we report estimates of the
model performance on an independent test set.
Shani and Gunawardana (2011) specify a number of protocols that can be used to split a
data set into training, validation and test sets.
• Sample a validation time and a test time. Place all transactions prior to the validation
time into the training set, all transactions that occur between the validation and test time
into the validation set, and all the transactions that occur after the test time into the test
set. This simulates a situation which is similar to “real-life”, where a recommendation
algorithm is built at a specific point in time and is required to predict future transactions.
• Another approach is for each customer, to randomly sample a validation time and a test
time. Then split the transactions as above, but on a per-customer basis. This protocol does
not maintain time consistency across customers, and assumes that the sequence in which
products are interacted with are important, not the absolute time at which interactions
are made.
• Alternatively, we could ignore time altogether. In this approach, for each customer, we
randomly sample a number of products to be placed into the training set, validation
set, and test set. This assumes that the temporal aspect of customer interactions is
unimportant.
An important feature that should be supported by a RS arises from this discussion – that of
“model management” Crankshaw et al. (2014). The goal of model management is to ensure that
models used to serve recommendations to customers are performing optimally. There are two
aspects to model management; first, maintaining model “freshness”, and second, maintaining
model effectiveness.
Model freshness refers to recency of the information with which a model has been trained.
Customers expect that their needs are adapted to in real-time (Huang et al., 2015). As a result,
the RS respond quickly to new information generated through customer behaviour. Ideally,
the system updates models incrementally, as new data arrives. Alternatively, the system should
provide an automatic mechanism which periodically rebuilds models either after a specified time
period, or as performance of the model falls below a threshold.
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To maintain model effectiveness, the RS should provide “debuggable” cross-validation pro-
cedures. These procedures automatically perform cross-validation and select the best set of
parameters for a model. Debuggable refers to the ability to inspect the system’s choice of one
set of parameters over another. For example, the system could generate a series of plots that
describe the performance of the model using some evaluation metric. The data scientist is then
able to see exactly why one model has been chosen over another. In addition, the system should
automatically, and continually, test different types of models against one another, and make
experiment reports available to the data scientist. This would greatly assist in the decision
to move ahead with testing a new model in an online experiment. Within this framework for
automatic cross-validation and model testing, the RS should also provide extensible software
interfaces for implementing different model splitting strategies; and, as we see in the following
section, extensible software interfaces for implementing additional evaluation metrics.
2.8.2 Evaluation Metrics
In the previous section, we described the procedure for performing offline experiments. In this
section we consider some of the evaluation metrics we can use to compare models during cross-
validation and testing. Table 2.2 shows the possible outcomes of our predictions for products
in the hold-out dataset. A True Positive (TP) occurs when we recommend a product that the
customer ends up buying. A False Negative (FN) occurs when we fail to recommend a product
that the customer ends up buying. A False Positive (FP) occurs when we recommend a product
that the customer has not bought, and a True Negative (TN) occurs when we do not recommend
a product that the customer does not end up buying.
Recommended Not Recommended
Bought True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN)
Not Bought False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN)
Table 2.2: Possible outcomes when recommending a list of products.
Shani and Gunawardana (2011) note that in this prediction scheme, we are assuming that
products not bought by a customer are uninteresting to them. This assumption is almost
certainly false; the set of products not bought by a customer usually contains products that
may be of interest to the customer, but the customers is unaware of their existence. The impact
of this assumption is that the number of recommended products that are not of interest to the
customer is over-estimated, i.e., the number of FPs.
There are a number of useful quantities which we can compute using the values in table 2.2.
Consider the situation in which we generate a personalised ranking for a customer. We then
select the first n products into a list and compare the list to hold-out products for the customer.
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Three important quantities arise from this situation, namely, precision, recall and false positive
rate (FPR).





Note that TP +FP = n, the length of the list. Ideally, we would like this quantity to be as close
to one as possible. In this case, relevant products occupy the first n positions of the ranking.
For example, say we have five products in the hold-out set, and n = 4. Ideally, the algorithm
generates a ranking where the first four positions of the list are hold-out products. This would
result in a precision of one.
To calculate recall, or true positive rate (TPR), we calculate the fraction of all hold-out





where TP + FN is the total number of products in the hold-out set. Ideally, TPR is also close
to one. We would like as many of the available hold-out products to be in the list as possible.






where FP + TN is the number of products not in the hold-out dataset. We want the FPR to
be close to zero. In this situation, the number of unbought products in the list is as small as
possible.
In practice, there is trade-off between these quantities (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011).
For example, to improve TPR, we could increase n. As an increasing number of products are
incorporated into the list, TPR approaches one. However, this also increase FPR and reduces
precision, as the number of irrelevant products included in the list also increases. Thus, for a
given recommendation algorithm, it is useful to explore how these quantities trade-off against
one another at varying values of n.
Area Under the Receiver Operative Characteristic Curve
Often, n is not decided upon beforehand (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011). We might, therefore,
like to get an understanding of how an algorithm performs at varying values of n. The primary
means of doing this comparison is to compute curves that compare precision to TPR, or TPR to
FPR. The latter is called the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, and is commonly
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used in information retrieval tasks. Figure 2.6 gives an example of this curve. The area under
this curve is known as the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC), and is coloured blue in figure 2.6.
It has the useful property that it represents the probability of a randomly chosen hold-out
product ranking above any other product.
Figure 2.6: Example ROC curve (source: Dernoncourt (2015)).
To get an intuition of why this is true, we introduce some additional notation:
• Let Seval be the evaluation dataset defined by some data splitting protocol. This could be
either a validation dataset or test dataset.
• Then, let Eu be the set of products that appear in the evaluation dataset for customer u:
Eu := {i ∈ I : (u, i) ∈ Seval} .
Further, in this section, we reserve special indexing letters i and k for products that appear
in Eu, and j for products that appear in I \ Eu.
Recall that we have N products in total. Now consider that we arrange these products according
to a ranking r̂u generated for a customer u, from 1 to N . Ideally, we would like all the i’s to
be near the head of this arrangement, as these are the products we hope the recommendation
algorithm will suggest to u. As the length of the recommendation list, n, varies from 1 to N ,
we get that the number of i’s in the recommendation list approaches |Eu|. This corresponds to
moving from the bottom-left to the top-right of the ROC curve. Moving the value of n around
traces out the curve. Thus, TPR and FPR are a function of n. The graph moves either a point
upward or a point to the right depending on whether the product incorporated next by a change
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in n is an i or j, respectively. The amount by which it moves up will be 1|Eu| since there are |E
u|
i’s, and the amount by which it moves right will be 1N−|Eu| , since there are N − |E
u| possible
j’s.
Now, consider picking at random a j from the arrangement above. Note that a particular
j is chosen with probability 1N−|Eu| . The proportion of i’s above this j in the list is the TPR
at the value of n represented by the index of this j in the arrangement, or r̂u (j). This is also
the probability of a random i being above this j. Thus, the overall probability of a random
i ranking above a random j is 1N−|Eu| times the TPR at r̂u (j), summed over all possible j’s.
This, in turn, is just the width of one “step” on the x-axis of the graph, multiplied by the TPR
















TP (r̂u (j)) is just the number of i’s that rank above j:
TP (r̂u (j)) =
∑
i∈Eu
δ (r̂u (i) < r̂u (j)) ,
where δ is the indicator function:
δ (x) =
1 if x is true,0 else.
From equation (2.1), r̂u (i) < r̂u (j) if ŷu (i) > ŷu (j). Therefore,
TP (r̂u (j)) =
∑
i∈Eu









δ (ŷu (i) > ŷu (j)) . (2.10)
The AUC is used extensively in the literature to compare the performance of recommendation
models. Rendle et al. (2009) use it as the basis for their BPR optimisation criteria. Kanagal et al.
(2012), Ahmed et al. (2013) and Zhang et al. (2014) also use the AUC metric to evaluate their
approaches. In these papers, the authors choose a representation of the AUC that is averaged
over all customers. In this scheme, the AUC is computed for each customer, then averaged to
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get a final “average” AUC value, which is used to compare recommendation algorithms.
Mean Reciprocal Rank
Another metric used in evaluating recommendation algorithms is the Mean Reciprocal Rank,
or MRR. Shi et al. (2012b) use it to develop their collaborative less-is-more filtering (CLiMF)
algorithm. It arises from the reciprocal rank (RR), which measures how early the first hold-out
product occurs in a ranking. The MRR is then the average of the RR across all customers. The








[1− δ (r̂u (k) < r̂u (i))] (2.11)
In other words, equation (2.11) is one over the rank of the top-ranking product from the hold-
out set. The MRR is useful in scenarios where customers are provided with a few but valuable
recommendations, which includes some of the e-retail use-cases described in section 2.4.
Apart from AUC and MRR, there are numerous other metrics used to evaluate the accu-
racy of recommendations, including, Mean Average Precision (MAP) (Shi et al., 2012a) and
Normalised Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011). Thus, the
effective RS should provide, as part of its model management component, extensible software
interfaces with which the data scientist can implement different evaluation strategies.
2.8.3 Online Experiments
The evaluation methodology that provides the strongest evidence as to the true effectiveness is
online evaluation. According to Shani and Gunawardana (2011) many real-world RS’s employ
an online testing system for comparing recommendation algorithms based on their performance
with real customers. In these systems, a small percentage of traffic is directed to different
recommendation algorithms. The customers’ interactions with the recommendations are then
recorded. These interactions are used to compute which algorithm best optimised real business
metrics. For example, in e-retail, one might choose the recommendation algorithm that leads
to the highest number of purchases.
Shani and Gunawardana (2011) mention a few points to consider when running online ex-
periments. First, it is important that customers are randomly sampled for redirection to a
specific algorithm, so that comparisons between alternatives are fair. Second, more than one
“thing” should not be under test at the same time. For example changes to the way in which
recommendations are presented to the customer (the UI) should not be tested at the same time
as the underlying algorithms. The reason for this is that we may not be able to tease out effects
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of the new UI from effects of the new algorithm. Thus, when testing one of the elements that
comprise the recommendation experience, the others should remain fixed.
It is preferable to run the online experiment after an extensive offline study has indicated
that a new recommendation approach shows promise. The main reason for this is that online
experiments can be risky. For example, a recommendation algorithm that provides poor recom-
mendations may cause customers who are shown these recommendations to become despondent
with the platform as a whole. As a result, the experiment could have a negative effect on the
business. Thus, it is best to run the evaluation knowing that the new recommendation algorithm
has potential to improve on the current algorithms.
Although online testing is a critical part of evaluating recommendation algorithms, the
testing systems need not be part of a RS. Many large web companies have implemented separate
systems for performing online experiments, including LinkedIn (Xu et al., 2015), Google (Tang
et al., 2010) and Microsoft (Kohavi et al., 2013). The use-cases for experiment systems extend
beyond recommendations. For example, an e-retail platform might want to experiment with
the colour of their “Add to cart” button by asking the question, “does a green button improve
add to cart conversion?” This is a toy example and the likely answer is no, but it demonstrates
the utility of experimentation beyond recommendations.
In the next section, we summarise the characteristics that we have developed throughout
this chapter, and discuss how three RS’s described in the literature satisfy these characteristics.
2.9 Software Architecture
In the previous sections, we have developed the characteristics necessary for an effective RS.
These characteristics are summarised as follows:
• Accuracy; recommendations should be useful to the customer (section 2.4).
• Low latency; customer requests should be served within the window of interactivity (sec-
tion 2.4).
• Durability; the system should be robust to internal failures (section 2.4).
• Scalability; the system should exhibit graceful scaling properties in the face of increasingly
large input datasets and model parameter sets (section 2.5 and section 2.7).
• Model management; models should remain up to date and effective (section 2.8).
• Extensibility; software interfaces that allow the data scientist to implement new techniques
are an important feature of a RS. In particular, extensible interfaces should be available
for; model building, data splitting, and calculating and summarising evaluation metrics.
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In order to understand the core software components of a RS that enable the above charac-
teristics, we look at three RS’s described in literature and implemented in practice.
First, we describe Oryx8, an open source machine learning platform based on the lambda
architecture9. In this system, models are periodically rebuilt using a scalable computation
engine, Apache Spark (Zaharia et al., 2012), from a master dataset stored in a distributed
filesystem called the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) (Shvachko et al., 2010). Models
are incrementally updated as new customer interaction data is generated by the application.
A distributed message bus called Apache Kafka (Kreps et al., 2011) passes data and model
updates around the system. A separate application subscribes to model updates, and stores
models in-memory for serving recommendation requests.
Second, we describe Velox (Crankshaw et al., 2014), also an open source machine learning
platform with recommender capabilities. Like Oryx, this system periodically rebuilds models
in their entirety and incrementally updates models as more information arrives. Velox distin-
guishes itself through advanced model management methodology, and scalable model serving
application.
Finally, we describe TencentRec (Huang et al., 2015), a system that relies completely on
incremental model updates. In this system, there is no batch processing capability; models are
built completely in a streaming fashion.
2.9.1 Oryx
Oryx is a realisation of a the lambda architecture for large scale machine learning (ML). It has
been built as a general framework for ML applications, but includes an application for CF. We
focus on this part of the Oryx framework. Oryx contains the three side-by-side “layers” of the
lambda architecture (figure 2.7):
1. Batch layer; recomputes models as a function of all historical data. This is a long running
operation, which by default runs every few hours.
2. Speed layer; computes and produces incremental model updates as a function of the
current model and a stream of new customer interactions. These incremental updates are
intended to be “best effort” updates to the latest model. Updates happen on the order of
seconds.
3. Serving layer; receives models and model updates, and implements an Application Pro-




In addition, the Oryx layers communicate over a transport layer, which is implemented by
Apache Kafka, a distributed publish-subscribe messaging system.
Figure 2.7: Oryx architecture (source: Owen (2015)).
The backbone of Oryx is a scalable, fault tolerant messaging system. Apache Kafka is
a distributed commit log designed for publish-subscribe messaging. Kafka maintains feeds of
messages in categories called “topics”. “Producers” send messages to topics, and “consumers”
subscribe to topics and process the feed of published message. Kafka is run as a cluster of one
or more servers called “brokers”. Kafka has scalability and fault tolerance built-in; a topic is
separated into logs called “partitions” that are distributed amongst the brokers. Each partition
is replicated and has a leader broker. Producers send messages to the leader of a partition.
When a failure occurs and a partition leader is lost, a new leader is elected for that partition
from one of the replicas.
As shown in figure 2.7, Oryx ingests data through the “Input” Kafka topic. Users have two
options for adding data to this topic. They can either push data directly to the topic using
a Kafka client, or they can send data to the ingest API endpoint in the serving layer. The
batch layer continuously reads data off the input topic, and appends the data to a historical
data set stored in HDFS. We describe HDFS in detail in section 3.3. There is no danger of data
loss in Oryx because underlying data storage systems (HDFS and Kafka) are fault tolerant.
For scalable and fault tolerant computation of models and model increments in the batch
and speed layers, Oryx uses Apache Spark. Oryx uses a specific component of Spark called
Spark Streaming. Spark Streaming receives live input data from Kafka and divides the data
into batches, which are then processed by the Spark engine to generate a final stream of results
in batches (Zaharia et al., 2013). Spark Streaming applications are long-running, and typically
collect and process batches of data in short loops of a few seconds. This is the case for the
speed layer of Oryx, where small model updates are performed. For the batch layer, where
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entire model rebuilds are performed, the period of the Spark Streaming application is set set to
a few hours. Spark is described in more detail in section 3.4.
Oryx comes with built-in support for the IMF model we have described in section 2.7. In
fact, in the batch layer, Oryx uses the Spark implementation of IMF, which comes packaged
with Spark. This implementation of IMF in Spark is described in detail in section 3.8.1. For
model updates in the speed layer, Oryx implements a custom update function that approximates
updates to the customer and product factors.
Oryx implements basic model management in the form of automatic cross-validation. A user
specifies in the configuration different hyperparameter values to try. When the batch retraining
phase starts, Oryx builds a model on a training data set for each combination of parameter
values and chooses the model with the lowest prediction error on a test data set. Training is
done over all historical data, plus a configurable proportion of new data not seen in the last
batch retraining phase. Testing is done over the remainder of the new data. Oryx uses the AUC
to determine which model performs best. The best performing model is then published to the
Kafka “Models + Update” topic in figure 2.7.
Transient failures in the computation are transparently handled by Spark. If the batch layer
has a catastrophic crash, it can simply be restarted and it will continue processing the data in
Kafka from where it left off. This gives the batch layer a simple failure recovery mechanism.
The speed layer also has a graceful failure recovery mechanism. When the speed layer starts,
it begins reading the update topic for all models and model update messages. As soon as it
has a valid model in-memory, it publishes model updates to Kafka. Since it also uses Spark for
computation, transient failures in computation are handled by Spark. If the entire process dies
and is then restarted, it will begin reading from the latest position on both the input topic and
model topic. This means data that arrives before the speed layer has a valid model in-memory
is ignored. Because the role of the speed layer is to provide an approximate update to the latest
model, this behaviour is not unexpected. Due to the simplicity of this solution, it is desirable.
The serving layer in Oryx is stateless. On startup, it reads all models and model updates
from the update topic, and begins responding to requests for recommendations as soon as a
model has been stored in its memory. Although this allows recommendations to be served from
models that are out-of-date, the serving layer will catch up quickly to the latest model. The
simplicity of this scheme allows the serving layer to be scaled outward if load on the RS is high.
The serving of LF models involves operations on a large matrix, and is therefore challenging
to scale. To alleviate this pressure, Oryx uses Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) to speed up
the search for recommendations. It does this by pruning the number of candidate product
factors according to some sample rate. As product features are created or updated, the serving
layer hashes them into partitions. When a request for a recommendation is received, Oryx only
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considers products from a sample of the partitions that is less than, or equal to, the specified
sample rate. Then, all the products in each of the candidate partitions are ranked according
to ~xTu ~wi. This computation is done in parallel by a set of threads. Finally, the rankings from
each partition are merged to get a list of recommended products. The number of partitions
is chosen by Oryx so that the cores available to the serving layer are completely utilised in
the computation of the recommendations from each of the partitions (in fact, Oryx allows the
number of considered partitions to exceed the number of cores by one). For example, if there
are three cores available to the serving layer, and we wish to only consider 75% of the products,
then Oryx would hash the product factors into four partitions, and consider three partitions
for recommendations. This scheme decreases processing time roughly linearly; a sample of 75%
gives a speedup of 1.33× (Owen, 2015). Thus, greater speedup can be achieved through lower
sample rates. However, setting sample rates too low adversely affects recommendation quality.
2.9.2 Velox
In the RS research community, there has been very little work on how recommendation models
are actually deployed, served, and managed. Crankshaw et al. (2014) have attempted to fill this
gap with Velox. Velox provides a framework for applications that allow users to access large
ML models at low latency. In Crankshaw et al. (2014), their specific focus is the IMF model
provided by Spark. Velox achieves this with two primary architectural components, shown in
figure 2.8. First, the model manager orchestrates the computation and maintenance of the
model. Second, the model predictor implements a low-latency prediction interface for users of
the RS.
In order to ingest data into the system, Velox exposes an observe API call (see figure 2.8).
To insert data into Velox, an application calls observe, providing a customer ID, product ID
and some level of interaction. In order to use the observation for offline model retraining,
it is written to Velox’s data store, which by default is Tachyon (Li et al., 2014a). Tachyon
is an open-source, fault-tolerant, memory-optimised distributed storage system often used as
a backing store for Apache Spark. In addition, the observation is used to trigger an online
update of the recommendation model. This simultaneously supports low latency learning and
personalisation of sophisticated models.
The offline model retraining phase leverages the batch computation capabilities of Apache
Spark. In this phase, both customer factors and product factors are recomputed from scratch
using the built-in Spark IMF algorithm. Velox passes all available historical data to the model,
and the result is a new set of product and customer factors.
The online learning phase runs continuously to update only the customer factors. As ob-
servations arrive from the observe interface, Velox updates customer factors according to a
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Figure 2.8: Velox architecture (source (Crankshaw et al., 2014)).
user-specified error function. By updating the customer factors online and the product factors
offline, Velox provides an approximation to retraining the entire model for every observation.
This introduces potential inaccuracy into the model, as product factors should also change in the
presence of new observations. Crankshaw et al. (2014) find that although complete retraining
has a larger impact on model performance, incrementally updating only customer factors still
yields significant benefit in maintaining model performance. Thus, incremental model updates
in combination with an error-based model maintenance strategy, which we explain next, ensures
that Velox models are always performant.
Model maintenance is an explicit concern in Velox. Velox will perform model retraining when
performance degrades below a certain configurable threshold. To assess model performance,
Velox maintains per-customer aggregates of errors associated with a model. In addition, when
retraining a model using Spark, Velox runs a cross-validation step to assess the generalisation
performance of the model. This allows Velox to choose an optimal set of parameters. If a
performance regression occurs, Velox allows the user to rollback to a previous version of the
model while the regression is investigated.
Velox exposes two interfaces for serving recommendations. The first is predict, which
takes as parameters a customer ID and product ID and returns the point prediction for the
level of interaction between the customer and product. Since we are interested in serving lists
of recommendations to customers, this interface is not of much use. The second API call, topK
is more what we are looking for. It takes as input a customer ID and a list of product IDs.
It returns the same list of product IDs, but ordered from most relevant product for the given
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customer to the least.
To serve recommendations at scale and with low latency, Velox implements two strategies.
The first exploits partitioning of customer factors across a Velox cluster. Velox stores customer
factors in-memory using Tachyon. Each machine contains a partition of the customer factors.
When a request arrives at the prediction service, Velox routes it to the machine that contains
that customer’s factors. This ensures that lookups of customer factors can be resolved locally,
which reduces latency and network load on the cluster. In addition, it provides a natural
load balancing mechanism for distributing serving across a Velox cluster. The second strategy
involves caching of product factors.
Product factors are also distributed across the cluster. Thus, when making predictions
for a given customer, data transfer may need to occur from a remote machine containing the
require product features. While the number of products in the system might be large, product
popularity is often heavily skewed (Crankshaw et al., 2014), thus many items are not frequently
accessed, while a small subset of items are accessed very often. Velox caches these “hot items”
on each machine to improve computation.
2.9.3 TencentRec
Huang et al. (2015) take a pure-streaming approach in the design of their RS, TencentRec. Like
Oryx and Velox, TencentRec is a platform on which various ML algorithms can be implemented
and served. We focus specifically on their implementation of an item-based kNN CF algorithm,
which powers recommendations on a few of their online properties, including YiXun10, a popular
Chinese e-retail website.
TencentRec is comprised of three components, as shown in figure 2.9:
1. TDAccess: A Kafka-like publish-subscribe messaging system for ingesting data into Ten-
centRec.
2. TDProcess: A stream-processing application based on the Apache Storm11 computation
engine. This component contains functionality for performing real-time CF.
3. TDStore: A distributed key-value storage engine for storing state required for CF.
These components enable TencentRec to respond to customer interactions and update recom-
mendations in less than one second. In addition, TencentRec operates at massive scale; it deals




Figure 2.9: TencentRec architecture (source (Huang et al., 2015)).
Huang et al. (2015) have chosen Storm, an alternative to Spark Streaming, for generating
their streaming CF model. Storm is an open-source, distributed, real-time computation system
for processing streams of data. It operates in clusters of nodes called “Nimbus” nodes and
“Supervisor” nodes. The Nimbus node is the cluster manager — it distributes code around
the cluster, and assigns work to the supervisor nodes. Supervisor nodes manage “workers”,
which are processes that do the computational heavy-lifting. The Nimbus and supervisor nodes
are fault tolerant in that they are stateless. If they fail, they can simply be restarted without
concern over erroneous state. The same applies to the workers, whose computation is assumed
to be stateless. This makes it easy to add and remove supervisors to scale the system up and
down.
In order to provide scalable and fault tolerant data ingestion, Huang et al. (2015) developed
TDAccess. TDAccess is remarkably similar to Apache Kafka, with the same partitioned data
model. In TDAccess, producers send data to a cluster of “data servers”, who store data from
producers in many partitions across the cluster. Consumers pull data in parallel, with the level
parallelism being equivalent to the number of partitions.
While TDAccess and Storm provide scalability and fault tolerance for data ingestion and
computation, there is a requirement for fault tolerant and scalable state storage. Recommenda-
tion algorithms such as kNN CF must keep track of historical customer behaviours in order to
compute recommendations. Huang et al. (2015) have developed Tencent Data Store (TDStore)
for this purpose. TDStore is a distributed key-value storage system that stores state data used
in recommendation computation. TDStore is made up of a cluster of data servers, each of which
are assigned a keyspace. Each server is the host of a keyspace and also a backup of another
keyspace. Thus, if a particular server fails, its backup becomes the server for its keyspace. In
this way, TDStore provides robust support for stateful operations in Storm.
TencentRec implements an adaption of the kNN CF algorithm described in section 2.7 for
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support their use-case. First, they adapt the similarity measure to include implicit ratings, and
second, they propose an incremental update scheme for item similarity scores. As customer
interactions arrive in TDAccess, they flow through the Storm processing pipeline, incrementally
updating the relevant similarity statistics stored in TDStore. In order to compute recommen-
dations, applications similarity scores from TDStore and compute recommendations. Thus, the
designers of TencentRec have chosen not to implement a serving layer as a part of their RS.
2.10 Summary
e-Retail in SA is a sector with enourmous potential once systemic issues around internet in-
frastructure have been resolved, and greater levels of trust have been established with potential
customers. Key to the development of the sector is the ability of e-retailers to accurately identify
customer needs and personalise interaction with the platform. Although e-retail platforms have
the advantage of wider choice, allowing customers to effectively navigate an online catalogue is
a challenge. Utilising an effective RS alleviates this issue and is in some ways fundamental to
the acceptance of the technology by future customers. As a result, an effective RS brings with
it significant economic benefits. For example, in 2006, Amazon attributed 35 % of their revenue
to sales generated through their RS. In that year, Amazon’s revenue was over $10 billion, which
means that the RS accounted for around $3 billion, a significant amount of value. Thus, a strong
argument can be made for the economic advantages of a RS.
Nevertheless a RS is itself a technical challenge. In this chapter, approaches to building
a RS have been outlined and reviewed. In particular, the various options with respect to
recommendation techniques, the evaluation of recommendations and software architecture have
been summarised. Arising from this discussion have been six characteristics of an effective
RS, namely; accuracy, low latency, durability, scalability, model management, and extenisbility.
This information has been a critical input in the design and implementation of the prototype,




Our RS is made up of six frameworks: (1) data ingestion, (2) data preparation, (3) model
building, (4) model evaluation, (5) model publishing, and (6) model serving. In this chapter,
we attempt to give a detailed description and rationale for each of these frameworks.
Figure 3.1: Flow of data through the recommender system.
Figure 3.1 shows the flow of data through the system (from left to right). The RS takes as
input customer transaction data. In section 3.1 we describe the various characteristics of this
input data.
In section 3.2, we describe the outputs of the RS. The primary purpose of a RS is to provide
a set of products personalised to the tastes of specific customers. In addition, we have argued
that an effective RS should also support the model management activities of the data scientist,
i.e. choosing a model with which recommendations are generated. This is usually achieved
through the comparison of model performance as measured by some evaluation metric. Thus,
in section 3.2, we first describe the format of the recommendations, and second describe the
output of model evaluation, which aids model management activities.
In chapter 2, we developed the characteristics of an effective RS. Including the model
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• model management, and
• extensibility.
In our system, we have attempted to meet these requirements through the application of a dis-
tributed filesystem, scalable computation engine, and flexible workflow system. In sections 3.3
to 3.5 we explain and motivate the use of the Hadoop Distributed Filesystem (HDFS), Apache
Spark and Luigi as the distributed filesystem, computation engine and workflow system, respec-
tively.
From section 3.6, we move on to the implementation details of the various components that
comprise the RS. First, we discuss the ingestion framework, which provides a flexible software
interface for adding new sources of data. In addition, we detail our specific implementation of
the ingestion framework for this research.
Once transaction data has been ingested into the system, we filter and augment it in various
ways. Filtering removes bad or unnecessary data, while data augmentation adds fields to the
data useful in downstream tasks. One example of a downstream task is splitting data into
training, validation and test sets for model building and evaluation. Data filtering, augmentation
and splitting fall under the data preparation framework. In section 3.7 we describe how the data
preparation framework provides a flexible set of software interfaces for implementing different
filtering, augmentation and splitting strategies, and give details about the strategies we have
chosen for this dissertation.
Next, the model building framework makes available data from the data preparation frame-
work for building recommendation models. In section 3.8 we describe the software interface
provided by this framework. In addition, we present the LF models that we have chosen to
implement for this dissertation, namely IMF and BPR.
In section 3.9, we describe the model evaluation framework. The purpose of this framework
is to provide software interfaces for model evaluation and consumable summaries of these eval-
uations (often in the form of visualisations). We focus on our implementation of the AUC for
LF models, and our choice of visualisation for that metric.
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Once models have been built and evaluated, the most promising models are published to
be served to customers. The model publishing framework provides an interface with which
programmers can make their models available for serving. In section 3.10, we describe this
interface and the model publishing strategy we have employed for the LF models relevant to
this dissertation.
Finally, in section 3.11 we present the model serving framework. Here we describe the
recommendations service, which allows users of the RS to query the most recent recommendation
models for product suggestions for specific customers.
3.1 System Input
The RS assumes that there exists some data store which contains the current state of all trans-
actions on the platform. The format of the transactions is a structured set of records where
each record represents a purchase of a single product. A purchase is defined by a set of iden-
tifiers, a timestamp and the state. The identifiers specify the customer and product, and the
timestamp specifies the time at which the order was placed. The state could conceptually be
one of “ordered”, “shipped”, “cancelled”, etc. Table 3.1 gives a few examples of what these
transactions could look like.
Customer ID Product ID Order Date State
123456 654321 2015–01–01 08:01:23 ordered
483450 752394 2015–01–01 08:02:20 shipped
Table 3.1: Example of transactions expected by the recommender system.
3.2 System Output
The RS exposes two main sets of outputs intended for two different audiences. The outputs
of primary importance are the recommendations, which are lists of products personalised for
specific customers. These recommendations are usually requested from some recommendation
model. Often, the user of the RS must choose from very many models, and for each model
select a promising set of parameters from a large search space. How does the user make this
choice? The second set of outputs are intended to be an aid for this decision. More specifically,
the second set of outputs are easily digestible summaries of offline model performance.
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3.2.1 Product Recommendations
Product recommendations are exposed to users through an application programming interface
(API) implemented by the recommendations service. A user of the RS retrieves recommenda-
tions by creating an API request that specifies a model and a customer identifier. In response,
the RS generates recommendations for the specified customer using the specified model. The
format of the response is a list of product identifiers. This list is ranked; the first identifier in
the list represents the product that is most relevant, and the last identifier the product that is
least relevant to the specified customer. The RS could also respond with an empty list, in which
case it has no knowledge of the specified customer. See section 3.11 for a detailed description
of the recommendations service.
3.2.2 Model Evaluation
The RS provides templates for various offline model evaluation summaries. In section 2.8, we
described some of the offline metrics with which recommendation models can be evaluated.
Often, these metrics measure the performance of models on a per-customer basis. The result
is a set of very many values that without an appropriate summary are impossible for the data
scientist to digest in their entirety. Therefore, the purpose of the model evaluation summaries
is to assist the data scientist in digesting comparative metrics to make decisions about which
models or model parameters show promise. Visualisations provide useful interfaces which allow
the data scientist to explore representations of the distribution of an evaluation metric over
the population of customers. In section 3.9.1, we provide specifics about the templates for
evaluation metrics and visualisations that we have decided to implement for this dissertation.
3.3 Hadoop Distributed File System
In addition supporting the model management activities of the data scientist, the RS should
transparently scale with the size of its input data. For example, consider the situation where an
e-retail company is doubling their transaction volume year-on-year for two years — a scenario
not uncommon among hyper-growth web-based startup companies (Agrawal, 2015). Consider
further the non-optimal, but simple data ingestion strategy of consuming a snapshot of the
entire dataset every day for the purposes of model building. Now, assume this trend continues
for the foreseeable future. After six months the total amount of data generated just through
data ingestion will be approximately 220 times the initial data size. After a year, the storage
requirement will have grown to approximately 525 times the size of the initial data; and after
two years, 1500 times the initial data size. Traditional databases are not designed to scale with
this kind of growth (Bailis, 2015). Systems that can scale with this data are therefore necessary
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to support the long-term functioning of the RS. Inspired by its use in Oryx (Owen, 2015), we
have chosen HDFS as the scalable storage engine underlying our RS.
HDFS is a Java-based file system that provides fault tolerant and scalable data storage
(Hortonworks, 2016). HDFS is designed to run on a cluster of commodity computers. It scales
by logically “joining” the storage capacity of each of these computers and presenting to the user
a unified access layer. The design of HDFS has been based on a number of assumptions, namely
(Hadoop Development Team, 2015):
• hardware failure is expected,
• applications need a write-once-read-many access model for files,
• applications that use HDFS for storage need high throughput access to their datasets,
• applications that run on HDFS have large datasets, and
• computation is much more efficient if it is executed near in network terms to the data on
which it operates.
These assumptions allow the design of HDFS to support massive scale, high rates of data
throughput and robust fault detection and recovery.
HDFS has a leader/follower architecture. As shown in figure 3.2, an HDFS cluster consists
of a single NameNode – a leader node that manages the filesystem namespace (commonly known
as the directory structure), and a number of DataNodes – follower nodes which manage attached
storage. There are no hard requirements for HDFS node sizes, however, table 3.2 shows the
recommended node size for a pilot deployment of HDFS (Hortonworks, 2016). In the enterprise
server world these are relatively small machines, also known as commodity machines.
CPU Memory Disk
2 × Quad Core 12 to 24 gigabyte (GB) 4–6 drives of 2 terabyte (TB) each
Table 3.2: Typical machine size for a pilot HDFS deployment.
Hardware failures in clusters of commodity computers are bound to occur (Vishwanath
and Nagappan, 2010). An HDFS deployment may consist of hundreds or thousands of server
machines, each with a non-negligible probability of failure. This means that some component
of HDFS is always non-functional. Therefore, detection of faults and quick recovery from them
is a core goal of HDFS. To achieve this, a file on HDFS is split into a number of blocks,
which are replicated with some user-defined factor and spread amongst the DataNodes (see
arrow marked “Replication” in figure 3.2) (Hadoop Development Team, 2015). The NameNode
decides on the mapping of blocks to DataNodes, and monitors the number of replicas for each
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Figure 3.2: HDFS architecture (source: Hadoop Development Team (2015)).
block. When a block is lost due to DataNode failure or disk failure, the NameNode instructs
a healthy DataNode to create another replica of the block. In this way, data is stored reliably
even in the presence of failure.
A replicated data model introduces data coherency complexity (Bailis, 2015). HDFS gets
around this issue by requiring that all blocks be immutable; they are written once and after that
cannot be modified (Hadoop Development Team, 2015). Thus, HDFS only has to be concerned
about consistency between replicas when a block is created and never again. This also improves
read throughput, as there is no need to stall for synchronisation between replicas on block
updates. We can be sure that a client reading from any replica in the cluster is getting the most
up-to-date information.
HDFS has specifically made the trade-off between low-latency data access and high through-
put in favour of high throughput. It has been designed for applications that stream large
amounts of data in a batch fashion on a cluster that can scale to hundreds or thousands of
nodes. Toward this end, HDFS has been tuned for extremely large datasets, where a typical
file is gigabytes to terabytes in size. In order to prevent these massive files from continually
shuffling across the network, HDFS is suited for applications that are capable of parallelising
execution across the cluster. This model of execution requires a paradigm-shift in the think-
ing of programmers who move over from traditional modes of data storage. Over the years,
one specific paradigm of distributed computing has become dominant in the world of HDFS,
namely MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2004). In fact, MapReduce has been designed by
the same group of programmers who maintain HDFS, and many of the features of HDFS have
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MapReduce exploits a restricted programming model to automatically parallelise user pro-
grams and provide transparent fault-tolerance for those programs. A MapReduce application
takes as input a set of key-value pairs, and produces a set of output key-value pairs. The pro-
grammer expresses a MapReduce operation through two functions; map and reduce. The map
function takes an input pair and produces a set of intermediate key-value pairs. The reduce
function accepts an intermediate key and set of values for that key, and merges those values to
form a new, typically smaller, set of values. The reduce function usually produces the final
output of the program. For example, this could be the counts of specific words in a very large
corpus of documents.
In practice, a MapReduce program proceeds by first partitioning the input data into M
partitions. Each of the M partitions are processed in parallel across the cluster by M workers
that apply the map function to each record in each partition. The intermediate keys are then
written into one of R partitions by the map workers. The reduce function is then applied to
every intermediate key by R reduce workers across the cluster. Each reduce worker produces as
output a single file. Thus, after successful completion, the output of the MapReduce program
is available in R output files on HDFS.
In the computing environment for which HDFS and MapReduce has been designed, network
bandwidth is a relatively scarce resource (Dean and Ghemawat, 2004). MapReduce conserves
network bandwidth by taking advantage of the partitioning scheme of HDFS. Typically, a
mapper task will be launched for each partition of a file on HDFS, and MapReduce attempts to
schedule the mapper worker corresponding to a particular partition on one of the HDFS nodes
that contains a replica of that partition. Failing that, it attempts to schedule a mapper on a
machine close to a replica of the input data. Dean and Ghemawat (2004) report that when
running large MapReduce operations on a significant fraction of workers in a cluster, most of
the input data is read locally and consumes no network bandwidth.
The co-located nature of computation and data defines the major difference between MapRe-
duce and traditional computational paradigms. Consider the case where we have a centralised
relational database system backing the RS. The database would usually be running on a ma-
chine with one large disk and anywhere between four and 16 processors (Turner, 2011). In order
to pull data from the system, a programmer would issue a query in Structured Query Language
(SQL). Since the query is limited to SQL, and recommendation models are complex enough
that they would be difficult to express solely in SQL (Armbrust et al., 2015), this query might
get the programmer only some of the way toward building a recommendation model. Next, the
programmer can continue processing data in a sequential manner, or, if the programmer finds
themselves in a High Performance Computing (HPC) environment, processing can continue in
another distributed computing framework like Open MPI1. Since HPC setups are usually lim-
1https://www.open-mpi.org/
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ited to research institutions, and we find ourselves in an enterprise environment, the choice an
a MapReduce-like computational engine is necessary.
However, MapReduce is not the computational engine we have chosen for our RS. Apache
Spark has evolved as an extension of MapReduce, and like Oryx and Velox, this is the engine
we choose for our distributed computation.
3.4 Apache Spark
Apache Spark is general-purpose cluster computing engine with libraries for streaming, graph
processing and machine learning (Armbrust et al., 2015). It offers a functional programming
interface in Java2, Scala3, Python4 and R5, where users manipulate distributed in-memory col-
lections called resilient distributed datasets (RDDs). RDDs form the basis for a higher-level
abstraction called the DataFrame, which allows relational processing over internal Spark RDDs
and external data sources. In this section, we show how Spark supports both the machine learn-
ing and relational processing activities of the recommender system with RDDs and DataFrames.
Cluster computing on commodity hardware has emerged as one of the most promising
paradigms for large-scale data analytics. Early systems such as MapReduce have been widely
adopted because they allow users to write parallel computations using a set of high-level op-
erators, without having to worry about distribution and fault-tolerance (Zaharia et al., 2012).
Although these early systems provide useful abstractions for a cluster’s computational resources,
they do not provide abstractions for leveraging distributed memory. This makes them inefficient
for analytic applications that reuse intermediate results, a pattern common in many iterative
machine learning algorithms. In MapReduce, for example, the only way to iterate between com-
putations is to write intermediate results to an external stable storage system such as HDFS.
The cost of this is prohibitive – application execution times become dominated by data repli-
cation, data I/O and object serialisation.
Spark has introduced a novel abstraction called resilient distributed datasets (RDDs) that
enables data reuse in a broad range of applications. RDDs are fault-tolerant data structures
that are distributed across the memory of a cluster. They allow users to explicitly persist
intermediate results in memory and manipulate them with a fully-featured API (Zaharia et al.,
2012). Each RDD is a collection of Java or Python objects that are partitioned across a cluster.
RDDs can be processed through operations such as map, filter and reduce, which take functions






who apply them to their entire local partitions (Armbrust et al., 2015). Additionally, these
coarse-grained transformations allow an RDD to efficiently provide fault-tolerance by logging
its lineage (all the transformations required to build it) rather than replicating the actual data.
When a partition is lost due to machine failure or otherwise, the RDD has enough information
about how it was created to recompute just that partition. Thus, lost data can quite often be
quickly reconstructed, avoiding costly data replication.
As an example of the expressiveness of the Spark RDD API, the example in listing 1 shows
how one could perform a word count using Python over a file or set of files stored on HDFS,
then save the result back to HDFS. This code snippet is known as a “driver program”. As
shown in figure 3.3, the driver program connects to a cluster of workers and is responsible for
tracking the lineage of RDDs, which are stored as partitions in the RAM of workers.
1 from pyspark import SparkContext
2 sc = SparkContext()
3 text_file = sc.textFile("hdfs://...")
4 words = text_file.flatMap(lambda line: line.split())
5 word_count = (words.map(lambda word: (word, 1))
6 .reduceByKey(lambda a, b: a+b))
7 word_count.saveAsTextFile("hdfs://...")
Listing 1: Word count example using the Spark RDD API. Adapted from Zaharia et al. (2012).
Figure 3.3: Spark runtime architecture (source Zaharia et al. (2012)).
A Spark driver starts by defining one or more RDDs in stable storage. In the case of listing 1,
it is a set of files on HDFS. It is useful to deploy Spark workers alongside HDFS DataNodes,
as workers can then read data straight from their local disks into memory, without using the
network. HDFS also provides a natural partitioning scheme for RDDs; each block of each file
on HDFS is mapped to a single RDD partition. Next, the programmer can define a set of
“transformations” and “actions” over the RDDs. Transformations are operations that create
a new dataset from an existing one. Examples of transformations that appear in listing 1 are
flatMap, map and reduceByKey:
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• flatMap operates here on an RDD whose elements are individual lines of text. The
lambda function splits these lines into a list of individual words. Conceptually we now
have a collection of lists of words. flatMap flattens each of these lists so that the resulting
RDD has elements which are individual words.
• map applies a function to each element of an RDD. Here, it maps each word of the words
RDD to a pair of the word and the number 1.
• reduceByKey is called on the (word, 1) key-pairs and applies the given reduce function
to the values of each key-pair. In this case, the values are integers, and the reduce function
simply sums them up. Because the initial value for each word is one, this field becomes a
counter for its corresponding word.
The resulting RDD contains (word, number) pairs, where number represents the count of
word occurring in the original HDFS files.
Our word count RDD is then used in what is known as an “action”, which is an operation
that either returns a value to the driver program, or saves data to an external storage system.
In this case, the action is saveAsTextFile, which saves the (word, number) RDD to a set
of HDFS files. Other examples of actions include count (which returns the number of elements
in the dataset) and collect (which returns the elements of the dataset to the driver program)
(Zaharia et al., 2012).
In order to support iterative analytics (including data exploration and machine learning),
Spark exposes the persist method to indicate that an RDD is to be reused in future com-
putation. If a programmer calls this method on an RDD, the first time it is computed in an
action, it is kept in memory on the workers. Spark keeps persisted RDDs entirely in memory
by default, but can spill them to disk if there is not enough available RAM.
An important note about the API is that RDDs are computed lazily. Spark will wait for an
action to be performed on an RDD before launching a computation. This allows Spark to per-
form some simple query optimisation before computation begins, such as pipelining operations
(Armbrust et al., 2015). For example, in listing 1, the engine will pipeline reading from the
HDFS file with performing the flatMap and map operations so that the intermediate words
RDD never gets materialised. Although these optimisations are extremely useful, they are also
limited because Spark has no insight into the structure of the data, which are arbitrary Python
objects; nor the behaviour of the functions passed into the transformations, which contain ar-
bitrary code (Armbrust et al., 2015). This has been part of the motivation for the creators of
Spark to develop the DataFrame API, which we describe next.
The DataFrame API provides two important contributions to the Spark ecosystem. First,
it provides a relational interface already familiar to many data analysts. Second, it provides
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a powerful optimisation engine called Catalyst, which makes it easy to add new data sources,
optimisation rules and data types to the DataFrame API (Armbrust et al., 2015).
Data applications such as RSs require a mixture of processing techniques, data sources and
data sinks. Programmers often prefer to write their data transformations in these systems
using a declarative language such as SQL, or a domain specific language (DSL) such as the ones
provided in R DataFrames (R Core Team, 2013) and Python Pandas (McKinney, 2010). The
applications may then demand that this data be loaded into a semi- or unstructured format
for further processing or serving to users. Relational queries are often not suited to these
situations and custom procedural algorithms are required. In addition, programmers often need
to perform advanced processing such as building models using machine learning algorithms,
which are difficult to express in relational terms. Thus, data pipelines such as those found in
RSs require a mixture of relational queries and procedural algorithms. By adding the DataFrame
API to Spark, its creators have given users the ability to freely mix the two paradigms.
In the Spark world, a DataFrame is a collection of rows with the same schema, distributed
throughout the Spark cluster. They are built on top of traditional RDDs, but have the additional
capability to track their schema and support various relational operations that lead to optimised
computation. DataFrames can be constructed from a table in an external data source such as
Parquet6 files on HDFS, or from an existing RDD of Python (or Java or Scala) objects (Armbrust
et al., 2015). They can also be written to a variety of data systems once processing has been
completed. DataFrames are manipulated with a set of relational operators similar to the R
DataFrame API (R Core Team, 2013). These operators include projections with select, filters
with where, joins with join and aggregations with grouped data created with groupBy. They
all take as arguments a limited set of expressions, which allow Spark to capture the structure
of the operations. For example, the snippet in listing 2 performs exactly the same word count
as in listing 1, except uses the DataFrame API.
1 from pyspark import SparkContext
2 sc = SparkContext()
3 sqc = SQLContext(sc)
4 text_file = sc.textFile("hdfs://...")
5 words = text_file.flatMap(lambda line: line.split()).toDF("words")
6 word_count = words.groupBy(words["words"]).count()
7 word_count.write.parquet("hdfs://...")
Listing 2: Python word count example using the Spark DataFrames API.
The words DataFrame is created with the toDF function which maps RDD elements to
a DataFrame column with the name words. The expression words["words"] represents
the words column of the DataFrame. Column expressions can be additionally manipulated
6https://parquet.apache.org/
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with operators that return new columns expressions, including; comparison operators such as
== for equality testing and > for greater than testing, arithmetic operators such as + and −,
and aggregation operators such as count("words"). In listing 2, we group by the word and
perform a count aggregation over these words. The resulting DataFrame is written to HDFS
files in Parquet format with the DataFrame output API. An example of the data that this







Table 3.3: Example output DataFrame for the snippet in listing 2.
Like RDDs, DataFrames are lazily evaluated by Spark. Each DataFrame represents a logical
plan to achieve some computation, but no computation occurs until the user calls an output
operation, such as the write operation in listing 2. With DataFrames, Spark has detailed
knowledge of the schema of the the DataFrame (each column has a known type, as opposed
to arbitrary objects in an RDD); and the operations on these columns are transparent to the
engine (only a limited set of operators are supported, as opposed to arbitrary code in RDD
transformations). This allows Spark to build up a very detailed set of instructions, which it
represents internally as a tree, and pass these instructions to Catalyst for optimisation before
computation starts.
Catalyst is Spark’s extensible optimiser based on functional programming constructs in
the Scala programming language. The purpose of Catalyst is to perform rule- and cost-based
optimisation of the computation of a specific DataFrame. The internals of Catalyst are not
relevant to this discussion, and we refer the interested reader to chapter 4 of (Armbrust et al.,
2015). However, it is worth mentioning that Catalyst allows external developers to extend
the optimiser by adding data source specific rules that can push filtering or aggregation into
external storage systems that support it. This makes it easy to add data sources and sinks to
the DataFrames API. For example, a Java database connector (JDBC) for relation database
management systems (RDBMSs) has been added that scans ranges of a table from an RDBMS
in parallel and pushes filters into the RDBMS to minimise communication (Armbrust et al.,
2015). A data source also exposes network locality information. For HDFS, this allows Spark
to optimise which machines read which partitions of the data.
Another significant feature enabled by DataFrames and Catalyst is performance parity be-
tween the different language APIs. In the past, there has been a significant performance gap
between RDD routines written natively in the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) with Scala and Java
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versus the same routines written in Python, with the JVM holding the advantage. The rea-
sons are twofold; first, Spark is written in Scala and therefore applications written in its native
language are more efficient, as objects need not be continually passed between the JVM and
Python. Second, vanilla Python is known to be slower for performing CPU-bound computations
than the JVM (Armbrust et al., 2015). The DataFrame API, and Catalyst in particular, brings
equality to the different language APIs. Only the logical plan for the DataFrame is generated
in the chosen API language (e.g. Python), after which it is passed to Catalyst which optimises
the plan and generates the JVM bytecode used in computation (Armbrust et al., 2015). Fur-
thermore, DataFrames makes it easy for the Spark developers to support their machine learning
routines in all languages.
Perhaps the most attractive reason to use Spark in a data system such as a RS is that Spark
is supplied with a rich library of machine learning algorithms called MLlib. It includes, amongst
others (Spark Development Team, 2016):
• logistic regression and linear support vector machine (SVM),
• linear regression with L1, L2 and elastic-net regularisation,
• singular value decomposition (SVD), QR decomposition and principle component analysis,
• random forest and gradient-boosted trees,
• topic modelling via latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), and most importantly for our use-
case,
• recommendations via IMF.
DataFrames have also been integrated with the algorithms of MLlib. This means that a program-
mer can provide as input to an algorithm a DataFrame. Typically, the output of an algorithm
will be a model whose parameters could also be stored in one or more DataFrames. Support for
DataFrames makes it easy to perform transformations on a data source, pass that data to an
advanced machine learning algorithm, then use that model for prediction on some other data.
Apart from DataFrames’ convenience for the user, they have also been useful for exposing the
algorithms in MLlib to all of Spark’s supported languages (Armbrust et al., 2015). In the past,
each of the algorithms took a bespoke set of objects as input, for example, labelled points for
classification, or triples of customer, product and rating for recommendation. In order to pass
data between the runtimes (from Python to Scala, for example) each of these data structures
had to be implemented in all the languages. Using DataFrames everywhere means that conver-
sions for types need only occur in the DataFrames API, where they already exists. Therefore,
as more algorithms are added, feature parity between programming languages becomes less of
an issue when considering Spark as part of an analytics framework.
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3.5 Luigi
The activities of a RS can often be broken down into a number of tasks. For example, model
building and publishing can be broken down as follows:
1. Extract data from a data source.
2. Transform the data to match the input format of the model.
3. Train the model parameters.
4. Copy the model parameters to a data store from which it can be served to customers.
These tasks make up what is known as a “data pipeline”; a set of (possibly) dependent tasks
that operate on a set of data with the desired result of transforming the data from one form
to another. In this case, the transformation is from a set of transaction data to a set of model
parameters. Our RS is comprised of a number of tasks operating in a number of pipelines.
Therefore, we employ a system explicitly capable of managing these pipelines. Specifically, we
have chosen Luigi for this purpose.
Luigi is a open-source Python library for building data pipelines (Bernhardsson and Freider.,
2015). Luigi pipelines automatically handle dependency resolution, task execution, and failure
modes. Of additional advantage to our use-case is that Luigi comes with built-in support for
HDFS and Spark. In this section, we describe the features and functionality of Luigi useful for
the recommender system.
Central to Luigi are “tasks”, “parameters” and “targets”. A task is defined by a set of
parameters, while targets define the desired output of a task. In practice, each of these ideas
are implemented as Python classes. A target represents anything that can be tested for existence
(e.g. a file of HDFS, a file on the local filesystem, or a table in a database). When we implement
a task by subclassing Luigi’s Task class, we define the output Target with the output method
of the Task class. Specifically, the Target is returned when the output method of the Task
is called. The task is deemed to be complete when this target exists. Luigi Targets provide
an interface which allows atomic writes to their underlying location. This could be a file on
HDFS, or on a local filesystem, for example. Should a task fail mid-way through writing the
result, the target will not materialise the required output, and thus Luigi will not deem the task
complete. It will then retry the task, or notify a human operator of the failure. This defines
Luigi’s simple task resolution and failure management mechanisms.
Dependencies between tasks are defined using the requires method. For example, if Task
A appears in the collection returned by the requires method of Task B, Luigi will not execute
Task B until the output target of Task A has been satisfied. A task accesses the outputs of
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its dependencies through the its input method. For example, Task B could get access to the
output of Task A by calling its own input method.
Figure 3.4 gives a diagrammatic representation of the said example. Task A is returned by
the requires method of Task B, so Task A will be executed first by Luigi. The file that Task
A creates as output is made available to Task B through Task B’s input method. Finally, Task
B does some work with the file on local storage and creates a set of files on HDFS as output.
Figure 3.4: Example Luigi pipeline.
Any Luigi tasks that do work are required to implement the run method. This method
contains the actual code that Luigi runs when the task is available for execution (after its
dependencies have been satisfied). Referring to figure 3.4, Task B implements a run method
that writes everything from the local file output by Task A to a set of file on HDFS. This is
indicated by the HDFS files referred to by the output arrow originating from Task B.
Adding to the example, let’s say that Task B is parametrised by the date on which it is
run. This date uniquely identifies an instantiation of Task B, which means that Luigi will only
schedule one task with a specific date at any time; even if two Task Bs are submitted to Luigi’s
scheduler. A task’s parametrisation should be reflected in the output of the task so that Luigi
can uniquely resolve the execution of that task. Thus, in our example, Task B should include
the date in the name of the file on HDFS.
Luigi provides a set of built-in parameter types which take care of parsing string parameters
to correct internal representations (for example dates, integers, or booleans). This is useful when
defining parameter values in configuration files or on the command line. Figure 3.5 brings these
concepts together in an implementation of Task B. The code captures the following concepts:
1. All Luigi tasks are a subclass of the Luigi Task class.
2. Parameters are defined as class variables. In this case, we have defined a class variable
of type DateParameter, with the default value of today. This allows us to specify a
string in the Luigi configuration file and have it automatically converted to a Python date
object.
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3. The requires method shows a dependency definition. In this case, we have one depen-
dency (Task A) in the list, but we could also have multiple dependencies in the list, or
we could replace the list with a dictionary of name-task pairs for convenient referencing
of dependencies.
4. The output method shows how a target is usually defined. The path passed in to the
Target constructor is also parametrised by the date parameter, which has been parsed
by Luigi and is available to the task as a Python date object.
5. The run method performs the business logic of the task using the inputs and outputs
provided by the Luigi framework. In this case, the input is a file on local disk and the
output is a file on HDFS. Luigi provides convenience methods for manipulating input and
output targets, such as the open method seen here. This function is atomic, meaning
that any writes to the file will only be written if the task is successful, with the corollary
that if an error occurs during writing of the output, all writes will be discarded.
Figure 3.5: Definition of an example Luigi task.
Like the example above, the ingestion framework is a Luigi data pipeline made up of a set
of tasks. In the next section, we explain the ingestion pipeline in more detail.
3.6 Data Ingestion
The purpose of the ingestion framework is to make available to the data preparation framework
the entire set of successfully completed customer transactions. Toward this end, the inges-
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tion framework provides two interfaces for Luigi tasks which allow the programmer to quickly
implement tasks for extracting data from different data sources.
The first task interface specifies a Spark-compatible data source. This task does no actual
work; its purpose it to check that the data source exists and is accessible. Luigi provides a
useful task type for this purpose called an ExternalTask. This task does not implement the
run method, and specifies a single output target which can be any Luigi target. The task will
not be marked as complete until the target exists. Therefore, it is “external” in the sense that
it is only complete when an external system has created its output target.
The second task interface allows the programmer to specify a procedure for extracting data
from the data source and storing it on HDFS. It is dependent on any task the implements the
above interface. It uses the Spark DataFrame API to load data from the data source, then
write it out to a location on HDFS (provided by the user). Luigi supports the programmer in
writing Spark tasks through the SparkTask class, which handles packaging the task code and
submitting it to the Spark cluster. Additionally, Luigi can check if the task has been successfully
completed with its built-in support for HDFS. This makes Luigi a good fit for combining tasks
that rely on Spark and HDFS.
For this dissertation, we have implemented these two tasks to read data from a MySQL7
database table and write it out to HDFS. They are chained together in an application called
the “ingestion pipeline”, which triggers the second task using Luigi’s simple triggering infras-
tructure. This consists of a command line application that takes as arguments the name of a
task and its parameters. The application then starts Luigi and runs the pipeline.
3.6.1 Ingestion Pipeline
The ingestion pipeline is an implementation of the two interfaces described above. Figure 3.6
shows the relationship between these tasks. Our implementation of the first task interface checks
for the existence of a table in a MySQL database with the same structure as in table 3.1. The
implementation of the second task interface simply provides the path on HDFS to which we
want to write the data. We can periodically run this pipeline by triggering the second task
using Luigi’s triggering system.
Notice that we use a different strategy for data ingestion compared to Oryx, Velox and
TencentRec. These three systems use a streaming ingestion strategy, while we use a batch
ingestion approach. Oryx and Velox provide an API call which a programmer uses to ingest
individual customer-product interactions into the system. In addition, Oryx allows programmers
to add records directly onto its event bus, Kafka. This is the same strategy employed by
7https://www.mysql.com/
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Figure 3.6: Luigi tasks making up the ingestion framework.
TencentRec, except TencentRec uses TDAccess. In our approach, we periodically load data into
the RS in large batches. In fact, for the prototype described in this dissertation, at every batch
interval we load the entire purchase history of all customers. Unfortunately, our environment
precludes a streaming ingestion system. As a result, batch ingestion is the only choice.
3.7 Data Preparation
The data preparation framework consists of four Luigi task interfaces, shown in the dotted
box of figure 3.7. The first task takes as input the data on HDFS generated by the ingestion
framework, and filters out unwanted data, then augments the data with information relevant to
tasks further downstream. The next three task interfaces are concerned with splitting the data
into training, validation and test data, in preparation for model building and evaluation.
Figure 3.7: Luigi tasks making up the data preparation framework.
3.7.1 Prefiltering and Data Augmentation
The prefiltering and augmentation interface consists of one Luigi task which takes as input the
data on HDFS generated by the ingestion framework (see section 3.6). The objective of the task
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is to filter out unwanted data and augment the data with information relevant to tasks further
down the various pipelines. The task performs the following filtering steps before augmenting
the filtered data:
1. Filter out purchases that occurred before a specified date. For example, we may only want
to build models on data that is less than a year old.
2. Filter out purchases of products that have been bought by fewer than a specified number
of customers.
These filtering conditions imply that the task be parametrised by a date before which purchases
are deemed irrelevant, and the number of unique customers to have purchased a product before
that product can be included in the recommendation models. These parameters are configurable
and therefore should be tuned for best model performance. After the data has been pre-
filtered, it is augmented with information about the products and customers appearing in each
transaction. Thus, in addition to the fields appearing in table 3.1, the following fields are added
to each transaction:
• The date on which the customer first made a purchase.
• The date on which the product was first purchased.
• The date on which the customer first purchased the product.
• The proportion of transactions that occurred before this transaction.
These fields provide enough information for the data splitting interfaces to split the data into
training, validation, and test sets. They also support the various model tasks in transforming
input data to meet their individual requirements.
The computational heavy-lifting of computing the filters and augmentations is left to Spark,
and specifically the DataFrame API. This makes it trivial to add new filters and augmentations
should the need arise. The programmer need only be familiar with common SQL concepts and
syntax. The resulting filtered and augmented dataset is written to a set of files on HDFS for
consumption by the data splitting component of the framework, which we describe next.
3.7.2 Data Splitting
The purpose of the data splitting interfaces is to make separate sets of training and evaluation
data available for model building and model evaluation, respectively. In general, models are
built from the full filtered and augmented dataset or a training dataset, and are evaluated on a
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validation dataset or test dataset. The Luigi tasks in this component of the framework output
are concerned with splitting the full filtered and augmented transaction dataset into training,
validation and test datasets.
We discussed in section 2.8 that training, validation and test datasets can be constructed in
many different ways. For example, we could split the full pre-filtered and augmented data based
on a global proportion. In an example of this scheme, the first 80% of transactions go into the
training set, the next 10% go into the validation set, and the remaining 10% go into the test set.
In another scheme, we could partition each customers transactions into the different datasets.
For example, the first half of each customers transactions could go into the training set, the
second 25% could go into the validation set and the remaining 25% could go into the test set.
In fact, there are infinitely many variations on these schemes. Extensibility in this respect is
supported in our RS through the use of the Luigi TaskParameter, which allows Luigi tasks
to take other tasks as parameters. This is helpful in our case because tasks downstream from
the data splitting can define a generic interface for the tasks which generate their input data,
into which we can plug different training, validation, and test data splitting strategies. For
example, to train a model with a new strategy for creating training data, one would implement
the strategy in a new task, then simply use the new task as the training task parameter for a
downstream model task, without having to modify the model task. Additionally, this allows
us to pass in the filter and augmentation task to downstream model building tasks, which will
result in a model trained on the entire dataset.
As an initial attempt, we have implemented in our RS the splitting strategy described above
based on a global proportion. The three tasks depend on the pre-filtering and augmentation
task. They are parametrised by a proportion and the current date. The training data task
first selects all transactions from the pre-filtered and augmented dataset that appear before
the proportion. Then, these transactions are further augmented with the number of distinct
products that each customer has purchased in that dataset. The result is saved to a set of files
on HDFS.
The validation data task does something similar, but selects the first half of the remaining
transactions from the pre-filtered and augmented dataset. Then, the task filters this data so
that no repeat transactions appear, i.e. it filters out all customer-product transactions that have
appeared in the training dataset. The filtered result is materialised to a set of files on HDFS.
The test data split task is exactly the same as the validation task, but operates on the last of
the data remaining from the pre-filtered and augmented dataset. As an example of result of the
above procedure, we refer to table 3.4.
Table 3.4a gives an example of a full filtered and augmented transaction dataset (for brevity,
we show only those fields relevant to the discussion). In this example, training, validation and
test splitting tasks have been given a proportion parameter of 0.5. As a result, half of the
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Customer ID Product ID Date . . . Customer First Purchase of Product Proportion
1 1 2 2015–01–01 08:01:23 . . . 2015–01–01 08:01:23 0
2 2 1 2015–01–01 08:02:20 . . . 2015–01–01 08:02:20 0.17
3 1 3 2015–01–01 08:15:00 . . . 2015–01–01 08:15:00 0.33
4 1 2 2015–01–01 08:30:25 . . . 2015–01–01 08:01:23 0.6
5 1 1 2015–01–01 08:45:15 . . . 2015–01–01 08:45:15 0.67
6 2 3 2015–01–01 09:30:52 . . . 2015–01–01 09:30:52 0.83
(a) Pre-filtered and augmented dataset.
Customer ID Product ID Date . . . Customer First Purchase of Product . . .
1 1 2 2015–01–01 08:01:23 . . . 2015–01–01 08:01:23 . . .
2 2 1 2015–01–01 08:02:20 . . . 2015–01–01 08:02:20 . . .
3 1 3 2015–01–01 08:15:00 . . . 2015–01–01 08:15:00 . . .
(b) Training dataset.
Customer ID Product ID Date . . . Customer First Purchase of Product . . .
5 1 1 2015–01–01 08:45:15 . . . 2015–01–01 08:45:15 . . .
(c) Validation dataset.
Customer ID Product ID Date . . . Customer First Purchase of Product . . .
6 2 3 2015–01–01 09:30:52 . . . 2015–01–01 09:30:52 . . .
(d) Test dataset.
Table 3.4: Training, validation and test data splitting strategy.
transactions (all those with a proportion less than 0.5) have been placed in the training set,
seen in table 3.4b. The next quarter of the transactions have been placed in the validation
set, seen in table 3.4c. Note that transaction four in the full dataset is the same as the first
transaction in that dataset. As a result, even though transaction four should appear in the
validation set, it has been filtered out, as it already appears in the training set. The final
transaction (with a proportion greater than 0.75) has been placed in the test set (table 3.4d).
Of the three RSs reviewed in section 2.9, Oryx provides the most thorough treatment of
data preparation and augmentation. During batch layer recomputation, Oryx splits data into
training and test sets using a global time-based split, like our RS. Since Oryx has not been
designed to compare models of different types, it has no concept of a validation set. This is
where our system differs; we have explicitly designed for model comparison across model types.
Therefore, we provide a validation set for tuning parameters within a specific model class, and
a test set for comparing model performance across model classes.
Once we have sets of training, validation and test data, we can build, evaluate and compare
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recommendation models. Two sets of tasks work together to achieve this goal, namely the model
building tasks and the model evaluation tasks. Next, we take a deep-dive into the various model
building tasks we have implemented in the RS.
3.8 Model Building
The model building framework is made up of a single Luigi task interface. Figure 3.8 shows how
this task fits into our discussions thus far; it is dependent on tasks from the data preparation
framework. In particular, the model building task expects to take as input either the training
data task, or the data filtering and augmentation task. This allows the model to be trained
over the full dataset, in the case where the model is to be published, or on a training dataset, in
situations where we wish to perform model cross-validation or model testing. For the purposes of
this dissertation, we have chosen to implement two models, namely, IMF and BPR. We described
the formulation of these models in detail in section 2.7. Here, we focus on the implementation
of the training process for these models, with specific emphasis on how their implementation
supports increasingly large volumes of data.
Figure 3.8: Model building tasks fit into the workflow after the data preparation framework.
Before detailing each of the models, it is worth providing a recap of the recommendation
framework introduced in section 2.6:
• U = {u1, . . . , uM} is a set of M customers and I = {i1, . . . , iN} a set of N products,
• we use indexing letters u, v for customers and i, j for products,
• S ⊆ U × I is the set of observed customer-product transactions,
• P = (U × I) \ S is the set of unobserved (but possible) customer-product transactions,
• Iu = {i ∈ I : (i, u) ∈ S} is the set of items bought by customer u, and
• DS = {(u, i, j) |i ∈ Iu ∧ j ∈ I \ Iu} is the set of triples (u, i, j) where i has been bought
by u, but j has not.
The objective of a recommendation model is to find a ranking r̂u of all products in I for each
customer u in U . This can be formulated as r̂u : I → {1, 2, . . . , |I|}∀u ∈ U , where r̂u(i) is the
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rank of item i for a user u. The ranking function is generally modelled through some scoring
function ŷu(i), where ranking for each u is done by computing scores for all i and sorting by
scores. The formal link between r̂ and ŷ can be defined as:
r̂u(i) := |{j : ŷu(j) ≥ ŷu(i)}|
Finally, ŷ is parametrised by a set of model parameters ~Θ, which in turn uniquely define the
ranking r̂.
3.8.1 Implicit Matrix Factorisation
Recall from section 2.7 that the IMF algorithm attempts to estimate a set of customer-factors
X, and product-factors W . Pairs in S are assigned values sui based on some level of interaction
between u and i. For e-retail, Hu et al. (2008) suggest that sui indicate the number of times u
purchases i. This is an arbitrary choice, however, and there are multiple other representations
we could choose. For example, we could incorporate the number of times a u has clicked on an
i, or the amount of time a u has spent looking at i. Additionally, we might choose to weight
more recent customer purchases higher than older ones as a customer’s taste my change slightly
over time (Johnson, 2014).
Two sets of variables, qui and cui are introduced to capture some notion of confidence in
the preferences that sui measure. The qui are introduced to indicate that customer u has a
preference for i, and are derived by binarising S and P :
qui =
1 if (u, i) ∈ S0 if (u, i) ∈ P
As sui grows, we have a stronger indication that u has a preference for i. The set of variables
cui are designed to capture this notion:
cui =
1 + αsui if (u, i) ∈ S1 if (u, i) ∈ P
The goal is then to find customer factors, ~xu ∈ Rf and product factors, ~wi ∈ Rf such that qui
is as close to ~xu
T ~wi as possible, and the contribution of factors is weighted by cui. Therefore,



















An ALS procedure is used as an efficient optimisation process. It is derived by observing
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that when customer factors or product factors are fixed, the cost function with respect to
the non-fixed set of factors becomes quadratic, so its global minimum is readily computed by
differentiation. We only state the result here, for a full derivation of the procedure please refer
to section 2.7. To update customer factors when product factors are fixed, we must solve for ~xu
in the following system of equations:
(
W TW +W T
(
Cu − I )W + λI) ~xu −W TCu ~qu = 0, (3.1)
where Cu is the diagonal matrix with all cui’s on the diagonal, and ~qu is the vector of qui for all
i. Note that the computation of W TW can be reused across updates of customer factors, so we
only need to compute it once per iteration. Also, to update each customer factor we only need
the factors of the products rated by the customer, as (Cu − I) and ~qu are zero everywhere except
at products with which u has interacted. This is important for parallelisation of the algorithm.
Factors can be updated in parallel if we ensure that each of the product factors rated by a
customer is available at the same node on which we are updating the customer factor.
Similarly, to update the product factors when customer factors are fixed, we solve for each




Ci − I )X + λI) ~wi −XTCi~qi = 0,
The idea is that the factors will stabilise after a few “sweeps” of fixing user factors, and updating
each item factor, then fixing item factors and updating each user factor.
The sequential version of the algorithm described in Hu et al. (2008) has a computational
complexity which is linear in the size of the input data, S. This is a reasonable scaling property,
but we can do better by parallelising the update of factors. Parallelisation also allows the
algorithm to “scale-out”. When the input data becomes too large to store in one machine, we
can partition the dataset out onto multiple machines. This is a good use-case for Spark and in
fact Spark comes with a built-in scalable implementation of IMF, which we describe next.
The Spark implementation of IMF expects as input a DataFrame with at least the following
three columns; customer ID, product ID and rating. The rating is represented by the sui
variables in the description above. As discussed in section 3.7.2, the input data for the model
building tasks has a customer ID and product ID, but nothing equivalent to sui. Therefore, we
synthesise a rating column for each customer-product pair before passing the data to the Spark
model for training. To do this, we follow the advice of Hu et al. (2008) and create a rating
column by counting the number of times u purchases i. In practice, this involves grouping the
data by customer ID and product ID, then counting the number of transactions in each group.
We then pass this grouped DataFrame to the Spark IMF algorithm for training. In addition to
the input data, the Spark model takes six parameters, which we expose as parameters for the
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Luigi wrapper task as well:
• rank: the number of elements in the factors (f in the description of IMF above).
• numUserBlocks: number of customer blocks to create.
• numItemBlocks: number of product blocks to create.
• maxIter: number of sweeps of updating factors to perform.
• regParam: regularisation parameter (λ in the description of IMF above).
• alpha: value by which interactions are scaled to create confidence variables (α in the
description of IMF above).
The algorithm starts by partitioning the counted transactions data into four RDDs, namely
customer-inlinks, customer-outlinks, product-inlinks and product-outlinks. We can imagine the
inlink RDDs as views of the counted transaction data. The customer-inlink RDD contains the
data partitioned by customer ID, while the product-inlink RDD contains the data partitioned by
product ID. This concept is reflected in figure 3.9. In this example we have six products and six
customers partitioned into three customer-inlink blocks (orange, cyan and magenta), and three
item-inlink blocks (purple, blue and green). In actual fact, the inlink is an RDD of tree-like
data structures. To explain how these data structures are generated, we use the example of a
customer-inlink block. First, the input data is partitioned by customer ID into numUserBlocks
partitions. This means that we are guaranteed that any customer’s transactions will appear
wholly in one partition. The data in a partition is gathered into a single block and the block is
assigned unique ID. As shown in figure 3.10, the block ID is the highest level in the tree-like
data structure (for explanatory purposes, the block ID is a string, but in practice it’s actually
an integer). The next level of the tree contains the customer IDs that are present in the block,
and the final level contains an array of tuples that identify a transaction. Figure 3.10 calls the
fields in the tuple product block ID, product local ID and rating. The product block ID identifies
the product block in which the product in the transaction resides. Product local ID refers to
the index of the product in the product block. Finally, the rating is the sui we have defined
above. Note that the actual product ID is not stored here, only the index within a block. This
is necessary to index into blocks of received product factors when the time comes to update
customer factors. Product inlink blocks are constructed in exactly the same manner, but with
considering all the above from the perspective of product IDs.
The outlink blocks are also partitioned by customer ID or product ID. The purpose of the
outlink block is to identify the the exact factors that are required to be sent to inlink blocks
for updating of factors. We use the example of a product outlink block in figure 3.11 to aid
the discussion. Like the inlink RDDs, the outlink RDDs contain one tree-like data structure
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Figure 3.9: Example transaction matrix.
Figure 3.10: Customer inlink block example.
per partition. At the top level, the product block ID identifies the block to which the data
structure belongs. For a product outlink block, we wish to identify customer inlink blocks to
which product factors need to be sent, and for each of those customer inlink blocks, we wish
to identify the exact product factors that are required. As a result, the second level identifies
the customer blocks which contain ratings of products included in the top-level product block.
Referring back to figure 3.11 we see that the two customer blocks appearing at the second
level are orange and cyan. This makes sense when we look at the customer blocks that have
ratings in the purple product block in figure 3.9 – only the orange and the cyan customer blocks
have ratings in the purple product block. The final level of the product outlink block specifies
exactly which of the products in the top-level product block are required for each of the mid-level
customer blocks. Figure 3.11 shows that these are product local IDs (index of products within
the top-level block) stored as an array. Customer outlink blocks are constructed in exactly the
same manner, but swapping the roles of products and customers.
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Figure 3.11: Product outlink block example.
Once the four RDDs have been constructed, they are stored in the memory of the cluster, as
seen in figure 3.12. The outlink and inlink blocks for a given set of product IDs or customer IDs
are partitioned with the same scheme, and as a result they will always land up in the memory
of the same machines. This is an important feature of the algorithm because it avoids shuffling
data across the network when computing product or customer factors.
Figure 3.12: An example of how blocks could be distributed throughout a Spark cluster with
three worker nodes.
The next step in the algorithm is to initialise the customer and product factor RDDs. This
is achieved through a map transformation of the inlink blocks. For each block in the inlink
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RDD, and each ID in the block, a non-negative random unit vector of length rank is generated.
This results in blocks consisting of a single key-value pair, where the key is the block ID and the
value is a matrix of factors. The matrix has the same number of rows as IDs in the block and
rank columns. Figure 3.13 gives an indication of how the factor blocks are distributed across
the cluster. Factors corresponding to a set of IDs in a specific inlink block end up on the same
machines as the inlink block.
Figure 3.13: Factor blocks are distributed alongside inlink and outlink blocks.
Now the iterative update of customer, then product factors can begin. Using the Spark
RDD API, the following steps are performed in parallel across the cluster to perform an update
of customer factors:
1. The matrix product W TW is computed and distributed throughout the cluster.
2. The product outlink blocks are joined with the product factors on product block ID. As
shown in figure 3.14, this happens in parallel across the cluster. No data needs to be
shuffled across the network as the outlink and factor blocks are partitioned in the same
manner. The result is an RDD which contains the outlink information and factors. Recall
that the product outlink block identifies the customer inlink blocks that depend on factors
from the product factor block, and exactly which factors are required. This information is
used to pick out the required factors into a new key-value RDD. The key is the customer
block ID and the value is a tuple of product block ID, and array of product factors.
3. A groupByKey operation is run on the result above, which shuffles the required factors
to their corresponding customer inlink blocks, identified by the customer block IDs. This
process is represented in figure 3.14 for the orange customer inlink block. In parallel, the
factors required from the purple and green product blocks are picked out in the join step
(represented by the smaller ovals). Next, these factors are shuffled to their destination in
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the group-by-key step. For the purple product factors this means moving data across the
network, while for the green no data needs to move across the network as the green factor
block resides in the same machine as the orange customer inlink block.
4. To solve for the new customer factors, we join the shuffled product factors with the cus-
tomer inlink block on customer block ID. Now, for each customer ID within the block we
have enough information to solve the system of equations in equation (3.1).
Figure 3.14: Shuffling product factors required by the orange customer inlink block.
To aid solving equation (3.1), Spark programmers have created a construct called NormalEquation.











To solve this problem, we take the derivative of the above with respect to ~x and set it to zero,








+ λ~x = 0. (3.2)
The Spark NormalEquation object represents this set of equations. It provides opera-
tions to add an observation, merge with another normal equation and solve using the Cholesky
decomposition. The add operation takes an observation ~ai and bi, and optionally a weight
ci as input, and appends the observation to Spark’s internal representation of equation (3.2).
The merge operation takes as input another normal equation object and adds their internal
representations together.
The internal representation of equation (3.2) consists of two arrays. The first array keeps
track of the upper-triangle of
∑
i ci~ai~ai
T , since ~ai~ai
T is symmetric. If ~ai ∈ Rf , then this array
has length f(f+1)2 . The reason for this is clear if we imagine an f × f symmetric matrix whose
rows are indexed by l ∈ {1, . . . , f} and columns indexed by m ∈ {1, . . . , f}. To represent
the entire matrix, we need only store its upper-triangle, i.e. those elements whose indices have
m ≥ l. Thus, in each column, there are m which need to be stored. As a result, to find the
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f (f + 1)
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.
The second array keeps track of
∑
i cibi~ai. It has length f . When a new observation, ~aj , bj
and cj , is added to the normal equation, Spark performs two efficient linear algebra operations.
The first adds the array representing the upper-triangle of cj ~aj ~aj




T , and the second adds the new cjbj ~aj to the running sum
∑
i cibi~ai.
The requirement for a merge operation is that the input normal equation object has the same
dimensionality as the current object. If this is true, Spark will add the internal representations
of the objects together. This can also be completed efficiently with two algebraic operations.
In the first, the two upper-triangles of the running sums
∑
i ci~ai~ai
T are added together, and in
the second the two arrays representing the running sums
∑
i cibi~ai are added together.
In step one of the parallel update process for ~xu described above, the matrix product W
TW
is stored as a normal equation object. To represent W TW , the ~wi are iteratively added to a





T ~xu + λ ~xu = 0, (3.3)
where λ corresponds to the regParam input parameter. This object is then distributed to each
of the workers in the cluster.
Recall that to solve for ~xu in equation (3.1) in parallel, we only need the product factors, ~wi,
of those products bought by a customer u. This is exactly the information we have collected in
step four above. Thus, for every customer factor held by a worker and in parallel, we create a















(cui − 1) ~wi ~wiT ~xu − cui ~wi + λ ~xu = 0
Referring back to equation (3.2), the ~ai’s are ~wi’s and, the bi’s are
cui
cui−1 , and the ci’s are cui−1.
This normal equation object is merged with the normal equation object we distributed earlier
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(cui − 1) ~wi ~wiT + λ
)
~xu − cui ~wi = 0
=⇒
(
W TW +W T
(
Cu − I )W + λI) ~xu −W TCu ~qu = 0,
which is exactly the system of equations we need to solve in equation (3.1).
The same procedure as the above is then followed for updating of product factors. This
iterative process of fixing product factors and solving for customer factors in parallel, then
fixing customer factors and solving for product factors in parallel is repeated maxIter times.
The output of the algorithm is two RDDs. One of product factors comprising tuples of
product ID and product factor, and the other of customer factors comprising tuples of customer
ID and customer factor. The Luigi wrapper task saves these two RDDs to HDFS as a set of
parquet files.
3.8.2 Bayesian Personalised Ranking
Before describing our scalable implementation of BPR, we provide a recap of the formulation














We perform the optimisation by minimising the negative log posterior in equation (3.4) using
stochastic gradient descent. In this scheme, we uniformly sample a random triple (u, i, j) ∈ DS ,
and take a step in the direction of the minimum of the negative log-posterior. The idea is that
after many such updates, the parameters of the model will converge to stable estimates. The
update steps are defined as:







T ~wi − ~xuT ~wj
)]
( ~wi − ~wj) + λ ~xu
)
(3.5)







T ~wi − ~xuT ~wj
)]
~xu + λ ~wi
)
(3.6)





T ~wi − ~xuT ~wj
)]
~xu + λ ~wj
)
. (3.7)
SGD is traditionally implemented in a sequential manner on a single machine. This is not
acceptable in our case for two reasons: (1) we expect the size of the data to increase beyond
memory capacity of one machine (see section 3.6), and (2) we wish utilise the existing computing
infrastructure built for other parts of the RS, namely the Spark cluster. Thus, we attempt to
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scale BPR by implementing it on a parallel stochastic learning framework called Splash (System
for Parallelising Learning Algorithms with Stochastic Methods) (Zhang and Jordan, 2015).
Sequential stochastic learning algorithms provide many opportunities for distributed imple-
mentations. Some implementations use asynchronous parallel updates on parameters stored in
lock-free shared-memory (Zhuang et al., 2013; Niu et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2013; Ho et al., 2013).
If the time delay of concurrent updates are bounded, the updates preserve correctness of the
algorithms (Liu et al., 2013). However, the communication requirements of these algorithms can
be overly expensive when implemented on networks of commodity machines. Communication
cost can easily dominate computation cost when messages are frequently exchanged across the
network. Thus, our use-case is suited more for fully-distributed implementations of stochastic
algorithms. However, fully distributed implementations proposed to date have been limited in
that they are usually designed for specific algorithms. In contrast, Splash has been proposed as
a general, fully-distributed and communication-efficient framework for parallelising stochastic
algorithms.
Splash is compelling for our use-case for two reasons. First, Splash has a simple API with
which a programmer can develop a sequential stochastic algorithm without thinking about issues
of distributed computing. Second, the execution engine which parallelises execution is written
on top of Spark, a technology which is already a central part of the recommender system.
The Splash API requires the programmer to implement a slightly stronger version of the
base sequential algorithm. More specifically, the algorithm needs to be able to process weighted
samples of the data. Many stochastic algorithms, including SGD used by BPR can be generalised
to process weighted samples without sacrificing computational efficiency. In addition, weighted
samples can be incorporated into the sequential algorithm without thinking about distributed
computing, so the programmer is not burdened with much additional complexity.
Like Spark, Splash is written in the Scala programming language, and as such, program-
mers write applications that use Splash in Scala. Splash extends Spark by providing a data
structure called a Parametrised RDD that stores and maintains a distributed dataset. A Splash
application starts by creating a parametrised RDD from the usual Spark RDD:
val paramRdd = new ParametrizedRDD(rdd)
Each parametrised RDD is associated with a vector of shared variables. The shared variables
can be thought of as the parameters of the model. They are replicated on every partition of
the parametrised RDD, and synchronised in a network-efficient manner by the Splash execution
engine. To make a pass over the dataset as in a sequential algorithm, the programmer calls the
run method on the parametrised RDD and passes it a processing function as follows:
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paramRdd.run(process)
The processing function adheres to the format:
process(elem: any, weight: int, sharedvar: varset,
localvar: varset),
where the arguments are defined as follows:
• elem: a single element of the original dataset.
• weight: the weight of the element.
• sharedVar: the shared variables associated with the partition from which the element
originates.
• localVar: the local variables associated with the partition. Local variables are provided
by Splash, but we don’t use them so they are excluded from this discussion.
The execution engine makes one full pass over the dataset each time run is called. This
means that process is called for every element in the parametrised RDD. The framework is
communication efficient because inter-node communication to synchronise updates only occurs
at the end of a full iteration, as opposed to every time a shared variable is modified.
The intention is that inside the process function, one or more shared variables are updated
according to the input element. Shared variables are manipulated as key-value pairs. The value
of shared variables can be accessed by sharedVar.get(key). Updates are performed by
operators such as add and multiply. For example, to add a scalar value to a variable, the
programmer would use the expression sharedVar.add(key, value).
The execution engine achieves parallelisation of the algorithm through a distributed process
of reweighting and averaging. During execution, every worker sequentially processes its partition
of the data to arrive at a local solution. At the end of an iteration, these local solutions are
averaged to construct a global update to the shared variable set. Although the averaging step
reduces the variance of the local solutions, their bias is large. These local solutions are the
result of a large number of threads touching a small subset of samples relative to the entire
dataset. Therefore, they have significant bias compared to the update generated by a sequential
algorithm running over the full sequence of random samples. The reweighting scheme described
above where programmers are asked to implemented a weighted update to the shared variables
ensures that each thread processes a weight equal to the total number of samples in the full
sequence. This helps individual threads generate a nearly unbiased estimate of the the full
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update. In fact, Zhang and Jordan (2015) prove that this scheme achieves the optimal rate of
convergence for parallelising SGD for a smooth and strongly convex objective. Additionally,
they show experimentally that Splash achieves significant speedup over sequential algorithms
for non-convex optimisation tasks.
The SGD updates in equations (3.5) to (3.7) for BPR are easily generalised to handle
weighted samples. The update equations become:
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,
where the learning rates η̂u, η̂i and η̂j are reweighted by the weight, m, passed to the processing
function by the Splash execution engine:
η̂u := min (1,mηu)
η̂i := min (1,mηi)
η̂j := min (1,mηj) .
We bound the learning rates by one because SGD in stochastic BPR is known to quickly diverge
with step sizes greater than one. The actual implementation of BPR follows from these three
modified equations.
Our implementation of BPR is a Scala application that expects as input a DataFrame
containing a set of transactions with a customer ID and product ID. The outputs of the data
augmentation task and training data task both satisfy this requirement and as a result we can
feed the BPR application with either of these datasets. However, the BPR algorithm itself
expects to process random samples of (u, i, j) ∈ DS . Algorithm 4 shows how we generate these
samples before training the model. For each (u, i) ∈ S, the code generates m samples of j, where
m is a parameter of the BPR application. This parameter originates from the observation in
Rendle et al. (2009) that BPR usually converges after a subsample of m|S| update steps.
In addition to m, the Luigi task which wraps this model takes the following extra parameters
which it passes to the model:
• rank: number of elements in the factors.
• lambda: regularisation parameter (λ in the description of BPR above).
• customerStepSize: size of step to take when updating customer factors (ηu in the
description of BPR above).
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Algorithm 4 Generate random triples for consumption by BPR algorithm.
Input: Transactions S.
Output: Data set containing m|S| samples of DS to be fed to the BPR algorithm.
1: ids← distinct product IDs from S.
2: Broadcast ids to each worker.
3: groups ← Group S by customer ID.
4: dS ← groups.flatMap (u, group)) ⇒
5: set ← convert group of product IDs to set.
6: interactions ← empty list.
7: while interactions.length < m do
8: i ← random sample from set.
9: j ← random sample from ids not in set.
10: interactions.append(u, i, j)
11: end while
12: interactions
• posStepSize: size of step to take when updating positive product factors (ηi in the
description of BPR above).
• negStepSize: size of step to take when updating negative product factors (ηj in the
description of BPR above).
• iters: number of passes Splash takes over the dataset.
• initPartitions: initial number of partitions into which the data is split.
The algorithm starts by randomly reshuffling the input RDD (generated by algorithm 4) into
initPartitions across the workers. This ensures that each worker gets a random subset of
the data. Next, a parametrised RDD is created from the reshuffled RDD. This parametrised
RDD is responsible for managing the sets of shared variables made up of all the product factors
and all the customer factors. In Splash, each partition of the data has its own copy of the
shared variables. Thus, for each partition we initialise the entire set of M customer factors and
N product factors (in exactly the same manner that Spark does in the IMF algorithm). The
scalability of the algorithm is limited by this design choice, however, as we can only handle as
many factors that will fit in the memory of one worker. In the future, more careful arranging
of the data could avoid this pitfall.
Next, we instruct the Splash execution engine to start processing the data by calling the
run method of the parametrised RDD we have created above. The algorithm will call the run
method iters time consecutively. This means that the algorithm will make iters passes over
the data with a round of communication for synchronising shared variables after each pass.
Once the algorithm is finished, the resulting product factors and customer factors are con-
verted back to two standard spark RDDs with exactly the same format as the output of the
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IMF algorithm above. Finally, the Scala application writes these factors to a set of files on
HDFS so that they can be consumed by downstream tasks.
A drawback of our model building strategy is that we have not implemented low-latency
updates. We follow a batch model for updates, where the entire model is updated on a periodic
basis. The system cannot update models as new customer interactions are generated by the
website, and therefore the RS cannot respond to a customer’s changing needs in real-time.
This is mainly due to system constraints. At the time that the project was started, there was
no mechanism for propagating customer interactions beyond the transactional systems as they
occurred. Since then, however, this capability has been added and one of the focuses of future
work will be to add low-latency model updates.
3.9 Model Evaluation and Testing
The model management activities of the RS are based on two Luigi task interfaces, which are
used in two Luigi pipelines. The interfaces are shown in figure 3.15, labelled as the evaluation
task and summary task. These tasks are used to evaluate models from the model building
framework on data provided by the data preparation framework, and then provide summaries of
these evaluations for the data scientist to use in managing which models are served to customers;
a feature which is unique to this RS.
Figure 3.15: Model evaluation and testing framework.
As an aid for the decision to serve one recommendation model over another, model evalu-
ation summaries have been given first-class support in our system. We recognise that model
management is a key activity in the lifecycle of a RS. When making a decision to pursue one
course of action over another, we should use sound scientific reasoning to make our choice. The
decision to use one recommendation model for serving recommendations to customers over an-
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other is no different, and the model evaluation summaries provide us evidence for this decision.
With their use, we can provide probable cause for changing the set of parameters used to train
a model, or for changing the model used in a specific context altogether.
The model evaluation process can be performed in two contexts. First, in cross-validation,
where a series of models of the same class are evaluated with different parameters on validation
data, with the goal of choosing the most promising set of parameters. This occurs in the cross-
validation pipeline. Second, during model testing, where the most promising models of different
classes are evaluated against test datasets with the goal of choosing the most promising model
class. Model testing is performed in the model testing pipeline.
3.9.1 Model Evaluation
The model evaluation task interface provides abstractions for evaluating a class of models based
on some error metric. For this dissertation, we have implemented an evaluation task based on
the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) metric for the class of LF models to which IMF and
BPR belong.
At the very least, an implementation of the evaluation task is dependent on two other
tasks, each specified as Luigi TaskParameters. These include a model building task and an
evaluation data task. The evaluation data task is either a validation data task or test data
task, allowing the evaluation to be performed in the context of model cross-validation or model
testing, respectively. The specified model building task should train a model that is supported
by the evaluation strategy used by the evaluation task. For example, an AUC evaluation task
specific to latent factor models should only be given as input a model building task that builds
a latent factor model.
In addition, the evaluation data task should be supported by the model under evaluation. For
example, neither IMF models nor BPR models support the cold-start scenario, where predictions
are required for customers and products that have not been seen during model training. Thus,
the evaluation data task cannot present to the model customers or products that do not appear
in the training data.
For the purposes of this dissertation, we have implemented an evaluation scheme which
computes the AUC metric for the class of latent factor models into which IMF and BPR fall.
The derivation of the AUC for the task of ranking has been described in section 2.8. Our imple-
mentation computes the AUC for every pair of customer ID and product ID in the evaluation
dataset. The result is a DataFrame with three columns; customer ID, product ID and AUC.
Loosely, the AUC in this DataFrame is a per-user-per-product AUC. To recap:
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• Seval is the evaluation dataset defined by some data splitting strategy. For example, we
use the date-based splitting strategy as described in section 3.7.2.
• Eu is the set of products that customer u has bought in the evaluation set:
Eu := {i ∈ I : (u, i) ∈ Seval} .






δ (ŷu(i) > ŷu(j)) (3.8)
It is straightforward to see that AUCui is in the range [0, 1]. A greater value indicates that the
product i from the evaluation set ranks above most of the other products, while a low value
indicates that the product i ranks below most of the other products. Therefore, a higher value
of AUCui indicates a better ranking quality provided by the model. We would expect AUCui
to be 0.5 for a random ranking, so a model with any significant predictive capacity should do
much better than 0.5. Note also that the quantity AUCu which we described in section 2.8 is
simply the average AUCui for a given u.
AUCui is a computationally intensive metric to calculate. For every customer in the eval-
uation data, the entire set of products is scored. Consider the scoring strategy where for a
particular customer, we arrange the product factors in a N ×f matrix W such that row i of the
matrix contains ~wTi . Then we perform the matrix product W~xu to get a vector of scores, where
element i of the vector is ~wTi ~xu. Finally, this vector is sorted to get a ranking of the products.
The time-complexity of this algorithm is dominated by the sort, which is O(N logN). We do this
for every customer in the evaluation dataset, and the complexity increases to O(MevalN logN),
where Meval is the number of customers in the evaluation dataset. Often, there are many more
customers than products, which means that Meval could be comparable in size to N . Thus the
overall complexity of the algorithm is in the realm of O(N2 logN). This complexity has poor
scaling properties. It would be advantageous if we could keep the complexity in the realm of
O(N logN), which has acceptable scaling properties.
It turns out that by making some assumptions about the size of the product factor matrix
W , we can achieve quasi-linear scaling of the algorithm. Specifically, by parallelising the matrix
multiplication and sort, we can achieve significant speedup over the O(N2 logN) algorithm
described above. However, this requires that either the set of product factors or set of customer
factors fit comfortably in the memory of all of the machines in the cluster (Farahat, 2015). If
we assume that the number of products is much smaller than the number of customers, it is
likely that the set of product factors will easily fit in memory for any of the machines in the
cluster. Under this assumption, the Luigi task to compute the AUCui’s proceeds as follows:
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1. Create two RDDs from the model output. One RDD of (customer ID, customer factor)
pairs and the other of (product ID, product factor) pairs.
2. Gather the product factor RDD to the driver. At the driver, concatenate these factors to
form the matrix W .
3. Broadcast this matrix to all workers.
4. Repartition the customer factor RDD by customer ID, and for each customer perform the
matrix multiplication and sort operation. Since the product factor matrix has already
been broadcast to each of the workers, the matrix multiplication operation does not need
to shuffle data across the network. The result is an RDD of (u, Lu) pairs, where Lu is all
products I ranked according to r̂u — including products not within E
u.
5. Combine the evaluation DataFrame by customer ID to get an RDD of (u,Eu) pairs.
Repartition the RDD by u so that the data layout matches the data layout of the RDD
of (u, Lu) pairs.
6. Join the (u,Eu) pairs with the (u, Lu) to get an RDD of (u, (Eu, Lu)) pairs.
7. Run this RDD through the algorithm represented by the pseudo-code of algorithm 5.
Convert the result to a DataFrame with a column for each of customer ID, product ID
and AUCui. Write this DataFrame to HDFS.
Algorithm 5 Sampling (u, i, j) triples for training the BPR algorithm.
Input: RDD of (u, (Eu, Lu)) pairs.
Output: RDD of (u, i,AUCui) triplets.
1: rdd ← RDD of (u, (Eu, Lu)) pairs.
2: triplets ← rdd.flatMapValues (Eu, Lu)⇒
3: aucs ← empty list.
4: ranks ← rank of all Eu in Lu
5: for i,rank ∈ Eu,ranks do
6: ranksAbove ← number of elements in ranks less than rank.




11: triplets ← triplets.map((u, (i,auc))⇒ (u, i,auc))
3.9.2 Evaluation Summaries
One of the advantages of having a per-customer-per-product AUC as described above is that
we get the flexibility to aggregate the AUC in different ways. For example, to get the quantity,
AUCu described in section 2.8, we could average AUCui for each customer. The purpose of
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the summary tasks is to use this data to produce summaries and visualisations that can assist
the data scientist in making informed decisions about which models are most promising. The
summary tasks provide a software interface into which programmers can “plug” different ag-
gregation strategies. For example, we implement a summarisation and visualisation technique
that shows the distribution of the AUC in various groups of customers. The groups are defined
by the number of training examples seen for that customer. Then for each group, we plot the
distribution of AUCu, and provide an associated numeric summary in tabular form. The plots
are standard box plots and the summary includes following information:
• count of pairs of customer and product per group.
• mean AUCu per group. This is generally what is reported in the literature (Zhang et al.,







• stddev of AUCu per group.
• min AUCu per group.
• 2nd percentile AUCu per group.
• 25th percentile AUCu per group.
• 50th percentile AUCu per group.
• 75th percentile AUCu per group.
• 98th percentile AUCu per group.
• max AUCu per group.
This information gives users of the RS a clear picture of how their models perform for different
groups of users who display different buying behaviours. We have found it useful for finding
optimal models in two specific contexts. In the context of cross-validation, summary information
is used to find the best set of parameters for a specific type of model. In the context of model
testing, summary information is used to select the most promising model from a variety of model
types.
Cross-validation and model testing are implemented as sets of Luigi tasks stitched together
in a pipeline. These pipelines are Python applications which set up the top-level Luigi tasks,
then run them. In addition to the cross-validation and model testing pipelines, there is the
model publishing pipeline. In the following sections, we describe each of these pipelines.
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3.9.3 Cross-Validation Pipeline
The cross-validation pipeline evaluates models of the same type across a set of parameters.
Figure 3.16 shows the tasks comprising the cross-validation pipeline. The cross-validation task
takes parameters that specify the type of summary task, type of evaluation task, type of model
building task, type of training data task, type of validation data task, and a dictionary specifying
the model parameter search space.
Figure 3.16: Cross-validation pipeline.
The cross-validation task then creates a set of summary tasks by “exploding” the parameter
search space. This concept is shown in figure 3.17. The programmer specifies the type of model
task and the parameter search space. The parameter search space is a dictionary where each
dictionary key is the name of a model parameter and the value is a list of parameter values.
In this example, the model type is BPR and the there are four combinations of the given
parameters. This results in four summary tasks, each with its own model task and a single set
of parameters. The summary tasks then set up the downstream evaluation tasks, which in turn
set up the model tasks and the various data splitting tasks. The result of the cross-validation
task is a set of model evaluation summaries as described in section 3.9.2.
3.9.4 Model Testing Pipeline
Once a good set of parameters has been found for a specific model type, the model can be
compared with other models using a test dataset. The model testing pipeline caters for this
use-case. The diagram in figure 3.18 shows the dependency graph for the model testing pipeline.
Like the cross-validation task from section 3.9.3 the testing task takes parameters that specify
the type of summary task, type of evaluation task, type of model task and type of training data
task. Unlike the cross-validation task, however, the testing task only takes one set of model
parameters, namely the best performing set of parameters from the cross-validation pipeline.
Additionally, instead of a validation data task, it takes a test data task for evaluating models.
The testing task then sets up the summary task, which in turn sets up all the downstream tasks.
The result is a model summary as described in section 3.9.2.
The explicit support in our RS for multiple models and for model evaluation summaries sets
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Figure 3.17: The parameter search space is converted into a summary task for each combination
of parameters.
Figure 3.18: Model testing pipeline.
it apart from similar systems described in the literature. Velox and Oryx have explicit support
for model management, while model management in TencentRec is implicit.
For Oryx, this comes in the form of a cross-validation step in the batch model retraining
layer, which automatically selects model with the best cross-validation score. Note that Oryx has
support for only one model, and thus has no notion of the model testing describe in section 3.9.4.
Velox contains a similar cross-validation mechanism to Oryx, and in addition maintains
per-customer aggregates of errors. If these errors fall below a certain threshold, the model is
retrained. It also has no concept of testing multiple models against one-another.
TencentRec maintains its model implicitly in that every new piece of data triggers an update
to the model. However, in TencentRec there is no capability to use historical data to tune model
parameters with cross-validation, or to compare different models with model testing.
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None of the systems described in section 2.9 recognise the need for consumable summaries
of model evaluation. As a result, the data scientist who uses these systems is burdened with
performing ad-hoc analysis of model performance outside of the system. In contrast, our design
is driven by the argument that these activities are better performed with support from the RS
itself.
3.10 Model Publishing
The model publishing framework is comprised of two main applications. The first is the model
publishing pipeline, which implements a Luigi task interface for publishing models to a location
on HDFS. The second application, called the parameter server, is web service that allows users
to download models in their raw form.
The RS provides a single Luigi task interface for publishing models built by the model
building framework. This is shown in figure 3.19 as the model publishing task contained in the
dotted block. The task depends on a model building task from the model building framework
and takes an additional parameter specifying the directory on HDFS to which the built model
should be published. The intention for the interface is that it aggregates the built model to one
file on HDFS. It then calls an endpoint in the parameter server, which notifies the parameter
server where on HDFS the model is stored. The parameter server can then stream the model
to users who request it. The specifics of the model aggregation are dependant largely on how
one intends to serve the model. Next, we describe the implementation of the model publishing
task that we provide for the LF models described in this dissertation.
Figure 3.19: Model publishing framework.
3.10.1 Model Publishing Pipeline
The model publishing pipeline that we have implemented is shown in figure 3.20. The pipeline
builds a model from the full augmented data, aggregates the model into one file on HDFS, and
sends a message to the parameter server informing it of the location of the model on HDFS.
Although the form of the aggregated model parameters is largely dependent on the type of model
being served, the aggregated models are always stored in a Python “pickle” file. “Pickling” is
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the process of serialising a Python object hierarchy into a byte stream. Therefore, a pickle file
is one or more Python objects represented as bytes written to disk.
Figure 3.20: Model publishing pipeline.
For the BPR and IMF models the pickle file contains one object for each of the user factors
and a number of objects for the matrix of product factors. The product factors are split into
blocks where each block represents the matrix of product factors belonging to the same product
department. For example, all the factors for Toys end up in the same matrix of product factors.
This format suits the recommendation process for these models, where a customer factor, ~xu is
multiplied with the product factor matrix W to find a set of good recommendations.
3.10.2 Parameter Server
The parameter server is a Python web application that streams recommendation models from
HDFS to users upon their request. The model publishing pipeline pushes trained models to
this application by querying one of its endpoints with the model name and a path on HDFS.
The expectation is that this path points to a file on HDFS containing the aggregated model
parameters corresponding to the name of the model.
To download model parameters, a user issues a request to the parameter server with the
model name as a parameter. The parameter server then streams the model pickle file from
HDFS to the user. In our case, the user is usually the model serving framework, which we
describe in the following section.
3.11 Model Serving
The purpose of the model serving framework is to serve recommendations to users of the RS. It is
comprised of a Python application called the recommendation service. This is represented by the
components enclosed by the dotted box in figure 3.21. The functionality of the recommendations
service is split into two components. The first is the model importer, which downloads models
from the parameter server. The second is the model server, which contains a model-specific
endpoints for retrieving recommendations for individual customers.
At the start of this chapter, we described the desirable characteristics desirable of a suc-
cessful RS. These included scalability, fault tolerance and low latency. These characteristics
are especially relevant for the recommendations server. Outage or slowness of the server would
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Figure 3.21: Model serving framework.
immediately be noticed by customers who expect a consistent recommendation experience.
Thus, a number of design choices have been made for the recommendations service to achieve
these goals, including: using a fast, scalable in-memory database called Redis for storing model
parameters; parallelising computation of recommendations for speed, and allowing additional
recommendation service instances to be added without affecting other running instances. In
the remainder of this section, we introduce Redis, then described the functioning of the two
components of the recommendations service.
3.11.1 Redis
Redis8 is an open source, in-memory key-value data store. Known for its performance, it is often
used as a database, cache or messaging system. In our application, we use it to store simple
byte-strings, but it supports data structures such as hashes, lists, sets, sorted sets, bitmaps,
hyperloglogs and geospatial indices. Redis supports scale and fault tolerance with a built-in
cluster mode where data is automatically sharded and replicated across multiple Redis nodes.
In addition to its speed, scalability and fault tolerance characteristics, Redis also exposes a
simple programming interface for Python. In order to achieve its performance, Redis works
with an in-memory dataset. In this data model, keys are strings and values are arbitrary byte
arrays.
3.11.2 Model Importer
The model importer inserts models from the parameter server into Redis as key-value pairs.
First though, the model parameters are downloaded as a pickle file from the parameter server.
As the file is downloaded, it is unpickled and the parameters are inserted into Redis. The keys
8http://redis.io/
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for these parameters have the following format:
modelName.timestamp.paramName.id,
where each of these fields indicates:
• modelName: the name of the model to which this parameter belongs.
• timestamp: the time at which the model was published to the parameter server.
• parameterName: identifies whether this parameter belongs to a customer or product.
For example, if the parameter is a customer factor, the value of this field would be c.
• id: the customer ID or product block ID.
The values are byte strings representing either customer factors or blocks of product factors.
In addition to the key-values for model parameters, there is a master key for each model that
stores the last time that model was updated.
The model importer constantly polls the parameter server for updates to model parameters.
By checking the master key of a model, the importer can see whether the model stored in Redis
is outdated. If it is, it will acquire a lock over the Redis keyspace and download the new model.
The lock prevents multiple instances of the recommendations server from writing to the same
set of keys at the same time. Once the new model has been inserted into Redis, the master key
for the model can be “flipped” to the updated timestamp and the model serving framework will
start serving the new model.
3.11.3 Model Server
The model server is responsible for serving recommendations for individual customers. It con-
sists of a Python application that exposes an endpoint for each model. Thus there are two
endpoints for the two models presented in this chapter; IMF and BPR. These models have
the same model structure and same recommendation strategy, so instead of describing them
separately in the context of the model server, we lump them together under the umbrella of
latent factor models and rather describe how the model server handles this class of models.
To retrieve recommendations for a specific user from the model server, a user sends a request
to one of the latent factor endpoints and specifies the customer ID for which recommendations
are required. If the model under question has parameters for that customer, it will return an
ordered list of products, where the most relevant product is at the front of the list. Additionally,
the user can also specify the number of recommendations to retrieve for a given user. If the
customer ID is not known to the model, an empty list will be returned to the user.
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For serving recommendations from latent factor models, we chose to store the product fac-
tors in the memory of the application. Recall that to compute recommendations for a given
user we compute the vector-matrix product W~x, the sort the result. Therefore for every rec-
ommendation request, it is necessary to have available one customer factor and all the product
vectors. Therefore, the model server reads all the blocks of product factors from Redis into the
memory of the application.
When a request is made for recommendations for a specific customer from one of the latent
factor models, the corresponding customer factor is read from Redis. Threads are then spawned
to compute the matrix product for each block of product factors. The level of parallelism for
computation of the matrix products is therefore controlled by the number of blocks into which
we split the product fact matrix W . To scale computation to a set of product factors that
cannot fit into the memory of one machine, we could conceivably do the computation of the
matrix product across machines, although we have not as of yet implemented this feature.
Like the model importer, the model server continuously checks that the model parameters
it has stored in memory are up to date. In fact, on every request, the model server first checks
if there is a newer model in Redis using the master key for the model. If there are newer
parameters in Redis, the model server first completes the request, then reads the new product
factors into memory.
To increase the throughput of the model server, we simply add more instances of the Python
application and inform the clients of the new instances. Thus, if the load on the model server
becomes too onerous for one or two instances to handle, we can simply add more without
changing any code.
The design of the Model Server was inspired in large parts by Oryx, whose serving layer has a
very similar design to our recommendations service. One important difference is that Oryx uses
Kafka to transport models from the speed layer, which updates the model continuously as data
arrives, and the batch layer, which performs complete rebuilds of the models. Kafka obviates
the need for a parameter server, as the serving layer can read model parameters directly off
Kafka, instead of querying a parameter server for updates. This leads to a slightly more elegant
solution than the one we have implemented for the prototype described in this dissertation, and
in future work, we would like to implement a similar solution.
3.12 Summary
Each of the six frameworks that comprise the RS has been designed to satisfy the characteristics
of an effective RS from chapter 2. HDFS (section 3.3) and Spark (section 3.4) provide scalable
and fault-tolerant storage and computation engines, respectively, for the following frameworks;
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data ingestion (section 3.6), data preparation (section 3.7), model building (section 3.8), model
evaluation and testing (section 3.9), and model publishing (section 3.10). Luigi (section 3.5)
provides the extensible workflow system that executes activities of these frameworks, which
include; data ingestion, model cross-validation and testing, and model publishing. Many aspects
of the design have been inspired by various RS’s described in the literature. This includes the
model serving framework (section 3.11), which is responsible for low-latency serving of the
recommendation models. In this framework, Redis provides scalable and robust support for
model storage, while a stateless model server has been designed to serve recommendations to
customers with low latency.
In the following chapter, we describe the deployment of this prototype into a real-world
scenario, namely, for serving recommendations to the customers of Takealot. Through observing
and using the RS in this situation, we can provide a discussion about the extent to which the
RS satisfies the requirements of an effective RS.
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Chapter 4
Takealot Deployment and Discussion
A significant achievement of this research has been the deployment of the RS in service of the
Takealot mobile applications. In the first section of this chapter (section 4.1), we detail the
deployment and show how the applications have been using recommendations generated by
the RS. In section 4.2, we evaluate the RS against the six characteristics of an effective RS
developed in chapter 2, which are:
• recommendation accuracy,
• low latency service,
• scalability,
• durability,
• model management, and
• extensibility.
To show how the RS supports model management, we have performed a proof-of-concept offline
experiment comparing the performance of IMF to BPR on the AUC metric. Otherwise, we
find, for the most part, that the RS meets these requirements. However, there are areas of the
system on which future research could improve.
4.1 Deployment
The prototype has been deployed across two physical locations. Latency insensitive components
of the system reside in Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2), while the latency sensitive
components have been deployed in the Takealot Cape Town Data Centre (DC).
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4.1.1 Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute
Data ingestion, model building, model evaluation, and model publishing occurs in EC2. Thus,
the EC2 infrastructure runs the following applications:
• the ingestion pipeline (section 3.6.1),
• the cross-validation pipeline (section 3.9.3),
• the model testing pipeline (section 3.9.4),
• the model publishing pipeline (section 3.10.1), and
• the parameter server (section 3.10.2).
Figure 4.1 shows the physical layout of the machines. Five nodes run the applications in EC2.
Three nodes run HDFS and Spark, and the other two nodes run Luigi and the parameter server,
respectively.
Figure 4.1: Physical layout of the machines across EC2 and the Takealot DC.
The three nodes that run Spark and HDFS co-locate HDFS DataNodes and Spark work-
ers. As described in section 3.4, this allows Spark workers direct access to data stored by the
DataNodes, without going over the network. This is important in EC2 because the network
has variable performance (DripStat, 2015). Table 4.1 shows the specification of the machines
in EC2. The Spark and HDFS nodes are larger compared to the others, with eight CPUs and
30.5 GiB of memory, where 1 GiB is equal to 2 exp 30 bytes. In terms of disk, the data require-
ments for the prototype have thus far not surpassed the gigabyte scale, so we have 400 GiB disks
on each node. This gives us access to a total of 1.2 TiB of disk space, where 1 TiB is equal to
1000 GiB.
The Luigi node manages the various pipelines that comprise the activities of the RS. It
primarily runs the Luigi scheduler, which offloads most of the heavy computation to Spark. In
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Node EC2 Instance Type CPU Memory (GiB) Disk (GiB)
Spark/HDFS r3.xlarge 8 30.5 400
Luigi m3.large 2 7.5 32
Parameter Server m3.medium 1 3.75 4
Table 4.1: Specifications for the various nodes in EC2.
addition, it stores a small amount of pipeline task history. As a result, the CPU, memory and
disk requirements are significantly lower than that of the Spark and HDFS nodes. The ingestion
pipeline and model publishing pipeline are run once a day in an effort to keep models fresh.
There is also an inteface that runs in a Jupyter notebook (Pérez and Granger, 2007), which
allows the data scientist to manually execute the cross-validation and model testing pipelines,
and explore the results.
The final node in table 4.1 is responsible for running the parameter server. It handles
occassional requests for new models from the Takealot DC, but the load is not cumbersome. As
a result, the specifications of this node are the lightest of the EC2 infrastructure.
We have chosen to deploy these services in EC2 rather than the Takealot DC because EC2
provides a number of advantages that the DC cannot provide:
• Massive scale. As the amount of data ingested into the system grows, there will be a
requirement for additional HDFS and Spark nodes. The Takealot DC does not have
capacity to add nodes the size of the Spark and HDFS nodes. On the other hand, EC2 is
designed specifically to provide this kind of scalability.
• Elasticity in the number of compute nodes. Some jobs may require significantly more
resources than others. For example, we have noted in section 3.8.2 that BPR requires
more memory than IMF. In this case, we might like to start larger Spark nodes for BPR
only, then destroy them after the model has been built. EC2 provides the ability to do
this with a simple programming interface that can be manipulated from within Luigi job.
The RS currently does not take advantage of this feature, but it will be useful in future.
The main drawback of EC2 is latency. A heuristic latency test1 reveals the median latency
from Cape Town to our EC2 infrastructure is around 600 ms. This is a considerable delay if
we expect to respond to a customer during the window of interactivity. As a consequence, we
cannot run the services that are responsible for generating recommendations, namely the model
server, in EC2. Thus, we have placed the model server in the Takealot DC. Fortunately, the
1https://cloudharmony.com/speedtest-for-aws
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model server is not as computationally intensive as the model building framework, so resources
are less of a concern.
4.1.2 Takealot Data Centre
Two nodes comprise the RS infrastructure in the Takealot DC; the model importer and model
server node, and the Redis node. These are shown on the right of figure 4.1. The model importer
(section 3.11.2) and model server (section 3.11.3) run on the same node. The model server is
responsible for generating recommendations. For LF models, this is a fairly computationally
intensive task. As a result, this node is given more resources than the Redis node, as shown in
table 4.2.
The only requirement of the Redis node is that the models fit in memory. At the scale
that Takealot is currently operating, both the LF models which we have implemented for this
prototype fit comfortably in the 4 GiB allocated to the Redis node.
Node CPU Memory (GiB) Disk (GiB)
Model Importer/Model Server 4 8 8
Redis 2 4 10
Table 4.2: Specifications for the various nodes in the DC.
Applications access the model server through the Takealot API. When the API receives
a request for recommendations, it forwards the request to the model server, which responds
with a list of product identifiers. The API augments the list with metadata about each of
the products, including, name, price, image locations, etc., and sends it to the application. In
the next section, we show how the Takealot Android and iOS applications have implemented
recommendations.
4.1.3 Takealot Mobile Applications
Figure 4.2 shows recommendations on the home screen of the Takealot Android and iOS ap-
plications. The experience is similar to the Netflix and Amazon recommendations discussed
in section 2.4. The recommendation strips read, “Recommended for You,” indicating to the
customer that the following recommendations have been personalised to their tastes.
These applications are good examples of the challenges in mobile, where screen “real-estate”
is limited. At any time, the customer sees a maximum of two recommendations at any time. It
is therefore critical that these recommendations are accurate. In the next section, we discuss
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(a) iOS application. (b) Android application.
Figure 4.2: Recommendations on the Takealot mobile applications.
the extent to which our prototype has satisfied the characteristics of an effective RS, of which
accuracy is one.
4.2 Discussion
In this section, our aim is to evaluate the RS against the six characteristics of an effective RS
we have developed in this dissertation.
4.2.1 Accuracy
A major shortcoming in this research has been the absence of an online experiment. In sec-
tion 2.8 we discussed the importance of the online experiment for testing the accuracy of rec-
ommendations. These experiments are shown to be the most informative method for gauging
the usefulness of recommendations to customers. Limitations in the application infrastructure
at Takealot have thus far prevented the running of such an experiment. Therefore, we cannot
provide a definitive measure of the accuracy of our recommendations. In section 4.2.5 we pro-
vide a proof-of-concept offline experiment, which gives us a heuristic measure of the accuracy
of recommendations provided by the system.
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4.2.2 Low Latency
In section 3.11.3 we described how the model server generates recommendations in response to
customer requests. Figure 4.3 gives an indication of the variation in the median response time
of the model server throughout the day. The median response time is most often below 105 ms,
but during peak traffic times (for a small portion of the day), it can rise to around 127 ms.
Figure 4.3: Histogram of median latency between 5 AM and 12 AM for the model server.
To give these numbers some perspective, we can compare them to those reported by the
designers of Oryx. For a comparable number of features (dimensionality of factors), Owen
(2015) reports that the Oryx serving layer responds in 27 ms. This is significantly lower than
our system, but within an order of magintude. We suspect this disparity is mainly due to the
fact that Oryx was tested on significantly more powerful hardware. More specifically, Oryx was
tested on a 32-core architecture, compared to the model server hardware shown in table 4.2.
As the number of products in the system increases, the latency of the model server will
increase. In section 3.11.3 we discussed the algorithm used to generate recommendations for a
given customer. To recap briefly, the matrix of product factors is multiplied with the customer
factor, and the result is sorted. As a result, as more products are added, this algorithm will
become slower, and latency will increase. In the current design of the model server, we do
nothing to mitigate this issue. There are two possible mitigation strategies which we could
implement in future. First, we could take a similar approach to Oryx (section 2.9.1), where the
number of products considered for recommendation is reduced. In addition, we could give the
model server more powerful hardware. Adding more cores to the machine running the model
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server would improve the parallelism of the matrix multiplication, thus improving improving
latency. In this case, we would expect to see similar performance to Oryx.
4.2.3 Scalability
Scalability has been a central feature of our discussions throughout this dissertaion. We have
utilised HDFS and Spark to provide scalability in the data storage and model building activities
of the RS. Nevertheless, our implementation of BPR is one possible scaling bottleneck. The
algorithm described in section 3.8.2 requires that all product factors and all customer factors
fit in the memory of every Spark worker. Fortunately, at current data sizes, this is not an issue.
However, as the number of customers and products increase, it is conceivable that the combined
size of the factors grows beyond the memory capabilities of a single machine. To alleviate this
issue, we could design an improved data partitioning scheme. For example, we could store all
product factors on every machine, but partition customer factors across the cluster. Even with
this strategy, the size of the product factors eventually becomes a bottleneck. At this point, we
may be forced to adopt a different computational paradigm altogether for building the model.
For example, we could use a parameter server model which provides scalable parameter storage
at the cost of increased communication (Li et al., 2014b).
The model server is another bottleneck for scalability. With the current design, the appli-
cation stores all product factors in memory. As the number of products in the system grows,
the size of the product factors will eventually exceed the capability of a single machine. There
are two possible strategies to mitigate this problem:
1. Increase the amount of memory available to the model server. This is a simple solution,
but it is not sustainable, as we cannot indefinitely increase the memory of a machine.
2. Parallelise the execution of the algorithm. In this case, product factors are partitioned
across several machines. When a request arrives at a particular node, the node begins
computing recommendations of products for which it is responsible, and forwards the
request to the other nodes. After completing computation, it collects results from other
nodes, and performs the final sorting of products. This result is then returned to the
requestor. The drawback of this design is that it is significantly more complicated than
the original.
4.2.4 Durability
Fault tolerance has been another primary concern in the design of the RS. HDFS and Spark
provide fault tolerance in the data storage and processing layers of the system. In the model
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serving layer, Redis provides fault tolerance for data storage. Running multiple instances of the
model server provides fault tolerance for model serving; should one instance fail, other instances
continue to serve recommendations. In addition, model serving is isolated from failures in other
pars of the system. For example, should the model building pipeline fail during computation of
a model, the model server continues to serve recommendaitons using an older model. Therefore,
the RS provides an appropriate level of durability for the environment in which it operates.
4.2.5 Model Management
In section 2.8 we discussed the two aspects of model management; model freshness and model
effectiveness. Model freshness refers to keeping models up-to-date. Model effectiveness involves
providing the data scientist with the tools to maintain the effectiveness of models over time.
In particular, we have discussed “debuggable” automatic cross-validation and model testing
procedures. In this section, we discuss our RS’s support for these features.
We mentioned in section 4.1 that models are automtically rebuilt every day. As a result,
the time at which a customer purchases a product to the time at which the RS incorporates
that action is at maximum a day. This is by no means prohibitive, but ideally, the RS shoud
respond to customer actions immediately. As we discussed in section 3.6.1, limitations of the
broader environment preclude continuous updates to models.
We have seen that the RS provides extensive support for model cross-validation and testing
(see section 3.9.1). The RS does not automate these activities, but even with manual set up
and execution of the cross-validation and model testing pipelines, their outputs serve as useful
tools with which the data scientist can make decisions regarding the effectiveness of various
models. More specifically, the outputs of the cross-validation pipeline assist in selecting a good
set of parameters for a specific model, while the model testing pipeline assists in comparing the
performance of different models. To provide a concrete example of how the RS supports these
activities, the remainder of this section presents a proof-of-concept experiment comparing IMF
to BPR. We first describe the characteristics of the dataset that we use for the experiment,
then present the parameter sets over which we perform cross-validation, and finally we discuss
the results of the model testing.
The dataset consists of a log of transactions from Takealot. For the purposes of the ex-
periment, we have excluded from the dataset products that have been bought by fewer than
10 customers. This is common practice for reducing noise due to infrequent products (Rendle
et al., 2009; Shi et al., 2012b). As discussed in section 3.7.1, the RS has explicit support for
this practice in the prefiltering and data augmentation stage of the ingestion pipeline. The
resulting data set contains the purchase history of 496 820 customers on 55 898 products. In
total, 3 426 655 transactions have been recorded.
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We then separate the dataset into a training set, validation set and test set according to the
time-based data splitting strategy described in section 3.7.2. For the purposes of the experiment,
90% of the data is used for training, 5% for validation, and 5% for testing. Statistics about the
three data sets are shown in table 4.3.
Data Set Transactions Customers Products
Training 3 158 734 492 354 55 898
Validation 130 244 51 490 24 455
Test 128 724 55 251 24 606
Table 4.3
In order to get a better understanding of which types of customers account for the greatest
proportion of purchases, we place customers into groups according to the number of products
they have purchased:
1. 1 to 10,
2. 11 to 30,
3. 31 to 100,
4. 101 to 300,
5. 301 to 1000, and
6. 1000+.
Then, for each group, we count the number of purchases that appear in the training set. The
results are summarized in figure 4.4. The majority of purchases are made by customers who
have bought at most 10 products. As a result, many customers have a very limited number of
purchases with which we can model their parameters.
A similar analysis can be performed from the persepective of products. Figure 4.5 shows the
majority of purchases are of products that have been purchased between 31 and 300 times. This
is a more even distribution than for the customer-based analysis. Hopefully, the relatively rich
information we have about products translates to meaningful inference about what customers
might be interested in. For example, even though a customer has bought only one product, it
is likely that the product has also been bought by many other customers. Of these customers,
there might be a few have bought many products, which informs the recommendations for the
original customer.
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Figure 4.4: Number of purchases accounted for by each customer group in the training set.
Next, we run the cross-validation pipeline for IMF and BPR. As discussed in section 4.1 this
is a manual process that is managed through a Jupyter notebook. For IMF, the cross-validation
pipeline is configured to train and evaluate models with combinations of the following parameters
(see section 3.8.1 for a recap of parameters for IMF):
• rank: 10, 20.
• numUserBlocks: Default (allow Spark to set this parameter).
• numItemBlocks: Default (allow Spark to set this parameter).
• maxIter: 10, 20, 30.
• regParam: 0.01, 0.1, 1.
• alpha: 80.
Similarly for BPR, we train and evaluate models with combinations of the following parameters
(section 3.8.2):
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Figure 4.5: Number of purchases accounted for by each product group in the training set.
• iters: 5, 10.
• initPartitions: 12 – this is the number of cores available in the cluster.
The models are evaluated using the AUC evaluation strategy defined in section 2.8. The
result of the cross-validation pipeline is a set of summaries stored on HDFS. The results for BPR
and IMF are summarised in table 4.4 and figure 4.6, and table 4.5 and figure 4.7, respectively.
lambda stepSize m rank iters AUC
0.1 1 200 40 10 0.7782
0.1 1 200 40 5 0.7712
0.1 1 150 40 10 0.7687
0.1 1 200 20 10 0.7679
0.1 1 150 40 5 0.7569
0.1 1 200 20 5 0.7556
0.1 1 150 20 10 0.7551
0.1 1 200 10 10 0.7507
0.1 1 150 20 5 0.7438
0.1 1 200 10 5 0.7428
0.1 1 150 10 10 0.7412
0.1 1 150 10 5 0.7283
Table 4.4: Average AUC for BPR models trained during cross-validation. Note that stepSize
represents the values for posStepSize, negStepSize and customerStepSize.
The best performing parameter setting for BPR can be seen in the first row of table 4.4,
according to average AUC. We can provide further evidence for this claim by looking at fig-
ure 4.6. The boxplots show the distribution of AUCu for each parameter setting. They have
been sorted from highest average AUC on the left to lowest average AUC on the right. Notice
that the boxplot on the far left of the figure has a “tighter” distribution than the others. Its
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lower “whisker” is slightly higher than the other whiskers, and its “box” is shorter than the other
boxes. This means two things. First, the model on the left makes slightly better predictions for
customers whose purchases are difficult to predict. Second, with this model, the middle quartile
of customers experiences better predictions. As a result, we move forward to model testing with
the parameter setting in the first row of table 4.4.
Figure 4.6: Boxplots for each of the parameter settings in table 4.4, ordered by average AUC
(highest on the left, lowest on the right). The upper and lower whiskers represent the 98 th and
second percentile of AUCu, respectively.
A similar analysis can be performed for IMF using table 4.5 and figure 4.7. As a result we
use the model trained with the parameters in the first row of table 4.5 for our final comparison.
alpha regParam maxIter rank AUC
80 1.00 20 10 0.7598
80 0.10 20 10 0.7583
80 0.01 20 10 0.7545
80 0.10 10 10 0.7530
80 0.01 10 10 0.7524
80 1.00 10 10 0.7496
80 1.00 20 20 0.7458
80 0.01 20 20 0.7453
80 0.10 20 20 0.7449
80 1.00 10 20 0.7395
80 0.01 10 20 0.7393
80 0.10 10 20 0.7370
80 1.00 20 30 0.7347
80 0.01 20 30 0.7327
80 0.10 20 30 0.7315
80 1.00 10 30 0.7306
80 0.10 10 30 0.7273
80 0.01 10 30 0.7257
Table 4.5: Average AUC for each set of parameters tried during cross-validation for IMF.
Before we move on, however, there is an interesting observation to be made about the
behaviour of the two models. Table 4.4 shows that in general for BPR, the average AUC
improves for increasing rank, i.e. number of customer and product factors. On the other hand,
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Figure 4.7: Boxplots for each of the parameter settings in table 4.5, ordered by average AUC.
table 4.5 shows the opposite behaviour. As the number of factors increases for IMF, the average
AUC decreases. One possible explanation for this behaviour lies in how these two algorithms
utilize data. More specifically, BPR augments the dataset through its sampling of “unseen”
products for every “seen” product (see section 3.8.2). Thus, as we increase the number of
factors for BPR, we can also increase the amount of data that the algorithm sees by sampling
more unseen products. On the other hand, we cannot do this for IMF. Therefore, as we increase
the number of factors, the ratio of data to parameters decreases, as we have no control over the
number of data points which the algorithm sees. As a result, the parameters are not effectively
trained and the predictive power of the model decreases.
Additionally, in figures 4.6 to 4.7, the AUC exhibits extreme variability, with many of the
boxplots extending almost to zero. This would seem to indicate that, at least in some cases,
the predictions are no better than random. In fact, we should expect this behaviour. As
mentioned before, most customers have very little information with which we can model their
parameters. Since parameters are randomly initialised, we would expect that, for some of these
customers, recommendation of random products would have the same predictive power as either
of the models. However, for customers who have bought more products, the model significantly
out-performs random predictions. This is shown next.
Having found good sets of parameters for IMF and BPR, we set up the model testing
pipeline to compare the models. In addition to making use of the model evaluation summaries
as before, we use the AUCu’s stored on HDFS to do some ad-hoc analysis of the results. We
also simulate a random recommender by generating a random ranking of products for each
customer purchase, then calculating the AUC for that ranking. This allows us to compare the
performance of the models to a random recommender. To get a more detailed understanding of
the performance of the models for different types of customers, we group results according to
the purchase frequency groups described earlier. For each group, we perform a Wilcoxon signed
rank test (Demšar, 2006) to determine whether the difference in AUC between the algorithms
is significant. The results are summarised in table 4.6. We have also visualised these results in
figure 4.8.
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1 to 10 11 to 30 31 to 100 101 to 300 301 to 1000 Overall
BPR 0.7763∗ 0.7839∗ 0.7585 0.7246 0.7422 0.7758∗
IMF 0.7395 0.7749 0.7686∗ 0.7377∗ 0.7361 0.7526
RANDOM 0.4984 0.5001 0.5014 0.4963 0.5167 0.4992
Table 4.6: Average AUCu for each customer purchase frequency group. Bold numbers indicate
best performance and star indicates statistical significance (p-value < 0.01).
For most customers, a recommendation from either of the models will be much better than
a random recommendation. This is shown in figure 4.8, where there is an even spread of the
AUCu’s around 0.5 for the random recommender, while IMF and BPR tend to spread around
0.75.
As expected, BPR outperforms IMF overall (Rendle et al., 2009). This is largely due to its
superior prediction capability for customers who have seen very few training examples. Since
these customers dominate the dataset, BPR does better overall. As customers buy more and
more products, IMF performs better than BPR, although both models decline in performance.
One possible explanation for this is that there is more structure in the purchases of customers
who are new to online shopping. For example, they may tend to buy popular products. As
customers explore the catalogue more, it is conceivable that their behaviour becomes more
difficult to predict.
Figure 4.8: Boxplots comparing the distributions of AUCu for IMF and BPR over the various
customer purchase frequency groups.
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4.2.6 Extensibility
We have provided extensible software interfaces for almost all the components of the RS. In the
data ingestion, data preparation, model building, and model evaluation and testing frameworks,
Luigi provides the foundations for exensible tasks. An extensible object oriented (OO) design in
the model serving application makes it simple to add new methods for serving recommendations.
To extend the Luigi tasks, the programmer inherits from the task interface, and implements
the logic of the task. Depeding on the specific interface, the framework provides varying degrees
of abstraction. For example, the model building interface provides abstractions for input and
output mechanisms. To implement the IMF and BPR model building tasks that we discussed
in section 3.8, we extend the model interface. We add the custom parameters required by the
model, and implement the algorithm to train the model. The interface provides access to the
input data, and when training is complete, we return a DataFrame, which is then written to
HDFS. Thus, the interface hides the complexity of reading and writing input and output.
Other task interfaces provide similar abstractions for input and output data. One coun-
terexample is the data ingestion framework. For this interface, we need only specify an input
method that supports the Spark DataFrame API. Reading data and then writing it to HDFS
is handled transparently by the interface.
In the model serving application, we provide a base class which programmers can extend to
implement new recommendation techniques. The base class provides abstractions for reading
information from Redis according to the format specified in section 3.11. As a result, the
programmer need only specify the name of their model – procedures for reading data from
Redis is handled by the framework.
Certain classes of recommendation techniques share methods for generating recommenda-
tions. For example, the algorithm for computing recommendations using models trained with
IMF and BPR is exactly the same. Thus, the model server provides abstractions to cater for
this characteristic. For IMF and BPR we provide a LF model abstraction. This class provides
a method for computing the matrix product and sort required for generating recommendations.
Thus, to implement model serving for IMF and BPR, we inherit this class and specify a model
name; everything else is handled by the various abstractions.
4.3 Summary
The deployment of the RS in service of the Takealot mobile applications means that it is serv-
ing recommendations to real customers. Despite the absence, in this dissertation, of a formal
verification of the efficacy of recommendations generated by our RS, we argue that it is, in
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fact, adding value to the Takealot offering. From the perspective of the customer, the recom-
mendations are responsive. In section 4.2.2, we showed that the system responds to requests
for recommendations within the window of interactivity. From an engineering perspective, the
system provides acceptable levels of fault-tolerance and scalability, as described in section 4.2.4
and section 4.2.3. From the perspective of the data scientist, the support for model management
activities is useful for examining the performance of various models (section 4.2.5). In addition,
for most of the activities supported by the RS, the system is easy to extend (section 4.2.6).
However, there are areas in which the RS could improve. Next, in the concluding chapter





RS’s have become a central feature of the e-retail platform. For the e-retailer, RS’s provide
significant economic benefits. For example, in 2006, Amazon attributed 35 % of their revenue
to recommendations. If we consider Amazon as a yardstick for the entire industry, recommen-
dations generate tens of billions of dollars of value every year. This is a compelling argument
for any growing e-retailer to invest in a RS. As a result, the purpose of this research has been
to develop a prototype RS for the South African e-retailer, Takealot.
Nevertheless, building an effective RS is a daunting endeavour. First, we must identify
the characteristics that comprise an effective RS, and second, we must design and implement
systems that satisfy these characteristics. Fortunately, in the last decade, there has been an
explosion of interest in RS’s from an academic perspective, due in part to the Netflix Prize
competition of 2006. This allows us to pull together research on different aspects of an RS to
generate characteristics of an effective RS. This is the first contribution of our research; a set
of six characteristics which all effective RS’s should possess:
• Accuracy; recommendations should be useful to the customer (section 2.4).
• Low latency; customer requests should be served within the window of interactivity (sec-
tion 2.4).
• Durability; the system should be robust to internal failures (section 2.4).
• Scalability; the system should exhibit graceful scaling properties in the face of increasingly
large input datasets and model parameter sets (section 2.5 and section 2.7).
• Model management; models should remain up to date and effective (section 2.8).
• Extensibility; software interfaces that allow the data scientist to implement new techniques
are an important feature of a RS. In particular, extensible interfaces should be available
for; model building, data splitting, and calculating and summarising evaluation metrics.
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The second contribution of this research is a description of an RS capable of serving recom-
mendations in an actual e-retail environment (chapter 3). The design of our RS is an attempt
to embody the characteristics described above. Scalable and robust technologies support the
various features of the system. Data ingestion, data preparation, model building, and model
evaluation activities are supported by HDFS and Apache Spark, which provide scalable data
storage and computation, respectively. In the model serving layer, Redis provides fast, scalable
and fault tolerant storage for model parameters.
Luigi provides the system with appropriate extensibility characteristics. The concept of
tasks in Luigi allows the system to abstract trivial details of the implementation away from
the programmer, allowing them to focus on the details of the various techniques for generat-
ing or evaluating recommendations. This has been particularly useful in the data ingestion,
data preparation, model building and model evaluation components of the system. In the
model serving layer, we have implemented Python interfaces which abstract away the details
of retrieving and modelling model parameters, allowing the programmer to focus on generating
recommendations.
An important feature of our RS is the explicit support for decision support in the form of
model evaluation summaries. Model management activities are a central feature of an RS, but
many systems do not provide the data scientist with the tools necessary to make informed deci-
sions about which models perform well, without the data scientist having to perform laborious
manual analysis. In section 4.2.5, we presented a proof-of-concept experiment comparing two
popular methods for generating recommendations – which we implemented for this dissertation
– namely, IMF and BPR. We showed how the model evaluation summaries are useful for choos-
ing sets of parameters that give the best performance during cross-validation, and for comparing
model performance during model testing. In our experiment, BPR performed better, with an
overall average AUC of 0.7758.
5.1 Limitations
A significant limitation of this research has been the absence of an online experiment. We dis-
cussed in section 2.8 the importance of testing recommendation techniques online to evaluating
their true impact on customer behaviour. Therefore, the absence of such a test limits our ability
to assess the accuracy of the system.
In addition, the system has some technical weaknesses, most prominently in the responsive-
ness and scalability of the system. In section 4.2.2, we showed that as the number of products in
the system increases, the latency of requests for recommendations will increase. In the current
design of the system, we do nothing to mitigate this problem. With respect to scalability, we
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presented two bottlenecks in section 4.2.3. The first is our implementation of BPR, where all
product and customer factors are kept in the memory of each Spark worker. Second is the model
server, where we store all product factors in the memory of the application. As a consequence,
as the number of products for which the system needs to recommend increases, there comes a
point at which the size of the product factor matrix exceeds the capacity of a single machine.
Another technical limitation of the system is the inability to support continuous ingestion of
interaction data. This is an important feature in the modern RS, as shown by Oryx, Velox, and
TencentRec (Owen, 2015; Crankshaw et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2015). Continuous ingestion
allows the system to maintain model freshness more effectively than batch ingestion. Unfortu-
nately, limitations of the environment at Takealot have thus far prevented us from developing
this feature for our RS.
5.2 Future Research
There are a number of possible directions for future work on our RS. In particular, we would like
to address the above weaknesses of the system. To evaluate the accuracy of recommendations, an
online testing feature should be built. The literature on this subject is fairly broad, and a number
of large online companies have published their approaches to performing online experiments. For
example, (Xu et al., 2015) describe their system, XLNT, which powers thousands of experiments
for the professional social network, LinkedIn.
To improve latency in response to requests for recommendations, we could implement a
hashing strategy similar to the one present in Oryx (Owen, 2015). In this scheme, we prune the
number of product factors according to a user-specified sample rate. As product factors are cre-
ated or updated, they are hashed into a number of partitions. At serving time, we only consider
a random subsample of the partitions. As a result, even when the space of possible products
becomes very large, we can consider a constant number of products for recommendation, so
our recommendation time remains fixed. This comes at the cost of decreased recommendation
accuracy, as we neglect a portion of the product space.
Resolving the scalability issues of our BPR implementation can be achieved in a number of
ways. First we could implement a more careful partitioning scheme for product and customer
factors. For example, we could store all product factors on every machine, but partition customer
factors across the cluster. Even with this strategy, the size of the product factors eventually
becomes a bottleneck. In addition, this defeats the purpose of Splash, which strives to abstract
the difficulties parallel stochastic learning from the implementation of the algorithm. Thus, we
may be forced to adopt a different computational paradigm altogether for building the model.
For example, we could use a parameter server model which provides scalable parameter storage
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at the cost of increased communication (Li et al., 2014b).
In section 4.2.3 we provide some direction for improving scalability of the model serving
application. Inspired by the model serving strategy of Velox (Crankshaw et al., 2014), the idea
is to partition product factors across the memory of several machines. When a request arrives
at a particular node, the node begins computing recommendations of products for which it is
responsible, and forwards the request to the other nodes. It then collects results from other
nodes, and performs the final sorting of products.
We would like also to explore the use of continuous data integration strategies for keeping
models fresh. For the latent factor models described in this dissertation, Owen (2015) and
Crankshaw et al. (2014) give proposals for online update strategies that approximate a full
update of the model. In these strategies, the model is continually updated as new data arrives,
and occasionally the entire model is retrained on the full dataset to maintain prediction accuracy.
Besides online update of current models, we would also like to explore hybrid recommenda-
tion models that take advantage of diverse datasets. For example, we might implement the TF
method described in section 2.7.3 by Kanagal et al. (2012), or one of its extensions described by
Zhang et al. (2014) and Ahmed et al. (2013). In addition to different models, the RS should also
be extended to support different evaluation metrics. Apart from AUC, there are many other
useful metrics for measuring the offline performance of RS’s, including MRR (Shi et al., 2012b),
MAP (Shi et al., 2012a) and NDCG (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011). These extensions would
make the RS a much more complete system.
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